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TV ECUMENISM OF EASTERTIDE

INTERRELIGIOUS UNDERSTANDING is the key when NBC-TV's
" Frontiers of Faith" series brings together representatives of the
four major faiths to discuss "The Holy Seasons." Dr. Hagen Staack,
Lutheran professor of religion at Muhlenberg College, Allentown,
Pa., is host. With him on the Sunday, March 12, program will be,
from left, Fr. Thomas E. Ambrogi, SJ, a J~suit teacher; Rabbi Marc
Tanenbaum, Qf the American Jewish Committee; and Fr. Robert
Stephanopoulos, Greek Orthodox pastor. The time is 7:30 a.m. on
WCAU-TV10 .

STRAIGHT TELEGRAM
To: WESTERN UNION
FROM: AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE
165 East 56th Street
New York, New York

ACCT # CNY006110

TO:
HIS EXCELLENCY
ARCHBISHOP PIO LAGHI
APOSTOLIC DELEGATE
3339 MASSACHUSETTS AVE., NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20008
FOLLOWING CABLE SENT TODAY TO CARDINAL CASAROLI. AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE
DEEPLY DISTRESSED OVER REPORTS POPE JOHN PAU!_ II WILL GRANT AUDIENCE PLO
TERRORIST CHIEF YASIR ARAFAT. IT IS INCOMPREHENSIBLE THAT HOLY FATHER
WHO WAS NEARLY MURDERED BY TERRORIST FANATIC TRAINED BY PLO IN BEIRUT
WOULD REWARD TERRORISTS SY GIVING THEM IMPLIED SANCtldN THROUGH PRIVILEGE
OF AUDIENCE IN VATICAN CITY. POPE HIMSELF DECRIED TERRORISTS IN HIS
FEBRUARY 18 ADDRESS TO CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATIC WORLD UNION SAYING QUOTE
TERRORISM IS ANTITHESIS OF EVERYTHING THAT YOU TRY TO PROMOTE AS DEMOCRATS
AND AS CHRISTIANS UNQUOTE. HOLY FATHER THEN APPEALED FOR QUOTE SOLIDARITY
AMONG STATES SO THAT EVERY ACT OF TERRORISM MAY BE UNANIMOUSLY UN~~SKED,
DENOUNCED, CONDEMNED AND PENALIZED WITH SANCTIONS, WHATEVER PRETEXT FOR IT
MAY oE OFFERED. iERRORI5j.j HE ADDED IS A SAVAGE iNiiuMAN METHOD TO oE
ABSOLUTELY BANNED. A STATE THAT ENCOURAGES SUCH A METHOD AND MAKES
ITSELF THE ACCOMPLICE OF IT PERPETRATORS DISQUALIFIES ITSELF FROM
SPEAKING TO THE WORLD ABOUT JUSTICE, UNQUOTE. HOLY FATHER S AUDIENCE
WITH THE ARCHITECT OF INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM IS IRRECONCILABLE WITH
THESE MORAL POSITIONS. AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE RESPECTFULLY URGES
THAT HOLY SEE REVERSE ITS DECISION ANO DEMONSTRATE TO WORLD ITS UNAMBIGUOUS
REJECTIONS OF ARAFAT"S ROLE IN VIOLATING SACRED IMAGE OF HUMAN PERSON
OVER PAST DECADES. RESPECTFULLY, MAYNARD I- WISHNER, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
JEWISH COMMITTEE. I APPRECIATE YOUR MESSAGE TO ME TODAY.
BEST REGARDS,
11

RABBI MARC • H. TANENBAUM
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ANTI-SEMITISM AND THE CHURCHES

-~·

An interview with Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum, National Director, Interreligious Affairs American Jewish Committee.
1.

How important a factor are Christian:.theological teachings in sustaining
Ant i - Semi tic»:atti tudes?

2.

Do you feel Anti - Semitism is widespread in society?

?·

Could you give some examples of common Christian teachings with Anti-Semitic
overt ones?

·..
\ ::

.·

--.4~ ·.i Do you have .any reservations about the ecumenical movement?

5. What significant steps have been taken to overcome biased materials and teachings?
6.

Is i t in the very nature of religion to narrow down in an exclusive manner, to
fester· an in-group and out-group?

7. Do you feel Christians are concerned today about religious roots of Anti-Semitism?
8.

What is the future of Jewish Christian Dialogue?

9. What can

...

,:

~nd ividuals

do to help provide a new climate of understanding?
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The decision for or against God is the primary decision of
life .

We have to make it by virtue of the fact that we are hlllllan

beings.

If we do not decide for God, it is not as if we Withheld

judgment" and made no decision 1at all; if we do not decide for God,
quite inevitably we decide for some idol, with all the consequences
of idolatry.
The decision confronts us as a demand.
in the biblical injunction:

The demand is given

"Choose you this day whom you will serve."

Note the nature of this demand.

It is not philosophical or mystical;

it is a straight "political" demand or, rather, a straight "theopolitical" demand.

What is asked for is absolute loyalty and servi<?e

to God, who is to be acknowledged as sovereign Lord and Master.
the authentic Jewish answer is the one Joshua gives:

And

"As for me and

my house, we will serve the Lord."

To live an authentic .hlDilan life

means that we will serve the Lord.

To live an authentic hwnan life

means that we ground our existence in the living God and thus stand protected
by our faith from the demonic · idolatries that beset us on all sides.
That is what the decision of :faith is -- the choice of a God, the
supreme

ven~ure

of life.

The decision of faith, if it is genuine, is not merely or even
primarily, an intellectual decision.
our life.

It is a decision that defines

Above all, it is a commitment of the whole person.

It is

a decision of faith in which one stakes one's life on a truth which one
has to ''make true" through conunitment and action.

-2-

It is easier to define what being a Jew is not. To be a Jew
is not to b.e a member of a distinct and separate race.

According

to

anthropologists, Jews are rac:ially and ethnically one of the most mixed
groups in the world.
them.

No definit::bn in racial terms can serve to define

Nor does being a Jew mean being ·a member of .a distinct and

separate nation, if :we employ the word "nation" on the sense in which
we speak of the English, French or _American nations.
to define Jewish existence in cultural terms.
there is no cultural character or ·trait that
all Jews.

Nor is it possible

Aside from religiIDn,
~s

unique and common to

Neither can Jewish existence bedefined simply in terms of

membership in a religious denomim:ion.

A man is a Baptist if he ad-

heres to a Baptist church, affinns the basic Baptist beliefs, or does
both .

Many Jews in America adhere to no synagogae, hold no religious

belief, and indeed call themselves atheists.

Yet it would be a gross

violation of the usage of the term to deny them the appellation "Jew."
In short, being a Jew is not like being a member ·of a race, nation,
cultural group, or even of a religious denomination.

Any attempt to define Jewishness in secular-empirical terms, on
a level that makes no reference to one's relations to God, is futile.
The well-known anthropologist, Melville J. Herskovits, after a prolonged
attempt to define the Jews exclusively in secular ·and empirical terms,
finally came to this conclusion:
••• Yet the Jews do represent a historical continulDil •••• Is there any least
connnon denominator other than the designation

~Jew"

that can be used to

mark the historical fait accompli which the Jew, however he may be defined,
se:ems to be?

It is seriously to be ques£.!_Qned .

-3-.

The fact is that there is no way in which Jewishness can be
adequately defined or givmpositive content on a secular, empirical
level.

Therefore, Jews trying to uriderstand ·their Jewishness in

secular terms have regularly been driven to a negative conception of
Jewishness.

They view their Jewishness primarily as the· result of an

historical irrationality, anti-Semitism, which forced the label "Jew"
on them.

Being herded together, they wi!ll develop some conunon traits;

basically however, they ha.v e ·nothing in common except the label "Jew."
Jews are Jews simply because they are treated - that is, mistreated as Jews by the world.
ever that term may

The world will not let them not be Jews, what-

mean~

If .being a Jew means nothing but being branded as "Jew," it
clearly is something to be discarded as quickly as possible.
is the logic

o~

-secular Judaism, and

it, much to their own perplexity.

~any

Such

secular Jews have recognized

The secular Jew frequently wants

to remain a Jew, yet ' is 4nable to understand or explain what it is he
wants to remain a Jew, yet is unable to understand or explain what it
is he wants to remain, or ·why.
The meaning of JeWish ex:is::ence can be affirmed and understood
only in faith.

Jewish existence is something unique; on this, the

theologican and soc:blogist, the Jew and the Christian, agree.
Buber, the Jewish philosopher,

s~

Martin

s that "the existence of Israel is

something unigue, unclassifiable; this name marks the community as one
that cannot be grasped

i~

the

Gat~gories

of sociology and ethnology."

.

'

.

-4Carl Mayer, the Christian sociologist, reiterates ·that "the Jewish
people represents ·a sociologically unique phenomenon and defies all
attempts at definition."

This uniqueness makes no sense in secular-empirical

terms; it ·i s intelligible only in terms of faith.

To quote Buber again:

"We have but one way to apprehend this positive meaning of this
negative phenomenon, the way of faith.

From any ·viewpoint other than

faith, our inability to fit into a category would be intolerable,
something contrary to history, contrary to nature; but from the viewpoint of faith, our inability to fit into a category is the foundation
·

~n~d .m~aning o~

our existence. 11
..

The trad:Ltion of

I~rael,

)

the ongoing tradition of self-under-

standing of Israel in relation to its Godk has always defined Israel
as a covenant

folk-~

a covenant folk.
nation at all.

not as a race,

n~tion,

9r ·culture gro up, but as

Israel is not a nation like other nations; it is not a
As Jewish teaching has always understood it, Israel is

a people brought into being by God to serve Him as a kind of task•
force in the fulfillment of His purposes in history.
relation to God is·. 'defined and
it to God.

establis~ed

in the

Israel's special

coven~nt

which binds

Apart from the covenant and the vocation it implies, Israel

is as nothing, and Jewish existence a mere delusion.

But in terms of

the covenant and the vocation it implies, Jewish existence becomes
supremely significant and meaningful to the Jew.
The Nocation to which Israel is

a~pointed

by divine covenant

is traditionaliy defined in the term kiddush hashem, "sanctification of
the Name" -- standing witness to the living God amidst the idolatries

.

-5of the world.
The world is idolatry-ridden and in rebellion against God; men
are forever striving to throw off their allegiance to their rightful
Lord, the living God.

The vocation, the function of Jewry, is to

remain loyal and to stand witness to its Lord and the Lord of all being
amidst this universal· rebellion and disobedience; to say no to every
idolatrous pretension; to reject every claim of an

e~thly

power -

whether person, institutiqn, or idea - to finality and absolute devotion; to call men to knowledge and service of the living God, to whom
alone absolute devotion is due.

In word and deed, individually and

corporately, in inner life and in outward action, "to give the world
no rest so long as the world has not God" (Maritain) - such is the
vocation of .Israel.

This conviction concerning Israel's

natur~

and

destiny is neither an empirical finding nor a sociological conclusion;
· it is a commitment

o~

faifh.

When I say that Israel is a covenant folk, appointed for this
vacation, I am not describing a scientific notion.

No sociologist or

anthropoligist can confirm - or refute - the st:eement.

What I am

saying is that, from the standpoint of faith, I interpret my Jewish
existence as covenant existence. I am engaging in existential, not
objective, thinking .

This conviction concerning Israel's nature

and destiny, held in faith, illumines one's self-understanding as a
Jew as nothing else can, because every attempt to understand Jewishness
apart from the standpoint of faith, apart from the covenant, ends in
negativism and nihilism.

It is impossible to understand Jewish exist-

-6tence positively on any other level.
Even "conversion•i to Christianity, if it is sincerely based on
faith, implies prior self-affirmation as a Jew, as Franz Rosenzweig
has pointed out.

On both levels, it involves an ultimate affirmation, which is at once
an ultimate allegiance and the staking of one's life on a truth that is
nevertheless to be ''made true" by commitment and action.

On both

levels, this personal con:nnit:ment is both the ground or security, and the
illl.Ullination of existence. ·
But the two levels·are essentially one.

For ·the God of personal

existence - "My God" - is the God of. the covenant - the "God of our
fathers."

For the Jew, the de'c ision for God is ·a decision for the covenant,

and the decision for the covenant is a decision for God.

The Jew finds

the living God of faith in and through Israel, and in and through the
covenanted people of God,

tha~

has stood witness to God through . the
·,

ages and that sees the meaning of its · .h ard and perilous existence only
in its world-challenging and world-transforming vocat::bn.

.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
IN JEWISH-CHRISTIAN RELATIONS
FROM THE mTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
..S - 11011.1:&!P1? i :o µ'MS:

Jewish -Christian relations, and more specifically, relation::; between
the RC Church and Judaism as a religion and as a people, a.re in a state
of continuous flux . It is, I believe, wellnigh impossible, arbit r arily to
r.hoose a particular moment in the contemporary development and try to assess
from there, backward and forward, what is presently happening at the international level, between t wo world religious communities so distinct, and yet
so closely linked, with a hopefully by now past history of misunderstandings,
mu tual diffidence and persecution. This is, however, what I am asked to
do in the present occasion.
The only feasible way to respond to such a c hallenge seems to be this:
to describe the situation as it is now and as it is seen from. the Catholic
side, such being the necessary Vorverstandnis of the speaker. This situation,
as is always the case, will have clearer and darker aspects . positive anp
less positive developments . I shall endeavour to present them all, at least
with a Quick look at each. But then, I think , some thou gh~ should also . be
given to the perspectives which are (or should be) open for us in the contemporary plight of both our religious communities , with all t heir imp.lications
on each side, in the world of today. I shall not be able, for obvious reason~ ,
l:O take up all the necessary subjects, nor even deal wi t h the requ i re d completeness with those that I shall speak about. But such is t~e unavoidable
1 imitation of any speech of this kind. The present one must be seen as a
part or a chapte r of an ongoing r efl ection, or evaluation, which belongs
most certainly to the central tasks of the Vatican Commission for Religious
Relations with the Jews.
1.
A description . Whefe does one find the starting point for such description? It would be easy to compare the situation as it is in these early
months of 1980 with what i.t w'.1s (or rather with what it v.ias not) barely
15 years before, exactly at the end of the Second Vatican Council. Su t I
do not think that this is what is expected from me here . Nevertheless, it
i s , I believe, both true to fact and healthy for all concerned, to assess,
as it were with an eagle's view, the way we have already been able to walk .
From almost no relations at all (I am always speaking of the international
level) to the present comple"' network of relations, with an International
Liaison Committee , two permanent representatives of important J ewish organ isations in Rome and a constant flow of Jewish visitor s to the Yatican, either
individual or in groups , from the commun i ty leaders of all description to
the rank and file, not to mention the representatives of the State of Israel.
Let me elaborate a bit on these t h ree aspects . First , the International
--'
Liaison Committee. I earnestly hope that by now many peop l e (not to say
most) in both our constituencies do know about the existence of this very

.~
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significant and characteristic body. Created in 1971, after the very precise
terms of reference of a Memorandum of Understanding, ~he ILC serves, since
the beginning, as the meeting place of the Vatican and the main Jewish organisations, linked together for such purpose in a kind of ad .hoc organisation
called the International Jewish Committee for Interreligious Con~ultations
(IJCIC) . Its me~bership, from the Catholic side', intends to be as representative as possible and the persons appointed are approved by the Pope. Among
them, besides the officers of the Commission (which include Bishop Torrella,
Msgr. Moeller, Msgr. Salzmann and myself), there are two bishops, one North'
American (the Bishop of Brooklyn) and one German, and ·a group of experts.
Th• Jewish side is also keen on wide representation, either trom the different religious trends of present Judaism, or from various . countries, including Israel and Latin America, or even from diverse personal backgrounds.
What does the ILC do? It could be said, rather peevishly, that it mostly
talks. But even talking to each other, across the same ' table, after centuries
(millenia) of abuse, silence, or talking at cross-purposes , .happens to be
an achievement in itself. And besides, what we talk. about, as stated in
the series of Press releases published after each meeting, is certainly
not irrelevant. On the contrary, · they are the subjects which each side deems
important and necessary· i'n the context of the mandate of · the · ILC . Thus,
we h~v.e studied for eight years now, themes as complex'. and as divisive as
the place of each religion in the teaching system of the other, people,
religion and land in both traditions, human rights, religious f'\eedom and
education for dialogue. Even the geographical setting of the meetings is·
not indifferent. If Marseilles, Paris and Amsterdam may not seem very significant, Rome (1g75), Jerusalem (1g76l, Toledo-Madrid (1g1ai and Regensburg
in Western Germany are symbols in themselves. Even Venice (1977) was the
occasion for the group to meet with whom was soon to become, for a short
span of time, Pope John Paul I.
I would like to underline here that such meetings, with all their limitations, . are anything but an academic exercise. It is ~ot only that we speak
clearly and frankly to each other, not avoiding what happens to be in each
c ommunity, but especially in the Catholic one, a rason- for concern to the
other. side (the Jewish one), as the present manifestations
. of antisemitism
here and there in the world. we also try to set the foundations · for different
forms. of coll!iboration, with due attention to the very diverse structure
of the Jewish people, on one side, 'and the Catholic Church, on the other.
And we are ,_ .~eeply interested i~:'. making the ~act, content and results of
such meetings, known t o our respective constituencies by other means than
the normal press release, without in any , way diminish i ng. the importance
of this. The Catholic part, since the Toledo-Madrid meeti.n g and given the
relevance of its subject for the daily pastoral life of the Church, decided
to send out to Episcopal Conferences and Patriarchal Synods around · the 'world
a substantial report on the proceedings. And this has been repeated ever
since. We know, by ·the reactions received, how seriously such information
is taken and how far it goes to iupplcment and even correct newspapers and
agencies• reports where it really counts, that is at the level of bishops .
Secondly, the presence of the two permanent representatives of the
World Jewish Congress and the Anti-Defamation Leagve of B'nai B'rith in
Rome somehow prolongs in time and widens in scope the functions of the International Liaison Committee . It. is fairly obvious that there are many other,
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subjects, problems, concerns and queries, which can be dealt with quietly
and fruitfully through such channels. And I refer particularly to problems
which on principle would fall outside the competence of the Commission for
Religious Relations with Judaism and therefore of the mandate of the !LC.
But · which presented through the channels just mentioned, can reach more
easily and directly the competent offices of the Holy See. Even for the
day to day re l ationship, it is a completely different thing to have to persons to speak to, who are also good friends, than merely to receive and
write letters, as important and necessary as this literary genre is still
in this audio-visual world, especially in the Vatican. I can only hope that
such presence shall remain what it is and be eventually enlarged. The old
diplomatic principle, in spite of everything, is still very much alive in
this world.
Thirdly, the Jewish visitors to the Vatican. If I mention this fact
here, it is not primarily for statistical reasons nor out of the wish to
put a go l den coating upon the problems and differences existing. On the
contrary, our Jewish visitors are not necessarily yes- men, fascinated by
what the Vatican is and means and utterly d i sposed to accept o u r explanations.
They are and they are not. I must say to their credit that they come here,
and such is the main reason for coming, with a high ideQ.. of the person and
the ministry of the Pope, but at the same time willing to put questions
and have their questions answered, as far as possible .
I am not at all
speaking of isolated facts, separate in time from one another. To give only
one example: in tne past two or three months, we have had a · Jewish presence,
in one way or another, in almost eve·ry general audience of the Pope, on
Wednesday, and in several more or less private audiences , which the Pope
normally gives the same day, after the general one. Sometimes, the Pope
makes a short speech, in which he takes up some .point of J ewish- Catholic
relations. Sometimes, he does not. It depends on the time at his disposal .
Papal audiences are now what they are, from the point of view of crowds,
Catholic and non Catholic, and time. Of course, for the present pontificate,
the highwater mark was reached with the audience of the 12th March 1 979,
wh~n the Pope officially and formally received the representatives of the
main Jewish organisations and still other representatives from national
Jewish communities around '- the world and made what can be called a programmatic speech on Jewish-Catholic relations. The present speaker has received
and ·highly appreciated the m~ny reactions, private or public, of many Jewish
personalities, present in that audience .

,.

·"''
with

I would not have dealt
such audiences and visits at any length
if I were not convinced of their significance for our relations at the international level. Let me point out some of the reasons of this significance.
First, the Catholic ornmunity, present in growing n'umbers in the audiences,
or e l se hearing · and reading about them, become more and more aware of' the
importance and solidity · of the links which tie together Christianity and
Judaism.
. Jews being received as Jews , their presence implies an element
of a kind of permanent catechesis of what Jews are and mean in themselves
for the Catholic Church. Secondly, all t~is happens in Rome, with the Pope ,
where, therefore, a certain example or model is set for the whole Catholic
Church 'to follow. THis is why, among other things, the invitation and presence of a Jewish observer in the Third General Conference of the i,.atin American Epi~copate in Puebla (Mexico) in January-February 1979, was first decided
upon and then r eadily accepted by all concerned . And this in turn set another
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example. Thirdly, those visits to the Vatican· are almost always an occasion
for meetings, sometimes protracted meetings with the staff of' the Commission,
where, with or without a formal agenda, · all kinds of problems are posed,
questions (including unconfortable ones) are asked and answers hoped for.
If ever the Commission officers and lea'd ers get in touch with the grassroots Jewish .people , it is then and there, when, for instance you have before
you sixty people of all .walks of life, from (let's say) the British C~uncil
of Christians a~d Jews. These are no academic meetings.
I still would like to say a word of appreciation, in this same context,
for the Jewish hea.rtfelt presence in the events which shaped, for .th'e Catholic community, the months of August through October of 1 978. The passing ·
away of two Popes · and also the election of two were marked, for the' first
time ·in history, by a physical and spiri.tual jewish presence which has left
in all of us ·an indelible memory. I do not think it is widely known that
most, · if not all, of the telegrams and letters received were published·,
not only. in the Information Service of the SPCU, which would be r_i:ormal,
the Commission being closely linked with the · Secretariat, but . also in · t .h e
official publication of the Holy See, Act a Apostolicae Sedis, whei:-e they
fill several .pages.
Facts such as these are a substantial part of that growing together
which. accounts for mutual understanding ·and reconciliation· more tl'lar many
international Conferences.

2. ·
Some limitations. Having taken some time .to describe what may seem
to be a rather optimistic picture, I think it will only be fair t~ dwell
also at some length in the · problems and difficulties whfct:i are also part
and parcel of our relations at the international . level. Such. proble11t1s and
di ff icul tics are various and c;ome from ·different sources. I will try to
subsume at least some of them under a common heading.
Most come · from what Henry Siegman has aptly cal led the e_~y~~~ of
our two communities. The Catholic Church is a Church. Judaism is an ethnocul t ural ·religious real.Hy, linked to a State, the State of Israe·l . The
· catholic Church is the home of many . and different, sometimes even conflicting
peoples. Judai°sm is a people in itself. The Church believes it has a uriiversal mission, wi tt• all due respect· to individual and collective consc·iences,
which makes such mission· somet~.ing not only different but entirely alien
from .what.{~ normally called p;~·selytism. The jewish. people, _on the- other
hand, particularly after the· searing · experience of the "1olocaust, has a
justified concern for its own survival, a concern linked~ in the geopo~itical
situation of ' the Middle . East, ~ith the question of security ~nd secure borders. ·while .it would not at all be true to . _say that we look at questions
of territory and physical land from a remote distance, it is however- ·undeniable that we do
not have the same . concern _for land and territol"y that
t h e Jewish people has.· I could easily go on with the list.i ng. It wouldn't
help much. But I must say now, before r go on, that ·such listing is not
in any way intended as a comparison of values. I am convinced, on the contrary, and this is one of the many benefits of dialogue, t .hat we can profit
on . each sid~ from the value syst~m of the othe~.
However that may he,- the fact is that such asymetry as I have' tried
to · describe
implies as a consequ_ence that our agendas .and P'.iorities
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do not always overlap and even when t hey o ve rlap, we d o not approach them
i n the same way. It is aga inst this background that the so-called "political"
questions must be seen and the disagreements that sometimes affect the treatment ( or lack of tre atmen t) of such questions. This is: not to say that we,
Christians or Cathol ics , should not try to understand tn~ Jews as the y understand themselves, or, as the Gu id el in es say: "Christ:ians ... must stl'ive
to learn by what essential traits the Jews define themselves in the l ight ·
of their' own . relig i ous e·xp erience". But , afte r having• understood and been.
understood, our respective agendas may continue to difTer . Or, as Fr . Marcel
Dubois sometimes says: we agree to disagree . To give an example: it might
not be for us, in the Catho lic Church, and more specifically in the Vatican ,
for a ll the understanding and appreciation that •1e may have, and should
have, for the link. between people and land, to give. a r eligious backing
of our own to the expression of suc h links , muc h less to any particular
interpretation of it. On the other hand, it is quite clear that the right
for ex istence and true s ecurity for al l people, and indeed for the Jewish ·
people and the State of Israe l,is a n ongoing concern of" the Vatican, as 21.s
been repeatedly expressed by the Popes, Paul VI, J ohn P aul I ., and J ohn Pau:V
The Vatican may have its own style of going about t h i ngs, and this style
may not always be easy to understand and even open to criticism. But there
is no question that the humanitarian concerns that lie deep in the heart
of the Jewish people, be it the quest io n of its own surv ival , or its security, or the plight of the Soviet Jews , or ant isemiti sm anywhere, are also
concerns for the Vatican and a part of its pastoral mission. And it should
not be a cause for nervousness or diffidence if such c auses are seen sometimes, and p resented , by the Vatican, in a wider perspective. They are not,
for that reason, in any way forgotten or di smissed. · Here again, particular
commitments or attitudes should not be seen , nor inte nded to be seen, on
eit her side , as aff irmations of principle .

.
I

I}
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Thus, we insist more on a rel igious, or theological, ag enda , on. our
common discussions . This is not just a way to find a n alib i f or other more
burning, or in any case , more appealing questions . Much to the contra ry.
theological questions regarding Judaism and their proper solution in tne
contet of s.9und Catholic doctrine'..; are vital f or a true, deep , permanent ,
unprejudiced Jewish-Christian relationship. It is not' p olitics nor diplomacy
which have divided us for centuries , but theology and catechetics , whether
the J e ws were guilty of deicide, whethe r th e Jewish religion ( or the Synagogue , _ as was then said) was finished with the coming of
Christ; wh ethe r .
the Jewish people was cursed, and so on. Most of this _ste rotypa have been
laid to rest by the Second Vatican Cou ncil. But we· still n_eed very much
of a positive Christian theology of Judais m, as some schol<!-rS have · a l readiy
begun to wr ite, li ke Thoma and Mussner and others. A theol ogy about the
exact place of Judaism in the design of God, about the .c orrect 1nterpretation
of Scripture regarding Judaism, iJ.bout the questions and c ha lle nges put to
our traditional teaching by the o ngoing dialogue . This i s admittedly diff icult ~nd protracted, but unavoidable. Academic teaching, preaching and
catechesis will only s uffer a compl ete change wh en. th is ~ork is f ina l ly
done and soundly d one . I am glad to say that the C-Ommission is committed
to the promotion and impl ementation of such st udies. I will a lso say , quite
openly, . t ha t _ th e same need e x ists on the J ewi s h side. Not only "odium theologium" but simple "ignorantia elenchi" can have and does have t errible co~
sequ"? nces .

"··:·

. ..
6.
. ..

'!~

3.
Perspectives. Where do we go from here? Much has already been accomplished, as I hope I have made clear in the first part of this presentation,
in spite of all the limitations, which I have also recognized. The question.
is now: having arrive~ at the present point, which path do we follow? whai ·
are our respective priorities? and, in final analysis. what is ll:he aim of
our dialogue?

.· ,

·.

.·

~

I shall begin my tentative answer by saying that the mere fact that . ·.···
such questions can be asked shows by itself how far we have gone. In ·ract,
similar questions are certainly not asked when the first steps in dialogue ·
are being made. I shall immediately add that the existence of limitations,
difficulties, differing agendas and so forth, does not . mean at all that
the dialogue or relations between the Jews . and the Catholic Church a.t the
int_ernational level are at a standstill or have got into a bl:ind alley.
Much to the contrary, I believe that _ no serious, all-engaging dialogue
is possible without running into problems or. ctifficu_lties as those. described,
and perhaps others still. Only the Lord knows _ what other.- diff"iculties are
awaiting us round. the corner. It is the will to come together and understand
each other that counts, not the apparent -easiness of the path. It is when
we come to grips with the · really difficult · questions that: the dialogue is
worth .t:he trouble. And ·· it is not excluded, nay, it ·is certainly· possible,-'· '
· that, at a certain point and upon a certain subject. we might, as I hav·e
just said, quot(rig from Fr.Dubois, agree to disagre~- This need not be a·

I
,\

disaster, but simply the respectful and even loving acknowledgement that
our two religions, or religiously permeated ins_t .i tutions ~ for all thei'r
close kinship. have an irreducible identity of their own.

I

.

However that may be, ·a broad · common fjeld. is still open in front of
us. Christians have yet to learn, in many ways•. " by what essential traits·
the Jews define themselves in the light .of their· own. religious experience"
·. {Guidelines. Introduction). They have to learn more 'deeply· about . the Holocaust, the concern and the will for survival of the. Jewish people and how·
(
this · is ' linked .to the· secure existence ·or the State .of Israel. T·h·is implies
undef'.standing the peculiar psychology of. a people which ha.s pa.s sed through
this and other experiences. It also implies becoming more· conscious of the
p·luralism of the Jewish co"!munity, All this, however, wou·ld not mean m.u ch
if we were not, as Christians, to find · the proper.- place of the Jews and
Judpism in our theological synthesis or syntheses. This is why ·I underlined
before the need for a sound theology of .Judaism. In this we can and should
be helped by the Jews. If _we J _nsist on : including theolog.i cal · subject.s in
our commo~ ·~genda. I am able t6- understand the reservations. of large Jewish
se.g ments ;i.bout airing in dialogue religious views and convictions, as I
hope they are able to understand our reservations, at. ~east for certain
times and places, about discussing p~litical questions. Bu~ I ought to say
here that I am afraid we cannot avoid discussing theology, as '_ our Jewish
friends might say that - we cannot avoid discussing politics.

r

In a similar way, a bette r information and knowledge about Christianity
is still, I dare say, required in Judaism. I am. sometim_es ·amazed at the
pre sentations of Christianity and the Chr.istian· faith I find in some Jewish
books. It is said that, while Christianity needs Judaism f"or . its own ' selfunderstanding, the same is not true for Judaism. Th.is i:s as it _ may be. But
the ri;al question is whether we can go on ignoring each other or living:
with distorted ideas about what each · side is and means '"in the light of
its own religious experience", not to mention elementary facts about history
and the J'resent.

.._.-.,.
-:·,-.
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7.
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Common studies, interchange of teachers, collaboration in publications·, .
belong in this same context. This exists · already in many places, notably'
in the USA. It still needs deepening, enlarging and extending to other places

l

Such mutu_al

rediscovery

I ~:i~~e~nu~~:e:a::r~::~s

I

·\

t::r

in

the

proper :l.°dentity of each cannot fail

G::1::~or:bt::;a~i;n I:::t;~d J::o:~~a(~c w~2 ~;;r:;;

par., quoting Ex ~,6.15), the "God of the fathers" (Acts 3,13). We are conscious of 'the same· obligation of "sanctifying the name'', qiddus ta-Sem (cf.
Mt.6,9}. We have the same fundamental ·Law, the Oeca1ogue, with exactly the
same prioritary precepts (Dt 6,5; .lev.19,18; Mc 12,28-34 and par.). We have

the same passion for justice, and for · the same rea:s-~n. We both. expect and
work for the Kingdom. I _ see here a lot of ·possibilit·iess, or rather challen~
ges, the present wor l d being what it_ is: Should not these and other ·avenues
of collaboration be explored and . pursu~d? It is true~ as I have said before.
that our structures are basically different, _but· doe_s this really make encounter and collaboration impossible, either at.the grassroots or at the international .level? An. encounter and collaboration which.,. I would like to add,
sh6uld never be closed to other religions, and to Islam in the firs~ place;
· given the connection existing between the _three. monothefa.tic, Abrahamic~
faiths, and in spite ·of all _the present problems) wh-ich, I hope, are contingent.
The work for peace is especially relevant in. such .context, needless
to say. Peace is institutionalized by treaties and international instruments .
Blit is is born in the hearts, it . is founded · on
love and respect for
the neighbour and it is constructed i:n the .daily relation~hip between men
and women. It is not · opposed to security, but it includes and surpas_ses
it.
If for al,l this atonement and the· humble ask·-ing for forgiveness · is
required on the. Christian side, for a long-standing debt with ttie. Jewish
people~ well,•1e shoul? be p.repared · to do it. Ackno""ledging one's own sins
has never diminished anybody and has a liberating· efficacy which can only
be salutary. But I personally believe that acts a.r-e more important than
words,or rather,· i n the best Hebrew tradition, acts~- words, as is expres. sed by the use of dabar for both. So what we need ·a rec ~ of reconciliatiort
and reconc~~ing · acts, insp i -red .~~y a brothe_rly mentality •. Those desc,ribed
. can help in' s uch d·irection, more than many words.
Precisely, reconciliation is wha t we are seeking. Not necessarily per~ .
sona l reconciliation, but the coming tog e ther o·f two very different religious
bodies, one of which is al s o a peo ple, torn apart by the sins of men, but
made to be t9gether, in spite of all their differences, for their own benefit
.and that of all humanity. I am convinc ed that when this mutual transparency ·
is arri ved at, at all levels, then the aim of the Jewish-Christian dialogue
is obtained . Or rather, more exactly, this is why such dialogue can never
ceas e, once it ' has begun. Beca u se me n and women being what the~ are, either
Jewi sh or Christian, the danger always _e _x ists that we begin · again, . or go
on, · mi~understanding each qther and . c reating d_arli.ness · instead ·of light •.
The onl.y way to avoid this a~d h ~al it when it happens, is to keep. together,
never ·ciose our communication lines, serve each other and with each- other
serve the. world. And, in the best Judaic tradi t~on, be able to forgive each.
othe·r .
This is what Judeo-Cat.holic relations are abou.'11:. I hope to have made,
by what I s aid, some contribution to them.
Thank you.
Jorge MEJIA
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The Catechism for the Universal Church (CUC) has ' been

i~sued

in a

·provisional text for the consideration of the Catholic community.

The new

Catechism, which may be. called a "content guide" for t'he development of local
catechisms, is an

eff~rt

to set .Vatican II teachings into a manual that would

influence the education of· future generations of Catholics.

Archbishop William

Levada, of Portland, Oregon, said that the proposed Catechism "will shape the
mind of the Church for decades, perhaps centuries to come."

In his address to a

symposium of Catechetical publishers in Washington, D.C., February 21, 1990, he
pointed out that the CUC "is not intended as the only worldwide catechism; it is
a resource which will be used as a 'point of reference.' by which any catechetical
material can be judged for the soundness of its approach ••• At the same time, 1
want to say that this ·catechism ••• will serve as a major resource

even a text

-- in the preparation of ministers -- from priests to Catechists

who will be

called to hand on the faith" •••
A Jewish Reading
· The Catechism for the Universal Church is a Catholic document,
Catholic specialists and directed to Catholics.

wri~ten

by

Our approach is an understanding

rooted in dialogue as well as an understandable concern about the CUC's presentation of Jews and Judaism.

Until the Second Vatican

~ouncil,

there has been a

lol)g-standing tradition of contempt towards Judaism in many levels of Catholic
\

education.

'While that negative .Portrait has been rejected by Vatican II

teaching, aspects of it are still present . in some textbooks and even
ecclesiastic.al documents.

Dialogue and mutual recognition. are .indeed part of a

.s low process of encounter and understanding and the present reading ·intends to
·c ontribute to this hope filled process.
· A change of attitudes entails the recognition of the other person as . a
person of faith, a person of God.

This is an operation involving·· a trans-

formation in· the understanding of the other.
object but rather as a subject of faith.
standing the other beyond triumphalism.

It is to see the other not as an

It is an approach related to underGod's presence is part of this
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recognition of the other.

The Jewish philosopher -Emmanuel Levinas once pointed

out that "the existence of God is sacred history i t self, the sacredness of man's
relation to man through which God may pass." ·. Levinas' attempts to comprehend the
sacredness of the other and _God's Presence in the other's

div~ne

experience and

this spirit was present in the. Vatican Guidelines and Suggestions for
Implementing the Conciliar Declaration, Nostra Aetate, . (No. 4) of January, 1975.
The Vatican II document points out that:
To tell the truth, such relations as there have been between
Jews and Christians have scarce_ly even risen above the level
of . monologue.

from

no~

on, real dialogue must be

established.
Di~logue

in this respect is define4 as a respectful interchange of . equals

sharing God's faith:
.Dialogue supposes that each :s 1de wishes to know the other,
and wishes to increase and deepen its knowledge of the
other.

.s:

It constitutes a particularly suitable means of

favoring . a better mutual knowledge and especially in the
.case of dialogue between Jews .and
regions of one's own tradition.

Christ~ans,

of probing the

Dialogue demands respect

for the other as he is; above all, respect for his .faith and
his religious convictions.
With this in mind, our reading does no~ deal with Christianity's
proclamation of its own theological claims..

Rather, the aim is to clarify a

terminology and concepts that have harmed and
through the teachi_n g of conte_m pt.

con~inues

to hurt the Jewish people

This teaching denied the Jewish people and

Judaism a role in God's design after the coming of Jesus and his mission.
Judaisro, after the time of , Jesus, has been presented as a vocadon denied by God
and history.

The destruction of the Temple in the year 70CE by the Romans was

pointed out as the first sign of God's denial.

Catechetical teaching, sermons,

. -3-

and other documents on Jews and Judaism denied _any meaning save the purpose of
bringing Jesus for his mission.
the twentieth century.

This was a reality in the Middle Ages and up to

This theological id,e ology meant for the Jewish people

social exclusion from cities or nations, the creation of ghettos, expulsion. the wearing of distinctive badges, or theological confrontations.

These disputations

- whether in Tortosa, Barcelona or Paris - obligated Jewish scholars and rabbis
to debate biblical. texts that were considered to be hints of

J~sus'

coming as the

promised Messiah.
Vatican 11 documents attempted to overcome this teaching of contempt in
preaching and teaching.

For this reason the CUC draft is pivotal in Jewish and

Catholic readings inspired· by a joint effort to repair past damages and continue
the process of recognition and mutual acceptance in God.
Catechetical teaching and Judaism
The educational presentation of Judaism has concerned Catholic officials.
John Cardinal Willebrands

express~d

it in his study on "Catechetics and Judaism"

presented at the 1977 Roman Bishops Synod on "Catechetics in our time":
It seems important

~hat,

in a discussion on catechetics,

especially for young people and children, as is going on in
this Assembly of the Synod, the question of the image of
\

Judaism in catechetical teaching be raised.
twofold:

The reason is

On the .one hand, it is impossible - theologically

and practically - to present Christianity without referring
to Judaism, at least as it is found in the pages of the Old
Testament, and also as it really was at the time of the New
.. Testament.

On the other hand, because the image of Judaism

used to illustrate Christianity in

Christ~an

teaching is

seldom exact, faithful and respectful of the theological and
historical reality of Judaism •

.......................................................................
The Second Vatican Council, after a general presentation on .

-4the relations between Christianity and Judaism states:
"All should see to i t then that in catechetical work and the
preaching of the Word of God

th~y

teach nothing save what

conforms to the truth of the Gospel in
(Nostra Aetate, No. 4).

t~e

spirit of Christ"

This principle appears as a

conclusion of the previous developments in which some very
practical points emerge, which are also taken up by the
rece~t

Guidelines and Suggestions for Implementing the

Concilar Declaration Nostra Aetate No. 4, published by the
Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews, dated
December 1, 1974 (issued in January 1975).
Problems in the Presentation of Judaism in the CUC
It is a serious and delicate matter that the concern expressed by Cardinal
Willebrands is not reflected in the CUC.

The present CUC dr:aft communifates

concepts that are part of the teaching of contempt.
acknowledge Vatican _II teaching on Jews and Juda.ism.

The CUC does not seem to
The Vatican document takes

passages from the Hebrew Scriptures and the New Testament disregarding historical
critical studies that were already accepted in the 1943 Encyclical Divine
Afflante Spiritu, a Holy See document that

-~et

in motion Biblical critical

studies among Catholics.
The following sections are problematic

i~

their presentation of Judaism :

The Only Way of Salvation?
On Page 163 (No. 1667), it says that God choose the Israelites "for his
people, he made a covenant with them and gave them gradual formation by making
himself and the design of his will manifest in their history and by consecrating
it to himself."
But this election for a special vocation in the world is according to the
CUC "to prepare and foreshadow the making of the new and perfect covenant in
Christ and the delivery of a more compl.e te revelation through the very Word of
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God made flesh ••• this is the New Covenant that Christ established, the new
covenant in his blood ••• "
This preparation, according to the CUC stressed the idea of Christ as "the
onl y way of

salv~tion.

That is why whatever ·is true or holy, human religions
1

cannot contribute to the salvation of man without the myste.rious action of the
grace of Christ." (Page 10, No. 0119.:..4).
22 of the

This concept is also repeated -on Page

cue. .

This concept can be debated passionately as it was in the Middle
theological confrontations.

in

Instead of a controversy, let us imagine the effect

of this teaching upon a young mind.
other ways of ·o r to God.

Age~

The teaching of such exclusiveness negates

Would a Christian child educated in the concept of

Jesus as "the only way of salvation" consider fellow young Jews keeping Kashruth,.
and the Sabbath, the moral regulations of Judaism, as not saved or without God's
grace?

Have the last 2000 years been a void moment in the covenantal life of a

whole people?

Yhat is the meaning of the theology behind the Rabbinic teachings

of the Mishnah and the Midrash that inspired Jesus and are reflected in the New
Testament?

\lhat of th~ 'rallllud of jerusalem or the Babylonian Talmud, what of a

hundr~d generations· of theologians and thinkers?

Can such religious triumphalism

deny the other in faith or communion with God?
We live a time of encounter and dialogue_, attempting to Wtderstand and
accept the other as a true person of faith.

No true dialogue between Judaism and

Christianity can be carried on unless Judaism is recognized by Christianity to be
a legitimate way of ·redemption and covenant al realization for Jews.
Franz Rosen.z weig, in· the 20th century poil)ted out a way to overcome - the
temptation of triumphalism,
••• No one comes to the Father - except through him (Jesus).
No one comes ·••• but the

sit~ation

is different when one ne.e d

no longer come to the father because he is already with
him.

That is the case of the nafion of Israel.

Ch.ristianity, according to the Jewish theologian, d9es not cancel .out the
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Sinai covenant;_ its mission is instead to make it possible for humanity to ente r
into <:;od.' s covenant .

Rosenweig emphasized that salvation belongs to everyone

~o

accept s the yoke of God's· call and command.
Isrel is not a Nation
The CUC on page 16 (# 0220) points out that,
Israel is not a nation, but the priestly People of

G~d

(Exodus 19:6), the one that "bears the name of the Lord"
(Deuteronomy 28:10)
This text contradicts the last words of the paragraph written by Franz .
_ Rosen~eig

and the very word of the Hebrew Bible.

"Goi Gadol," a people with a national vocation.

God promises Abram to become a
This vocation implies a

nationality and a land, a history o( exile, the suffering· of Egypt, Babylon or
Nazi Germany, and the redemption of the return to the Promised Land .

To become

"the priestly People of God" is to make a reality the call to be a nation and a
promise:

To santify daily life and live an ethical existence.

people and a nation by geographical and covenantal dimensions.

Israel is a
The reading of

the Book of Kings 1 and 2, Samuel or the pr9phets would clarify the meaning of
-~-

nation for Judaism.
Is the CUC paragraph projecting an anti-Zionist concept?

If so, it would

contradict the Holy See document on The Church and Racism.
Hebrew and Christian Scriptures
. The CUC maintains the unity of the Hebrew Bible (Tanakh) and the New
Testament.

This unity is sustained by typology, a methodology defined by the CUC

as prefiguration of Jesus' mission.
Typology signified, finally, the orientation towards the
accomplishment of the divine plan when 'God will be all in
all' (1 Corinthians 15:28).

That is the calling of the

Patriarchs and the Exodus from Egypt, for example, do not
lose their proper value in Cod's Plan, because they are at
the same time intermediate stages towards it.

·c
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TQe CUC adds t hat:
The old prepares the new. the

n~w

accomplishes the old:

Each illuminates the other ; both are truly

~ord

of God ( Page

26-0029-6).
A consequence of the

exclusiv~

emphasis on typology as the sole means of

illustrating the unity of Hebrew Scriptures and New Testament is the claim that
the relationship is based on the concept of
24 # 0287).

prom~se

and fulfillment.

(See Page

Whatever is indicated in the Hebrew Bible is shown as the confir-

mation of Jesus' mission • . The typological methodology allows the CUC authors to
read the Hebrew Scriptures as a book on Jesus.

This is indicated on Page 96

(111364-A) :

The coming
of the Son of God on earth is considerably
an
•
<
eve'n t that God- wished to make ready for during long
centuries before; through rites and sacrifices, figures and
symbols. he has made everything converge upon Christ; he
foretells him, announces him by mouths of a succession of
prophets ; he stirs up in the hearts of the human race a
S'.

burning of expectation of that coming.
Typology used in the CUC methodology is primarily preparation.

The Hebrew

Biblical text is used as the pre text to justify Jesus' mission . · Jesus is

·.

presented as the culmination 'o f God ' s
supersessionism.

promi~es,

repeating the teaching of

Jesus and the Church are the "New Israel."

presumably has disappeared.

We do not object to the Church's use of typology as

such. for ·exampl e in its liturgy.
relat-ionship between the Hebrew
reduce to a mere preparation

The "Old Israel."

f~r

But using only typology to characterize the

Scr~ptures

and the New Testament appears to

the latter., denying to the Hebrew Scriptures any

permanent value on their O':ffi terms as God's

~iving

word.

Similarly, i t

implicitly deni es the ongoing reality of Judaism and the Jewish people.

-.
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It is ironical that the CUC enjoys the glory of being the "New Israel," in
.,

....

God's plan, but does not refer to what to be "Israel" meant in history and

~· ~~·

especially in the 20th century, the agony of the Holocaust and the rebirth of
hope by the creation of the State of Israel.
mentioned.

Neither one of these events are

Jewish history seems to conclude in the first century.

disappeared for the rest of his.tory.

Jews

The CUC continues the ·i dea of the medieval

teaching of contempt denying Judaism and the Jewish people a place in God's plan
and history.

The spirituality of the First Century, Pharisees, Sadducees,

Essenes that nourished Jesus and his disciples is not taken into consideration by
the CUC draft..

It is a world that does not exist.

Jesus and Pharisaism
Jesus. was related to the Pharisees, a movement divided into seven groups of
opinion, and Jesus reflects in his writings the religiosity of one line of
Pharisaic thought or another.

The New Testament compilers , however, did not

make such distinctions and defered to the group as a whole.
similar line.

The CUC follows a

The Pharisees appear in the CUC draft as one monolithic movement

and leaders of "legal" sophistry (Page 106, II 1420-3),
lheir special emphasis on it (the law) led the Jews at the
time of Christ to a level of extreme religious zeal (cf
letter to the Romans 10;2).

In such situation, the only.

alternative to hypocritical casuistry rejected by Jesus (cf
Matthew 15:3-7) was an opening to an unheard intervention
from God:

The perfect carrying-out of the. law in the place

of all sinners by the Just One (cf Isaiah 53:11).
A recent document of the American Bi&hQps' Committee on the Liturgy of the
National Conference of Catholic Bishops refer.& more clearly to the question of
Pharisaism and Jesus' criticism.
Forever:

It .is to be lamented that God's Mercy Endures

Guidelines on the Presentation of Jews and Judaism in

Catholicpreaching ~--

(1988) has not been taken in consideration in the preparation of the
American Catholic document states that,

cue.

The

-9Jesus was perhaps closer to the Pharisees in his religious
vision than to any other group in his time .

The 1985 . Notes

suggest that this affinity with Pharisaisw may be a reason
for many of his apparent controversies with them., ••Many
scholars are of the view that Jesus was not so much arguing

•

against .t he Pharisees as a group,

a~ h~

was condemning

excesses of some Pharisees, excesses of a sort· that can be ·
found among some Christians as well • ••• After the Church had
distanced itself from Judaism ••• it tended to telescope the
long historical process whereby the gospels were set down
generations after Jesus' death.

Thus, certain controversies

that may actually have taken place between church leaders
and rabbis toward the end of the first century were 'read
back' into the

l~fe

of Jesus ••••

Professor David Flusser of the ijebrew University stresses this point in his
study, Jewish Sources in early Christianity, ·
The strictures of the Sages against this negative type
of Pharisee

w~re

Pharisees.

Jesus said of them that they made . broad their

identical wit.h those

o~

Jesus against the

phyiacteries and loved the chief seats in the synagogues in
order to be seen and to be called Rabbi.
ha~e

Likewise, as we

mentioned, Jesus compared the Pharisees to sepulchres

whicq are whitewashed on the outside but fµll of maggots
inside.

In Matthew 23, Jesus stated seven times "woe unto

you ••• Pharisees."

In the Talmud seven types of Pharisees

are listed, five of them hypocrites.
Jesus did , however, also have positive things to say
about tfie Pharisees.
\

He was aware. that in the. world of the

.

\

\\

;:.....

Phar~?ees

there was a . certain hypocrisy, but at the same
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_t;ime, he was also awar:e of the posit-ive aspects of the
Pharisees; in other words, there was

a~

intentional

ambiguity in his use of the word "Pharisees."

He also said:

"The scribes and the Pharisees sit in Moses' seat:

All

therefore t.Jhatsoe.ver they bid you observe, that observe and
do; but do not you after their works:
not" (Matthew 23:2-3).

for they say, and ~o

Here he was making a clear

distinction between the negative _types of Pharisees and the
rest of the Pharisees; he spoke of the Pharisees in general,
but inserted into his speech the polemic we find in the
Talmudic sources against the negative kinds of 'Pharisees.
Jesus emphasized that the ways of the Sages should
guide his disciples, since the Sages, as he stated, sat on
the seat of Hoses, and their rulings were binding on him and
his disciples.

Jesus also required of his disciples that

their righteousness should exceed that of the Pharisees
(Matthew 5:20).
and therefore

He saw in the Pharisees the heirs of Moses

~he

true interpreters of the Torah; but he

also criticized them for not doing what they said.
The CUC's consultation of Rabbinic sources, 'Known and studied by Jesus,
would · have avoided the repetition of the concept of "hypocritical casuistry," a
problem faced ·by many religious people.
criticism is not an example.

Catholicism is not an example.

Jesus'

Jesus' criticism could be applied also to the

exercise of Canon Law.
The Rabbinic scholars would

deb~t~

the implementation of rituals and

liturgical ordinances as the best way to realize in act and word the covenantal
relationship with God.
r~gulates

It was a free debate.

No magisterium regulated or

their · conclusions, but the desire to live daily God's grace.

not an exception to the Rabbinic methodology of sacredness.
aspects of Pharisaism as a close follower of its dictates.

Jesus

~a~

.He was critical of
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Law-Halahah
The interpreters of biblical teaching, from

th~

time of Ezra to the second

century, C.E..• were concerned lo'ith God, God's commanding voice and Word, and
their implementation in the daily life of Israel:

For that purpose, new

generations of religious· leaders and . scholars interprete.d the meaning of the Word
of God in their every day lives.
modes of making the

The interpreters'

~ovenantal rel~tionship ~

reality in the life of ·the Chosen

Pe~ple,

m.iss~on

.was to find ways and

God's election of Israel -- a

a continuous reality of God's love.

This ·preoccupation re sill ted in the body of regulations and recommendations on how
to lead a life of holiness.

It is a methodology of sanctity that the rabbis

called Halahah.
Ralahah is a noun derived from the verb halah, "to go."

Ralahah is a way of

being and going, a manner of living and reliving God's commands and partnership.
To be halahic is to make God's Presence a reality in all aspects

o~

life:

At the

moment of .waking up in the morning, thanking God for restoring the soul; thanking
God for the
Presence.

good~ess

of food; at prayer and at study, thanking God for God's

Ralahah is the joy of guiding .and shaping life by the experience of

covenant, guided by tradition.
Halahah is a constant
ethical

c~ntent.

proc~ss

of actualization of God's experience and its

Its exercise is a response to history.

g9od example of Halakhic spirituality.
the &lavery of sin" (CUC,

~age

The book of Exodus is a

Exodus is more than "A deliverance from

322, 03110).

The Exodus epic entails the

experience of exile and return, from. spiritual nothingness to national and
individual meaningful experience.
Hebrew people.

Egyptian slavery was not a ·"sin" for the

It was imposed on them by their persecutors.

i:/

-12The Hebrew people left Egyptian slavery to enter into the real obligation of
freedom: · To ~cc'ept Mount Sinai, · the Ten Commandments and a lffe of purity.

...

The

·S inai covenant implies the relationship God-Israel, but also the acceptance of a
.
'
content' of ~evelatfo~, moral and ethical 'regulations·. '. The first 18 chapters of
Exodus narrate an epic of ·political liberation, the rest, 22 chapters, a
di'scipline of ·religiosity.
religious.

It is as was previously defined Halahah, a way to be

This concept is totally disregarded by the CUC.

Halahah is not law,

but a way of· living God's covenantal· ·relationship.
It would have been. important for the CUC to stress the ' close relationship of
Jesus with this idea of Pharisaism, specially when he stresses that he is "the
way . "

Unfortunately, the confrontatio-law-Halahah reflected problems that were
I

not · necessarily part of Jesus' experience in his' own days. · It should not have
r.

cue.

been taken by the
F~rgivene~s

and Recontiliation

· The . CUC devotes Part Orie, Section 3, No . 1429 through 1436, to the question
of forgiveness and repentance.
the teaching of contempt.

The paragraphs continue a particular concept of

It stresses 1Jesus' call to love as evidence of

Christian t:1oral superiority over Jewish "vindictiveness."
·~

."

.

This argument not only

.

-misses the point 'raised by Pharisaic Judaism, but also obscures the proper
understanding of the theology of forgiVeness in both ·Judaism and early
Christianity.

In the forgiving attitude of the believer .Judaism counts the good

will of the forgiver as the act of recognition of guilt by the sinner.

It is an

inner transformation that changes the heart of the transgressor.
Forgiveness entails repentance.
.

.

·}

This idea which' is not foreigi;i to

.

Christianity, is central -in the Jewish consideration.

The Jewish notions of

forgiveness and repentance have their roots in the Hebrew Bible.
"forgiveness" stems from the cultic terminology of cleansing.
feels inner contrition it has to be followed by

out~ard

(

is . an inner turning, a turning of the heart ·to purity.
~~

of _T eshuvah.

The word

Once an individual

acts of repentance.

It

It is the inner operation

-13Teshuvah is pivotal in Jewish spirituality. expressing confession of the

.'

transgression, a spiritual working out of the fault, and a response in moral
acting, repentance.

Teshuvah is a response of the whole person whose faith sees

the. relationship with God as primarily ethical in nature • . God has an ethical
claim upon the inqividual.
ignored by the cue draft.
repent~~ce

These concepts known and exercised by Jesus are
An explanation of the traditional ·meaning of

and reconciliation would have been fundamental in the understanding of

the Jewishness of Jesus.

Otherwise. the repetition of the concept of a Jewish

lack of forgiveness repeats old concepts of contempt.
Jesus on the Cross
Several sections are devoted to the death of Jesus.

On Page llO, Section

1443, the paragraph explains that,
"The violent death of Jesus was not the product of chance in

'"

an unfortunate combination of circumstances.

It belongs to

the mystery of the plan of God, as St. Peter explained to
the Jews in Jerusalem in his very first speech at Pentecost.
'This man was put in your power by the deliberate
intentional foreknowledge of God' (Acts 2.23).
The CUC accentuates the fact ' that Jesus' death
salvation.

i~

part of the divine plan of

1:he text points out (Page 111 lll444) that "this divine plan centered

on the crucified Messiah had been announced in advance by the prophets as a
mystery of universal redemption from sins" ••• adding that the "sacrificial death
of Jesus fulfills in particular the prophecy of the suffering servant (cf. Isaiah
53: 7-8 and Acts 8: 32-35)."
'

Once again, by mentioning the prophets as foreunners of Jesus, the CUC uses
a typology that is essentially predictive prophecy showing the biblical testimony
of Israel as a stage of preparation for the coming of Jesus.
conceived as a stage of preparation for Jesus' mission.
reading.

Judaism is

It is a typological

..:;...

~; '

.
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Typology is an important tool of theological interpretation.
.

It was often

.

used by the Pharisees and the rabbis to deepen the meaning of the o~iginal text •
......

'

1r..
~

.....

.

.

It can also be a tool of contempt as it has been the rule among Christian
.:

interpre~or~ of t~e Hebrew Scriptures.

It is so in the CUC reading of Jewish

sources·. . _A .go<?d ex.ample is the image of the "suffering servant" appiied to

..

..

The symbol has a "surplus ~f meani~g" as quoted by ·Sister Mary

Jesus.

c. Boys,

·. '

following the . thought of Paul Ricoeur, adding more meaning to an 1dea that

...

indicates Israel's suffering in exile.

The text. once again, becomes the pretext

or excuse for reasons beyond the original meaning.
The Covenant with Noah
The CUC devotes Page 15 - Section 0212-2, to The Covenant with Noah (Genesi s ·
9.9).

The text says this covenant will be the basis of the . divine plan for the
"nations" humanity scattered "according to their countries
and each of their languages, according to their tribes and
their nations" (Genesis 10.S, 20, 31) and entrusted to the
guardianship of angels (CF Deuteronomy 4.19; 32.8).
The

tex~

continues saying that,

-~-

"Scripture that expresses the height of sanctity that the
salvation of pagans live in according to the Covenant of
Noah can reach, while waiting for Christ, "to gather into

.

unity the scattered children of God" (John 11 ;s2)."
The Jewish reader would agree with this concept that relates to the post
rabbinic understanding of Noah's mission.
Ital~an

.

·'

.

.

Rabbi Eliahu Benamozeg, 19th century

scholar, analyzed the role of Noah in God's design.

He felt, following

.. .
old traditions of Jewish thought, that Noah was the first Covenant of God with
humanity that was continued in Jesus' vocation.

The God-Noah relationship is

considered
the. first covenant because it has a content of ethical
and moral ru lei
.
.
~

to be followed by those living in God's covenant.

God's persevering . love for

h's fai'lure to accomplish God's covenant is continued in
hucanitY despite Noa

-15Jesus' mission to hll;manity.,

The relationship of _Noah-Jesus is the attempt of

Qringing humanity to God, while Israel has its own
the Ct.JC requires __a

joi~t

~estimony.

This section of

Catholic-Jewish reflection into God's design and our

interfaith encounter.
Final Thoughts .
The CUC is

pres~ntly

. Catholic educators.

under

cons~deration

The present reading,

~as

influence the
P~pe

done in a spirit of friendship and

~resenta~ion

great concern for Catholic teaching and its
pres~ntation

by Episcopal conferences and

of Judaism, a

that will influence countless generations o( Catholics, and
Catholic-J~wish relations~ip . _

John Paul II showed the way for this presentation in his speech to the

delegates at the meeting of .representatives . of Episcopal Conferences and other
Experts in Catholic-Jewish relations, _Rome, March_ 6, 1982.
~~rious

taken in

consideration by the cµc editors

~~

His words should be

the final version of the

document • . Pope John Paul .11.
.

'

Yes, the clarity and affirmation of our Christian identity
constitute an essential

~asis,

i f we are to have. real,

productive and durable ties with _the Jewish people.

In this

I

sense I am happy to know that
you dedicate ., much) effort in
'
study and prayer

~~gether,

.-

the better to grasp and formulate

.

the sometimes
complex
biblical and
.
,. . '

theologi~B;l

problems

which have arisen because of the very progress of
Judaeo-Christian dialogue.

Work that is of poor quality or

lacking in precision would be extremely detrimental to
dialogue in this field.

May God allow Christians and Jews

really to come together, to

a~rive

at an exchange in depth,

founded on their respective identities, but never blurring
it on either side, truly searching the will of God the

Revealer.

. -16Such relationi can and shoul~ contrib~~e to a richer

'k.nowl~dge 'of ~ur own ·roots; and wili certainl.y ·cast . .light." on
some

..

aspe~ts

•entioned~

of the Christian identity just

Our

common spiritual patrimony is very large.
To assess it carefully in itself and with due awareness - of
the faith and religious life of the Jewish people as they
are professed and practised still today, can greatly : help us
• 'to linderstand better certain as.p ects ··of the life· of the ·
Cilurch.

Such is the case of liturgy whose· Jewish roots
•

•

'

I

remain still to be examined in depth, and in ·any case should

b;

better · known and. appre~iated by our · faithful. · The same

is true of the history · of our institutions ' 1which, since the

' .

J

.

'

b~ginhing

,.

of the

Chu~ch~

• ••

•

•

have been inspired ·b, certain
-l

•

aspects of the synagogue -community organization;

Finally

our common spiritual patrimony is particularly important
when we turn to our belief 'f in one only· God, good and

merci~ul. ' ~ho loves men and is loved by them (cf . Wisdom

.c

."i4 : 26), Lord

'or° history"

and of the destinies of men, who is

our Father and . who chose lsr~el, -·"the good "olive tree ont.o
.. · which have been grafted the ·wild ·01.i'~e branches, that of the

.\
••

.. .1.

gentlles" (Nostra Aetate, n~ 4; ··cf. also Rom 11:17-24).

~

I

:1:'.

.....
:•

"
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*

Points of concern in the CUC's presentation of Jews and
Judaism.

Presentation of the Hebrew Scriptures, Otd Testament, as the ,preparation of
Jesus' vocation.

*

Partial exposition of 1st century Judaism ignoring the spiritual richness
and variety of that time.

*

Supersessionism

*

Use and abuse of typology portraying biblical episodes as indicating Jesus
as the fulfillment of God's promises to Israel.

*

No reference to the conti-nuous historical reality of the Jewish people
throughout history.
The CUC does not mention the agony and recovery of the Jewish people in the
20th century, the Holocaust and the return to the Promised Land by the
creation of the State of Israel.

(Notes on the Presentation of Jews and

Judaism in Preaching and Catechesis, 1985).

*

Mention of the "Suffering Servant" in a typ,ological way overlooking its
meaning in Jewish history, especially in exile.
A better presentation of Jewish "law" (Halahah), avoiding the confrontation
"law-love" th.a t has been part of the teaching of contempt.

*

The use of the term "First Covenant"(# Page 9, HOlil and page 16,
110215-0220) and "Old Covenant" without commenting on the growth and change
of the covenant notion in centuries of Jewish spirituality from Jeremiah
31:31 to the Pharisees.

*

The presentation of the Jewish concept of Messiah is too general.

It

stresses in a defensive way the messianic character of Jesus paying no
at·tention to the rabbinic idea of messianism.

The

~express th~

of messianic hope in a way that overcome.s triumphalism calling for
friendship and interfaith communion.

concept

-18-

*

~eed

to clarify the role of Pontius Pilate (Page 112-113, 01448-1452)

despotic character .

as a

Otherwise, he appears as a "victim" of the Jewish mobs

claiming for Jesus' death.

LK:ps
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UNDERSTANDING OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN.
CHRISTIANS AND JEWS

INTRODUCTION
Purpose:
Christians and· Jews live side by side in our pluralistic
American society. We - e~gage one another not only in' personal and
social ways but also at deeper levels where ultimate val.ues are
expressed and where a · theological understanding of our relatio~
ship is required. The confessional documents of the Reformed ·
tradition are largely silent on this matter. Hence this paper
has been prepared by the church~ as a pastoral and teaching
document, to provide a basis for continuing discussion within the ·
Presbyterian community and to offer guidance for the occasions in
which Presbyterians converse, cooperate and interact with Jews.
What is the relationship which God intends between Christians and
Jews. between Christianity and Judaism? A theological understanding of this relationship is the subject which thi~ paper
a4dresses.
·
Context i

.

. · · -Theology .is n~~er . done in a vacuum. It influences and is
influe·n ce."4 by l, ts context. · We do our theological work .t oday in
an -increasingly global and pluralistic context -- one that is
interp~rsonal and intercommunal as well.
Moreover, as Presbyterians we do our theological work on the basis of scripture, in
the context of our . faith in the living -presence of Jesus Christ
through the Holy Spirit, and of the church's theological tradition. A few words about each of these dimensions of our context
~ay be helpful in understanding this p~per.
The context in which the church now witnes~~s is . more and
more global and pluralistic. Churches have been planted in every
nation on earth, but in most places Christians exist as a
minority. The age of "Christendom" has passed, and the age of an
interdependent global society is fast emerging. Things said by
Christians -in North 'America about the relationship of Christians
and Jews. will be heard by Christians in the I~iddle East, where
there are painful conflicts affecting the entire · region. ·Moreover it is increasingly difficult to ignore the existence of
other religious communities and non-religio~s movements in the
wo·rld·, many of which challenge our truth c·laims. What we say on
the subject before ~s . will be considered by these as well. We
must · be .sensitive as we speak -.of the truth we know, lest we add
.to ,,_the· · su~fering .of .others. or .increase hostility and· misundersta~ding by· ,what we say.
·
'-

. .

.

.

The context (in which the church now witnesses is also interpersonal and inter~o
.
' mmunal . . The . reality of which we speak con.·.
/·..
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sists Of individual person_s and Of entire peoples who carry
within themselves real fears, pains and hopes. Whatever the
Presbyterian Church· (t.J';·s ·.A.) says about the relationship of
Christians and Jew~ must be appropr~ate to our North American
setting, and yet sensitive to the deep longings and f~ars of
those who struggle with this issue in different settings,
especially in the ~iddle East. Recent General Assem~lies
~f the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) have maintained a clear and
consistent position concerning the struggle in the Middle East as
a matter of the church's social policy.1 The General Assembly
regards the theological affirmations of the present study as
consistent with the church's prior social policy statements concerning the Middle East.
·
The context of the church's witness includes also the fact
that our church is deeply bound to its own heritage of scripture
arid theological tradition. In discussing the relationship of
. Christians and-.Jews_. we · cannot separate ourselves from · the Word
of God, given in covenant . to the Jewish people, made flesh iri
Jesus . Christ, and_·ever rene.~ed in the work of the Holy Spirit
-a.'mong us_• . Acknowledging the guidance of the church's confes·- _
si~nal triditicin, we recognize our responsibility to interpret
·the Word for our situation today. What the Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A.)-. says on this .complex subject will ultimately be evaluated in terms of · the theo_logical contribution that it makes •.
-.

The context of the- ·c hurch's witness includes·, · finally and
most basically, the re.al presence of the risen· Lord. · We make our
declarations within the love of Jesus Christ who calls us to
witness and service in his name. Since, our life is a part
of what we say, we seek- to testify by our deeds and words to
· the all-encompassing love of Christ through whom we "who were far
off have been brought near" to the covenants of promise.
Background a
This theological study is not unprecedented. · Since World.
War II, statements and study documents dealing with Jewish-Christian relations have been issued by a number of churches · and_
Chr1stian bodies. Among .these are the Vatican 1 s rJostra Aetat:e
(1965), the Report _to the. Faith and Order Commission of the ~orld
Council. of Churches (196'8.), -, the statement of the Synod o_f _the
Re,formed:, .Church of Hol·land ' ( 1970), the statement of ·the French
B.i shop' s Committee for Rel'a tions with the Jews ( 1973), the report
- , of the Lutheran World Fetj.eration (1975), the statement of the ..
S~nod of .the Rhineland ·Church in ~est Germany (1980), and th•
study of the World Alliance of Reformed Churches (1986).
i·.

1. Minutes of the l 6th General Assembl, · (1 84 , Presbyterian Church U.S~A. ' · New York and Atlanta. pp. 2, 337-339·
~; ·
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The present study has been six years in preparation. · It is
the product of a project begun in 1981 within the former Presbyterian Church, U.S., then redeveloped and greatly expanded in
scope and participation in 198) upon the reunion which brought
into being the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). The study has been
developed under the direction of the church's Council on Theology
and Culture, through a process which involved many people reflecting div~rse interests and backgrounds, both in the United
States and the Middle East,
In the course of addressing this subject, our church ·has .
come to see many things in a new light . The study has helped us
·to feel the pain of our Jewish ne1ghbors who remember that the
Holo.9.aust was c;:Lrried out· in the heart of "Chris.tian Europe" ·· by
persons ..many of.. whom· w·e re :baptized Christians. We have come · to
understand in ·a new way' how· our witness to the gospel can be
perceived by Jews as an· attempt to erode and ultimately to
destroy their own communities. Similarly, we have been made .
sensitive to the difficult · role of our Arab Christian brothers
and sisters in the Middle East. We have listened to the anguish
of the Palestinians; and· we have heard their cry. It is a cry
which is echoed also in the church's recent policy statements on
the Middle East, and in this theological statement as well.
·. 1

.'

'•

The paper which we here present to the church does not
attempt to address every problem, nor to say more than we believe
that we are able truly to say . It consists of seven theological
affirmations, with a brief explication of each. Together they
seek to lay the foundation for a new and better relationship
under God between Christians and Jews. ·, They are 1
.
1) a reaffirmation that the God who addresses both Christians
and ·Jews is the same - the living and true Gods
2) a new unders·t anding by the church that its own identity is
- intimately ~el~ted · to the contin~ing identi~y of the : Jewish·
people s
·
.... . ·
.
·· ·
.
J) .; ·a · willingness. to ponder· with Jews the mystery of God '·s. ·elec:o._.. tion..:o.f . both ·Jews ·-arid· C hr~· stians to be a light to. the na- ·
.. . ·' tions ,:~ .·
· - · ··. ~ · · · ·
.. .
4) an a·c knowledgment ·b y Christians that Jews are in covenant
relationship with-· God,~ . :and a consideration of the · implications of this ·.re·ali ty.·for evangelisms
5) a determination ·l:)y: ·christians to put an end to "the teaching
of contempt~ ·ror the '·Jewsa
·
6) a willingness to acknciwledge the continuing significance of
the promise of land, and to explore its 'implications for our
theology a
.
7) a readiness to act on the hope which we share · wi·th t ·he Jews
in God's promise of the peaceable kingdom.
.
These seven t heological affirmations with their explications are
offered to the church not to end debate but to inform it, and
thus to serve as ~ basis for an ever deepening understanding of
t b e mystery of God's saving work in the world.
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Definitions and Languages
The defining oi terms on this subject is complex, but
unavoidable. We understand "Judaism" to be the religion of the
Jews. It is practiced by many today and extends back into the
period of the Hebrew scriptures. Judaism of late antiquity gave
rise to that form of Judaism which has been developing since the
first century, known as "Rabbinic Judaism." It gave rise to
early Christianity as well. Both Christianity and Judaism claim
relationship with the ancient people Israeli the use of the term
Israel" in this study is restricted to its ancient reference.
0

We understand the term "Jew" to include anyone descended
from Abraham and Sarah through Isaac and Rebekah, Jacob. Leah.
and Rachel, and those converted into the Jewish community. We
recognize that Jews are varied in the observance of their
religion, and that there are many Jews who do not practice
Judaism at all. But they nonetheless consider themselves Jews,
and are considered to be so by the Jewish community and by this
study.
. ·
The language of this paper is conformable to General
Assembly guidelines for inclusiveness within the Presbyterian
Church (U.S.A.). It avoids gender-specific references either to
God or to the people of God, except in reference to the Trinity
and the Kingdom of God, and in direct quotation from scripture.
The word, "Lord," is used only with reference to Jesus Christ.
The paper acknowledges the role of both women and men in the
church's tradition.

*

*

*

*

*

The following affirmations are offered to the church for our
common edification and growth in obedience and faith. To God
alone be the glory!
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AFFIP.MATIONS AND EXPLICATIONS

l~

....

:

...

·:;i:-. WE 'AFFIRM .THAT-'.'THE·· _LIVING GOD WHOM CHRISTIANS WORSHIP IS ' THE
"'SAME GOD WHO IS WORSHI°PED . AND SERVED BY . JEWS. WE BEAR WITNESS
THAT THE GOD REVEALED IN JESUS, A JEW, TO BE THE TRIUNE LORD OF
ALL, IS ·THE SAME ONE DISCLOSED IN THE LIFE AND WORSHIP OF ISRAEL.
Explication . .

·':.-·

Christianity began in the context or· Jewish faith and life.
Jesus was a Jew, as were his earliest followers. Paul, the
apostle to the gentiles, referred to himself as ~ "Hebrew of
the ·Hebrews." The life and liturgy of the Jews provided the
language and thought forms through which the revelation in Jesus
was :first received and expressed. Jewish liturgical forms were
4ecisive for the worship of the early church, and are influential
still, especially in churches of the Reformed tradition.
.
Yet the relationship of Christians to Jews is more than one
of common history_and ideas. The relationship is significant for
o.ur :faith because Christians confess that the God of Abraham ·a nd
Sarah, and their descendants, is the very One whom t~e apostles
addressed as "the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ." The .
. .o~e G.<;>d elected and, ._ er:i·te~e4 ..into covenant with ·Israel to reveal
the di~in• will and point to a future salvation in which all
-·pe·o ple wil]> -I i ve iri peace and righteousness. This expectat1ot( o:f
the reign of God in a messianic age was describ'ed by· the Hebrew
prophets in differen·t ways:;, . The scriptures speak of the expecta-<
tion of a deiiverer king anointed by God, of the appearing of a
righteous teacher, of a suffering servant, or of a people enabled·
through God's grace to establish the messianic age • . Early Chris-:
tian preaching proclaimed that Jesus had become Messiah and Lord,.
God's anointed who has inaugurated the kingdom of peace and
righteousness through his life, death and resurrection. While
some Jews accepted this message, the majority did not, choosing
to adhere to the biblical revelation as interpreted by their
teachers, and continuing to await the fulfillment of the messianic promises given through the prophets, priests ~ ~nd kings of
Israel. ·

f"

Thus the bond between the community of Jews and those who ·
came to be called .Christians was broken, and both have continued
as .vital but separate communities through the centuries. ·None- .·
theless ,.··there are ties -which remain between Christians and · '·
J~ws1
the fait~ of both ..i~ the one God whose loving and just ·
will !is . for the redemption ·of a11 ·humankind; and the. Jewishne.ss
· o:( ,Jesu·s , v.'.h?m we c:oni'e's~L ·t6 :be the Christ of God. · :
·· .· ·. · :
... '
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.
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· . In confessini Jesus as the Word of God incatnate, Christians
are not rejecting .the concr.ete existence of Jesu.s who lived by
the faith of Israel. -Rather, we . are affirming the unique way in
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· which .J es.us, · ·a Jew,- ~;:;·: the being and power of God for ·the redemption of -. the world. : 1n ~ him; · God is disclosed to · be the .Triune One
w~o creates ~nd recon6iles all things.
This is the wa~ · in which
Christians affirm the reali~y of tha one God who is sovereign
over all.
.
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2. WE AFFIRM THAT THE CJNRC?h ~LECTED IN JESUS CHRIST, HAS BEEN
ENGRAFTED INTO THE Ce¥ENANT WITH ABRAHAM mffi SARAH-. THEREFORE
CHRISTIANS HAVE NOT REPLACED ~JEWS, BU'f lb\¥E'9f!Eff=-J-OINB:t.) TQ.

~tll _lts.c.THE~F&fh.e&D r

.

Explication

,.

•;

.
The church, especially in ·the Reformed tradition, under"'.'
stands itself to be in ·covenant with God through its electi6ri in
Jesus Christ. Because . the church affirms this covenant as
f~nda~en~al to it's ~Xl,S~erice, it has generally not sought . nor
f.elt any.· need to offer any positive interpretation of God '.s .
relationship with .the Jews, lineal descendants of Abraham and
Sarah, Isaac and Rebekah,··; Jacob, Rachel and Leah . with whom God·
covenanted long ago. ·· The. emphasis has fallen on t.he new covenant
· established in Christ· and the creation . of the church.
· ·
. .,

,;.

..

__

. . ·.

Sometime during the ·second century of the Common Era a view
called ''supersessionism", based on the reading of some biblical
texts and nurtured in controversy, began to take shape. By the
beginning of the third century this teaching became the orthodox
understanding of the relationship between God and the church, and
thus also of the relationship of God with the Jews, and of Christ~ans with the Jews.
. '.
. · Supersessionism maintains that because the Jews refused to
receive Jesus as Messiah, they were cursed by God, are no longer
in covenant with God, and that the church alone is the "true
Israel" or the "spiritual Israel.
When Jews contim,1e to assert·,
as they · do, that they are.. the covenant people of God, they are
looked upon by many· Christ.ians as imp_ertinent intruders, -claiming
a _right which is · ~o.· longe·r ·· theirs.· The long and dolorous history
o·f\ _Chr·i 'stian imperialism·;<'.in: which the church often just1fied · _
anti-Jewish·. acts · and: at.ti-tudes in the name of .Jesus~ finds its ·
t.heo·1o~i~al ·base in .t l)is t .e aching.
'
11

•I

'

•

We b~lieve and tei~ify\ that this theory of su~erse~sionism
or replacement- is harnifu~ ·· and in need of reconsideration as the
church se·eks to proclaim· God's saving activity with humankind.
The scriptural and theo·logic·a1 ·bases for this view a~~ clear
enough; but we are prompted to look again at our tr~dition by
events in our own time, and by an increasing number of theolo- ·
gi~ns and biblical scholars who a~e calling for such a reap•

\
~·

._ : . .,.j:·

. •.

.:. .:. ~
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7
praisal. The pride and prejudice which have been justified by
reference to this doctrine . of replacement themselves seem reason
enough for taking a hard look at this position.
For us, the teaching that the church has been engrafted by
God's grace into ~he people of God finds as much support in
scripture as the view of supersessionism, and is much more
consistent with our understanding of the work of. God in Jesus
Christ. The emphasis is on the continuity and trustworthiness of
God's commitments and God's grace. The issue for the early
church concerned the inclusion of the Gentiles in God's saving
work, not the exclusion of the Jews. Paul insists that God is
God of both Jews and Gentiles and justifies God's redemption of
both on the basis of faith (Rom. Ja29-JO). God's covenants are
not broken. "God has not rejected his people whom he foreknew"
(Rom. 1112). The church has not "replaced" the Jewish people.
Quite the contrary! The church, being made up primarily of those
who were once aliens and strangers to the covenants of promise,
has been engrafted into God's covenant with Abraham and Sarah
(Rom. 11 al 7-18) •
The continued existence of the Jewish people and of the
church as communi ti.e s elected by God is, as the Apostle Paul
expressed it, a "mystery" (Rom. 11125). We do not claim to
fathom this mystery, but the theory of replacement is no longer a
satisfactory explanation of our God-established relationship. We
ponder the work of God, including the wonder of Christ's atoning
work for us. Whatever we are to say, we must affirm God's
gracious covenanting with both the Jews and the church, and
rejoice that God's desire to save all humanity is more ·c ompelling
than our various efforts to claim advantage one over the other.

J. WE AFFIRM THAT BOTH THE CHURCH AND THE JEWISH PEOPLE ARE
ELECTED BY GOD FOR WITNESS TO THE WORLD, AND THAT THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE CHURCH TO CONTEMPORARY JEWS IS BASED ON THAT GRACIOUS
AND IRREVOCABLE ELEC~ION OF BOTH •
.
Explication
God chose a particular people, Israel, as a sign and foretaste of God's grace toward all people. It is for the sake of
God's redemption of the world that Israel was elected. The promises of God, made to Abraham and Sarah and to their offspring
after them, were given so that ble.ssing might come upon "all
families of the earth" (Genesis 1211-J). God continues that
purpose throug~ Christians and Jews. The church, like the Jews,
is called to be a light to the nations (Acts 13147). God's
purpose embraces the whole creation.

8

In the electing of peoples, God takes the initiative. Election does not manifest human achievement but divine grace. Neither Jews nor Christians can claim to deserve this favor. Election is the way in which God creates freedom through the Holy
Spirit for a people· to be for God and for others. God, who is
ever faithful to the word which has been spoken, does not take
back the divine election. Whenever either the Jews or the church
have rejected God's ways, God has judged but not rejected them.
This is a sign of G~d's redeeming faithfulness toward the world.
Both Christians and Jews are elected to service for the life
of the world. Despite profound theological differences separating Christians and . Jews, we believe that God has bound us
together in a unique relationship for the sake of God's love for
the world. We testify to this election, but we cannot explain
it. It is part of the purpose of God for the whole creation.
Thus there is much common ground where Christians and Jews can
and should act together.

4. WE AFFIRM THAT THE REIGN OF GOD IS ATTESTED BOTH BY THE
CONTINUING EXISTENCE OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE AND BY THE CHURCH'S
PROCLAMATION OF THE GOSPEL OF JESUS CHRIST. HENCE, WHEN SPEAKING
WITH JEWS ABOUT MATTERS OF FAITH, WE MUST ALWAYS ACKNOWLEDGE THAT
JEWS ARE ALREADY. IN .A COVENANTAL RELATIONS~IP WITH GOD.
.
Explication
God, who acts in human history by' the Word and Spirit, is
not left without visible witnesses on the earth. God's sovereign
and saving reign in the world is signified both· by the continuing
existen~e and faithfulness of the Jewish people and by the life
and witness of the church.
As the cross of Jesus has always been a stumbling block to
Jews, so also the continued existence and faithfulness of the
Jews is often a stumbling block to Christians. Our persuasion of
the truth of God in Jesus Christ has sometimes led Christians to
conclude that Judaism should no longer exist, now that Christ has
come, and that all Jews ought properly to become baptized members
of the church. Over the centuries, many afflictions have been
visited on the Jews by Christians holding this belief -- not
least in our own time. We believe that the time has come for
· christians to stop and take a new look at ~he Jewish people and
at the relationship which God wills between Christian and Jew.
Such reappraisal cannot avoid the issue of evangelism.
Should Christians seek to evangelize Jews? For Jews, this is a
very sensitive issue. Proselytism by Christians seeking to persuade, even to convert, them has too often been the experience of
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., Jew~~ -· ,· Besides its· impi;ied _negative judgment on Jewish t'aith,
"'Ch.risti.a n · evangelis]ll ts·_se.'eh .bY them as a threat . to · Jewish suryival, be'ca,use ..Jews ,who · unite with the church usually sever their
~oti~s !ith · th~ Jewi•h ~~opl~.
The ~ssue is problematical foi ·
Christ·ians as well. · : Al. though we · understand ourselves called to
be witnesses to Chr_i st in all the earth, we understand our scrip_tures and our confessional documents to teach that Jews are alr .e ady in covenant with God~ and that God's covenant is not
revoked.

For Christians, there is no easy answer to this dilemma. We
affirm ·that Jesus Christ came for all people -- ·"to the Jew first
and also to the Greek." But if most Jews choose not to follow
him as Messiah and Lord, we are not entitled t ,o conclude from
this that God's covenant with their forebears has now been
re.scinded. We do not presume to know the whole mind of God · on
this matter, but this we can surely says we will witness to the
gospel of Jesus Christ among all the "nations" (ethne), by word
and .b y life, in accordance with our Lord's command. But whenever
we speak with Jews, ·we must not forget that they are already in
covenant with ·God.
·
·~

· -:: Dial9gue is the approp~iate form of faithful conversation
C_h ris1:ians and _cJews-. Di.alogue is not a cove·r for prose'ly~ism. ·. R~~·her, a·s .t~ust · is established, not only questions.:.-"
a,nd concerns can be ·shared·, but faith and commitment's as . well •.
Thus dialogue is compa.t i.ble · with witness, while it is incompatible with a militancy that· seeks to impose one's ".own terms on ,
another. In dialogue• partners are able to define their faith in
their own terms, avoiding caricatures of one another, and are
thus better able to obey the commandment, "Thou shalt not bear
false witness against thy neighbor." Dialogue, especially in
light of our shared history, should be entered into with a spirit
of hwnility and a commitment to reconciliation. Such dialogue
can be a witness that seeks also to heal that which has been
broken. It is out of a mutual willingness to listen and to learn
that faith deepens, and · a new and better relationship between
Christians and Jews ·is enabled to grow.
·
he·~ween-·

"

I•
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5. ' WE ACKNOWLEDGE IN REPENTANCE THE CHURCH'S LONG AND DEEP

COMPLICITY IN THE PROLIFERATION OF ANTI-JEWISH ATTITUDES AND

ACTIONS THROUGH ITS ."TEACHLNG OF CONTEMPT" . FOR THE' JEWS • . sue~
TEACHING -WE NOW REPUDIATE,·: TOGETHER WITH THE ACTS AND ·ATTITUDES
WHICH IT GEN-ERATES . ... :--:.

:. ;: --~ · .. :Explication
-

.

I

•

Anti-Jewish sentiment ali.d action by Christians began in New
Testament times. The struggle between Christians and Jews in the
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first century of the ·Christian movement was often bitter and
marked by mutual violen9e.- The depth of hostility left its mark
on· early Christian and Jewish literature, including portions of .
the New Testament.
·
.
In subsequent centuries, after the occasions fqr the
original hostility had long since passed, the church misused
portions of the New Testament as proof texts to justify a ·
heightened animosity toward Jews. For many centuries, it was the
church's teaching to label Jews as "Christ-killers" and a
"deicide race." This is known as the "teaching of contempt •."
Persecution of Jews was at times offici~lly sanctioned, and at
other times indirectly encouraged or at least tolerated • .Holy
Week b.ecame a time of terror for Jews. ·
·

,·
-.:.

I: •

"

· To this day~ the church's worship, preaching, and teaching
often lend themselves, at times unwittingly, to a perpetuat~on of
· the·· "1;;eaching of . cont·e mpt·;; " . For example, the public ·reading of
· ~rcripture .- .w ithout e·xplicating potentially misleading ·p assages
c9ncerning ~ ~the Jews,~· . preaching which uses Judaism as a negative
·example in order to · c;_oinme.nd Christianity, public prayer which
assumes that only the .i>raye·rs of Christians are pleasing to God,
teaching in the Church' School ·which reiterates stereotypes and
non-historical ideai about . the Pharisees and Jewish leadership -all of these c·o ntribute, however subtly, to a continuation of the
~hurch's "teaching of bo~te~pt."
It is painful to realize how the teaching of the church has
led individuals and groups to behavior that has tragic consequences. It is agonizing -to discover that the church's "teaching
of contempt" was a major ingredient that made possible the . mon~trous policy of annihilation of Jews by Nazi Germany.
It is
disturbing to have to admit that the churches of the · West did
little ·t o challenge the policies of their governments, · even· in
the face of the growing certainty that the Holocaust was taking
place. Though many Christians in Europe acted heroically to
shelter Jews, ~he recor~ reveals that most churches as well as .
governments, . the world ov~r, largely turned a deaf ear to .th~ ··._ ·
pleas for sanctuary for Jews . . ·
·
·

!·,.,J~ ~~ :.the·

ve.r y em~~~i·~-~~t· -of . anti-Jewish attitudes : and a~·tlons,
the·--Holocaust is a s9be_r:· ;r:-~minder that such horrors are actually
possible ·in this world~ -- .and· that they begin with apparently' small
gets of disdain o~ ex~eaience . . Hence we pledge to be alert for
all such acts of denigtatiori· Irom now on, so that they "may b~
resisted. Our teaching:··must be reviewed and changed as necessary, so that we· may never again f'uel the fires of hatred for
Jews. We must be willing to admit our church's complicity in
wrongdoing in the past, ~ven as we try to establish a new basis
of trust and communication with Jews. We pledge,· God helping us,
never again to participate in, to contribute to, or (insofar as
•
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we are able) to allow the persecution or
the belittling of Judaism..
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6·. WE FFIRM THE CONTINUITY ANB IRRE'fOeABILJ:~ OF GOD'S PROMISE
0 THE PEOPLE ISRAEL, A~SEE-iN - THAT ·--PROMISE-;E>-ROPOUND
OF LAN
IMPLICATIONS
... ____
BOTH -FGR--THE .IEWS-A~J:IE WHO-LE HIJMAN FAf.ULX • .

-

·~·

Explication

~·

·:

.. . ,. .. The covenant· which God made with Abraham and Sarah inciuded
'nq~ ·'·only.· the promise that their descendants would forever be"· .·
~09.' s pEropl~ ~ ··but · it included also the promise that qod wou,ld ·
·giv·e to them "~he land · of your sojournings, all the land of
Canaan,· for an everlasting possession" (Genesis 17• 7-8). ·For at
least 3000 years this ' promise of the land has been an essential
element of the self-underst.a nding of the Jewish people, whether
or not they have actually lived there. Even when they were
driven away from the land into exile and dispersion, Jews have
continued to understand themselves as a people in relation to God
who gave them a land. ·
·
..
Prior to the establishment of the State of Israel in 1948, as
for centuries preceding, we Christians have been able largely to .
ignore this element of "the land" in Jewish self-identity, and to .
define Jewish experience in our own terms rather than in theirs
-- that is, simply in terms of ethnicity or religion without
reference to the divine promise of the land. Since 1948, however-, we see what has not been seen since before New Testament
timess Jews exercising political authority in the land of Israel. Today it is scarcely possible for there to be any true dialogue between Christians and Jews if the issue of the .land con~ .
· t :inues _to be avo~ded. Q_Y: .Chri$tians. God's prorn~se o.f land· can- no·
~-~·nge·r ·-Qe . ·.,tgn9r~d... _--:. -._ >:·: : .., ·
·
·
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•

t

_
But. is the. State of- Israel to be understood in terms . of the ·
fulfil-l ment of' that _d ivine:.promise? Many Jews belie-Ve devoutly
·· N<T that ·1 t is . Other .Jews -are .equally sure that it is not, regarding the State· of .Israe·1 . ~S · an unauthorized attempt to· flee the
q,~~'1 : divinely imposed exile. Still other Jews interpret ·the State of
u...;.::.-- Israel in purely secular .terms. Christian opinion is equally
</-~~
diverse. Thus we find ourselves unable to come to a common mind
L-<- J
on this question at this time. · Therefore .we take no position on
JVi.tc~-> --:.. -· the theological significance of the State of Israel.
.

~/

What we do affirm, ·however, is that ~od's everlasting covenant with t he descendants of Abraham and Sarah includes the
promise of a land which God gives them in God's own time and
way, and that this promise has not been revoked. This affirma.··· .:·
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tion, we believe, is crucial to a theological understanding of
the r~lationship between Christians and Jews.
The implications of such an aff.irmation are . significant
for Christians as well as · for Jews. It . provides · a salutary
corrective to tendencies which have arisen within Christianity
but which are essentially foreign to biblical faith. One such is
the tendency among many Christians to split the kingdom of God in
such a way as largely to sever the connectiqn between the salva·tion of the individual and the redemption o~~N~rld. God's
covenantal promise of the land is a powerful reminder to - Christians as well as to Jews of God's saving purpose to redeem the
heavens and the earth. A promise of particular land becomes a
sign of. God's intention .for the world. It is a reminder as well
of. the corporate nature of God's redeeming work, for the land is
promised by God not to individuals but to a · people. This is an
~mportant counterbalance to a tendency in much of western Christianity toward an excessive individualization of religion.
Even more importa'n·t for Christians'· the affirmation of the
continuity of the covenantal promise of land for the Jewish
people conveys a sense of the concreteness of God's saving work
-- a sense which may: help Christians to grasp afresh the mystery
of the incarnation and of the kingdom. God's saving work in the
world is not disembodied. It was God's will that one nation.
should be a light to all nations, one people a kingdom of priests
for all peoples. That divine will was given concrete expression,
in time and space, through a particular people in a particular
land. So also, we believe, Jesus the incarnate Son of God
embodied in his own person the vocation ,of Israel. As the.
suffering servant of God, he both announced and inaugurated the
appearance of God's kingdom on the earth. It is not a disembodied kingdom, for the Christ is not a disembodied . King • . We be.a r ·
witness that he is the Word made flesh.
·
.- \ ,

l

-

:.. : _

·. ·r.,.. Final-l·y, the promises·. of the covenant, including · the promise
of'' land, .cannot be separated «from the obligation which .G od's
unilateral election impo~~-' the obligation "to do justice, ta
love kindness, and to wa:lk humbly with your God" (Micah 618) •'
GQd's justice, unlike ou~~. is · consistently tilted in favor of
the powerless and the oppresse~. Therefore we who· uphold the
divine promise of the land, whether we be Christian or Jew, dare
not fail to uphold as well· the divine right of all th~se who today cry for justice in · the land -- especially, the P~Iestinians.

We therefore call on all people of faith to engage in the
work of reconciliation and peacemaking. We pray for and encourage those who would break the cycles of vengeance and violence,
whether it be the violence of states or of resistance movements,
of terror or of retaliation. ~1e stand with those who work toward
non~violent solutions, inclading those who choose · non-violent
resistance. ~e also urge nation states and other political
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institutions to seek negotiated settlements of conflicting
claims.
The seeking of justice is a sign of our faith in the reign
of God.

7.
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WE AFFIRM THAT JEWS AND CHRISTIANS ARE PARTNERS IN WAITING.
CHRISTIANS SEE IN CHRIST THE REDEMPTION NOT YET FULLY VISIBLE IN
THE WORLD, AND JEWS AWAIT THE MESSIANIC REDEMPTION. CHRISTIANS
AND JEWS TOGETHER AWAIT THE FINAL MANIFESTATION OF GOD'S PROMISE
OF THE PEACEABLE KINGDOM •

Explication
Christian hope has roots in Israel's hope, and is unintelligible apart from it. New Testament teaching c_oncerning the
kingdom of God was shaped by the messianic and apocalyptic vision
of Judaism. That prophetic vision was proclaimed by John
the Baptist, and the preaching of Jesus containe·d the same
vision. Both Jews and Christians affirm that God reigns over all
human destiny and has not abandoned the world to chaos, and that,
despite many appearances to the contrary, God is acting within
history to establish righteousness and peace.
Jews still await the kingdom which the prophets foretold.
Some look for a messianic age in which God's heavenly reign will
be ushered in upon the earth. Christians proclaim the good news
that in Jesus Chris~ "the kingdom of God is at hand," yet we too
wait in hope for the redemption of all things in God. Though the
waiting of Jews and Christians is significantly different on
account _ of our differing perception o.f Jesus, nonetheless we ·both
wait with eager longing for the fulfillment of God's gracious ·
reign upon the earth -- the kingdom or righteousness and peace
foretold by the prophets. We are in this sense partners in
waiting.
There is, however, a misunderstanding of the Christian ~ope
in relation to the hope of Israel that we must disavows it is
called dispensationalism. It teaches both that the Jews are now
under judgment for having rejected Jesus as Messiah, and that
they are to be major figures in the coming of the kingdom of God
~t th,e end of history.
It sees the creation of the modern State
of Israel as God's signal for establishing the kingdom, providing
the necessary basis for reestablishing the Temple and its worship, and for reassembling the Jewish people. They will have a .
critical role to play in the drama of the end time, leading to
the battle of Armageddon in which only Christians will survive.
This view, we believe, is based on a theologically flawed interpretation of a narrow selection of biblical texts. Moreover, it

I
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rejects the clear word of Jesus against seeking to set -times and
places for the consummation of world history. Christians are
called to be faithful in these times of world tension, but are
not called to manage history according to some esoteric plan.
Another misunderstanding of hope which we wish equally to
disavow is one which teaches that peace can be secured without
justice, through the exercise of violence and retribution. But
the kingdom of God, which Jews as well as Christians await, is
not so. God's justice upholds those who cry out against the
s_trong. God• s peace comes to those who do justice and mercy in
the earth. Hence we look with dismay at the violence and
injustice in the Middle East. We pledge ourselves, in the hope
in which we actively wait, to work with others for justice and
peace for all.
Both Christians and Jews are called to wait, and to hope in
God. While we wait, Jews and Christians are called to the service of God in the world. However that service may differ, the
vocation of each shares at least these elements1 a striving to
realize the word of the prophets, an attempt to remain sensitive
to the dimension of the holy, an effort to encourage the life of
the mind, and a ceaseless activity in the cause of justice and
peace. These are far more than the ordinary requirements of our
common humanityJ they are elements of our common election by the
God of Abraham and Sarah. Precisely because our election is not
to privilege but to service, Christians and Jews are obligated to
act together in these things. By so acting, w·e faithfully live
out our partnership in waiting. By so doing, we believe that God
is glorified.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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The Council on Theology and Culture makes the following recommendations ·to the 199th ·General Assembly (1987)1
•

,"

..

1.

.

•.

•

'

'

••• :
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•

.

.

that the General Assembly adopt the paper, · A Theological
Understanding of the Relationship between Christians and
Jews, as a document for. the gu.iaance and i.nstryett±on ·of the
M ' \...
church in its relationships with the Jewisp r~etpl,e and "'""'~ ·." ..
individual Jews1
.
1~ fr ""-· \IF~ ~'.

M

2.

.

.}

that the Stated Clerk be directed to print · the report and to~
distribute it to each minister, Christian Educator, and
Session within the church, to ecumenical partner churches in
mission, to churches with which the Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A.) is in correspondence, and to the major Jewish
organizations in the Un~ted States1
that the General Assembly instruct the General Assembly
Council to use this document for guidance in the development
of its program ·and policy1
. '.: .
:

4 •.

that the General Assembly. instruct the General Assembly
Council to prepare a study guide, together with' a bibliography, to · facili t~te: ·.t he use of this paper in · congregations 1

5.

that the General Assembly request pastors and Christian
Educators to initiate · educational programs designed to
foster understanding ~nd better re~ationships between
Christians and Jews 1 . ·
. . .
. ·.
.· .

6.

that the General As,sembly urge the expansion of' instruction
in .Judaic studies in the theological semina~ies of the
church a
· · ,·.· .· ·
.
.

7,
1

I

.

. .
/ --

that Holocaust Remembrance Day (Yom ha-Sho'ah) be included
annually in the lis.t of Special Days and Seasons of the

Council facilitate the observance of this day throughout the
.
church, making available existing liturgies for this purpose
. . . or creating new lit _u rgies as ap~ropri~te J
.·
.. -

(V,

...

8.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.. . . ·

that the · General Assembly instruct the General Assembly
Council
a)" .; -to· give increased ·,encouragement arid suppor·t ·to those
working for reconciliation between Christians, Jews, and
. Muslims. in· the Ttiddle East, and,
b)

to explore ·the feasibility of creating a Center for .
Reconciliation to be located in Jerusalem or in some
other appropriate place, for the purpose of enabling

..

.,

•

I

II
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people to engage in constructive dialogue on the relationship of Christians and Jews, especially but not
solely in the Middle East;

9,

10.

that the General Assembly
·
a) establish an office on interfaith relations, rather than
attaching this function to an office which carries other
concerns, and that this office be given responsibility
for leadership within the church in matters of Christian Jewish relations, Christian-Muslim relations, and
the relations of Christians with people of other living
faiths and ideologiesa
b)

direct that the aforesaid office be lodged in the Mission Unit on Theology and Worships

c)

direct that the work of the aforesaid office, as it
relates to matters .of Christian-Jewish relations, be
developed in accordance with the principles expressed in
this paper, that the office be a full par·t icipant in the
ongoing Christian-Jewish dialogue within the U.S.A., and
that the office encourage synods, presbyteries, and
sessions ·together with their congregations to participate in the dialogue, providing them with resources
necessary for them so to doi

that the General Assembly Council be directed to monitor the
implementation of these actions of the General Assembly, and
to report thereon periodically to the General Assembly.

.:Draft

Joe f E. Rembaum
COVENANT OR COVENANTS?
A- JEl.JISH RESPONSE

··:·

..} -·

.

Explicitly or implicitly, the sacred sources of Judaism, the Bible and the
various comp.ilations of Rabbinic traditions, .conceive of the Jewish people as a
collective uniquely chosen by God to exist in a covenant relationship with Him.
The specific selection o.f the Jews . is, ultimately, -viewed as an expression of
w~ll,

Go_d 's

not .necess·a rl:ly · related to any intrinsic qualities within the people .

Simijarly, the Childre~ of Israel exercized their free will in agreeing to become
~artners to the covenant.

Al though the tenn "covenant" (11·1 ?)
state~ents

about· the God-Israel relationship,

.the Rabbinic discussions.
.•

has a prominent place in the Biblical

a covenant in

t~eir

it is not often referred to i6

..

Nevertheless, the Rabbis do include the essentials of

notions of the bond between God and.the Jewish people:

:·

,.

~

·.

1)

the relationship between God and His people is binding and _irrevocable; _

2)

it is characte.rized by a mutuality of conce_rn and obligation;

3)

God has

given laws to Israel dictating how the obligations are · to be carried out, and
Israel has acce pted these terms of agreement; 4)

God has delinfated how He . will

f3ithfully fulfill his side of the bargain, and Israel faithfully awaits that
1

fulfillment.

· (~t>~ f. / ~ ~)

The Torah, in both its oral and written components, has a central function
as the catalyst for the actualizing of the mutual obligati04.S
covenantal bon~.
Jewish

e~istence.

i~plicit

within the

Torah is the sum of the principles governing the totality of
Acts and beliefs , the spiritual and the physical , the re ligious

and the political, the human and the divine all merge into an organic life exBy living in conformity with the require-

the case, the Zoharic
...rl/ ( ft/:> . \ 7' t.:...
e--".......(/.jJ.-:.J..!ft_.,.J . . /~:J.J, .

''I'

for expressing the essentials of the covenant
-1-
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The selection of a Chosen People has a purpose. Tile people is to serve as
.
~·~.(,i-i.M-~ -4-crf.:.' 14_ ~~- 4~exernp lar to mankind, 1,demonstr'ating the reality and meaning of the -acceptance
of God's kingship .

7Ii,a,.,e.~

a.

The Jewish traditi_on anticipates the rest of humanity emulat-

ing Israel and ultimately choosing to, likewise, bear the "Yoke of the Kingdom of
Heaven . ..

if

· ~

\./hi.le pot designated as specific groups especially chosen by God .~lt:he Gentile
world stands in a less

.

intens~ovenantal

relationship

Covenant , with its ~attendant obligations and

with,G9~

thrQugh the Noahide

~~~-rr ,/0.V..tJ.:_ 0--l><- .
a'SlAseven in numberf~ Once again,
<:('A,-e~

the cove.nant is founded on a basis of law, with $Aprecepts perceived by the Rab-

9

bis as having origi_nally been given to Adam.
men ts of the Noahide Covenant is

a

A Gentile who fulfills the require -

~

ft.lo

r·ighteous person .id' finds grace in God's eyes. .

Within the framework of the Rabbinic notions of God-man relations, .Christians
would fall into the br.oad category of the Gentiles, whose salvation, as individuals,
is assured through adherence to the stipulations of the Noahide Covenant.

The

Church, the collective body of Christians, has ·no meaning in the classical Jewish .
concept of covenants; thus , membership in the Church would have no sote riological
effect .

Each Christian, as a chscendant of Noah,

relationship with God.

(/i_i

/?) , stands in a one-to-one

The quality of that relationship is determined by how the

Christian acts vis-a-vis his covenantal obligations. The Rabbis are quick tp cm~-~
.
phasize t_ha~ a G~ntile who follows the Torah ' is~~~ in God's eyes to~~

~-· fl~~ {J,,-.AJ!~lff'

~

.

~]l~ Still,j\-the transgressing Israelite remains uniquely asso-

ciated with God through the bontl between God and the Jewish people in a way that
the righteous

does

no~.

Jl}.. .

- 2-

view of Christianity* took

In the
place.

Christians, as members of a collective, the Church,rather than as individ-

iP.1 light differ~nt , ,. O' 0
c.!4i~·vl · c(i"U.:~ C-<4.ed~l-\.
t:Nt. t.f .tv'I.{, ''"~7:'J-l,
from that by which the rest of the Gentile world was viewed. Christians, qua
.~ff~

uals, came to be seen

.

.

·

by

certain

important~.+\a):>bis

A

f-

Christians, ':'ere ed1ical monotheists who function,ed in the world to further the
universal acceptance of God's kingship.

As su·c h, Christians were righteous Gen -

tiles by virtue of their adhering not simply to the basic Noahide laws, to. which
they remained obligated, but to the tenets of Christianity, which represented ·a
more encompassing religious system.

Christians could now be seen as standing in

a unique relationship to God, not simply as individuals, but ab initio as adherents to a monotheistic doctrine.

However, this relationship was not considered

to be a result of a second covenant entered into by God .

Chri~tians . had

demon-

strated their virtue by movin~ to a level of re ligious ~warcness superioi to that
of the rest of humanity, but there was no evidence that God had responded by es -

.

tablishing

a

unique co'venant with the Church.

~....;}. Mt. Cc·~,

These medievalA Rabbis seem to have

concluded that through self-imposed accepto.nce of higher religious principles
Christians now constituted, by definition, a group of righteous humans who merited

.

fJ.13

God's grace because of their righteousness.

It mus t be· emphas·ized that the traditional Jew cannot conceive of God entering into a covenant with another special group of humans. · As discussed above,

Given the foundations of Rabbinic Judaism and the developments of medieval ~ .'l\1.-:~e-~i.
"~

and Islam
-3-

•

.Jewish thought, rrodern Jews have maintained their be lief in Israel's unique re-

/(,

lationship with Go<l. . oHtll-te'lk-t.,....-<Je:\..~e-e'~hernsc.J-v~3.).L..ing_.a~!l...C.ia.Ll-:ilnk--#c-h

the
belief in a loving God, who, out of his concern for the world He created, entere.J..
into covenants with humans, who, in turn,

~le

through the exetcize of their free - will.

Jews recognize that both Judaism and

to join ·_in such covenants

Chr·is tianity view mankind as having been called by God to act and to believe in
.

.

ways by virtue of a . uqiveJSal .cqvenant that wa~~~~tabl~~hed b~ the Al~icllty
.,,..
~~:]...'..._.~~:::_~·~. ~~'.:i.'. c?..~~~- -l~C: ~"-P~ ~{.-~ Ct.4. 1c- cµ. ~ ~'. --1u f-Z ,~ .._µ.µ!. c:c,v.......~~.-.
. he tween humanity and .Himself .~'\ti.thout denying the basic differences . in the J ewish
I

.

certa~n

...

and Christian conceptions of t'e God~man relationshipJ there is sufficient commonality of belief and practicJ in the two traditions to allow members of Synagogue

\

.

.

and Church to relate to one anokher with love, <lignity; respect and

4ecu..'-'- M·1 W., ~*~

f

tfyt2u,, ,,.-.!(~< ~J.:.i.£<'r+)

understa~ding . .

·
Thus, .Jew and Chris tianf(an joit hands as partners working together to has ten that
I

day when a 11 mankind wi 11 come t:o accept the "Yoke of the Kingdom of Heaven."
!
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Chretienne.

JEWISH YOUTH

MARC

H.

TANENBAUM

An evSluation of the current situation and
~uture prospects of Jewish youth in the United

States presupposes at the outset some understanding of demographic factors such as size,
distribution, and composition, as well as religious, educational, sociological, and other factors
affecting the growth and character of Jewish
youth. The demographic structure of Jewish
youth and of the American Jewish -popul:.iiion
·as a whole, like that of American youth and the
American population in general, has been undergoing continuous change under .the impa<:t of
industrialization and urbanization.
Such an
evaluation of Jewish youth therefore requires
an analysis of changes which are related to the
·total American experience, as well ~ those
which may be unique to Jews. (For a comprehensive survey on which the findings in this
article are based, see the excellent study « Amer·
ican Jewry, 1970: A Demographic Profile»,
by Prof. Sidney Goldstein of Brown Univ~r
sity, Providence, Rhode Island, which appeared
in . the 1971 edition of the American Jewish
Yearbook, published by - the American Jewish
Committee.)

Rabbi Tanenbflum is Jhe NatwnaJ Director of Inttr·
religious Affairs of 1he American Jewisb CommiJ.Jce.
A religious historian and authority on Judaisni and
Jewish.Christian relations, he has writJen and lectured
extensively.
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At rhe beginning of the 1970's, the American
J ewish community, numbering about 6 million,
constitutes the largest concentration of Jews in
the world, more than ·two-and-a-half .times the
number of Jews in Israel, and accounts for
nearly half of world Jewry. The most striking
compositional .change characterizing .American
Jewry is the transition from a foreign-born,
ethnic immigrant minority to a vibrant national
Amer-ican subsociety consisting mainly of nativeborn Amerfoan Jews of the second and third
generatians.
This « Americanization » of the
Jewish populatfon has had, and increasingly will
have major oonsequences for the structure of
the Jewish aommunity and its youth population,
espedal:ly in terms of preserving Jewish identity
in the foe~ of strong forces of assimilation.
Dl:~i .. te their small numbers relative to the
general population; Jews hold generally high
status as Oti.:: of the « three major religions » in
this councry. (Catholics, Protestants, and Jews
are .regarded as « the triple melting pot »
through whi1J1 the American identity is reallied.
The shareJ ideals and values ·of the « JudeoChri~ tfan c:iv.i.lization » constitute the background
of the A11wrican « civil religion », symbolized
by the LKI t-har every major national occasion
i-nv0lvcs t·he pari idpation of a priest, minister,
anJ rabbi as epunyms of the American way of
life.) Evl:n t-hough the percentage of the Jewish
c:om1111inicy is but 3 percent of the total popula·

i

i

I
,,

i
I
I

t- ,..-:~·
~·

.. . ::~~

tion - a decrease from 3.7 pcrrcrH as n result
of a declining birth rate Jews. l-)(·1il1 :is a
group· and individually, have pl:tycd. · and w iII
undoubtedly continue to piny, signilicmt roles
in such spheres of American life as rcligi1·u~,
educa~ion, cultural activities, and n·:ifion:tl mban
politics.
That condusion is supportGd by 1he fac:t
that the Jewish community is unique . in its. high
concentration among the more GJuca1cd, high
· white collai:·· (professions, execu~ivc posit·ions,
advanced teChnical skills) and high income
groups. While the continuously r-ising cduc:ational levels among non-Jews i.s rcdudng t·he
differentials not only in educati0R but as well .
in occut>ations and income betwe~n non-Jews
and Jews, it is evident that as ef t·his writing
the Jewish situation is in many ways unique,
and deserves further elaboration, especially in
terms of its meaning for Jewish youth.

segments of the Jewish population. Within
rhc Jewish community itself, the important educational differential will thus be between those
who had only some college education and those
who went on to post-graduate work.
Today
there are an estimated 400,0()0 Jewish students
en the college scene which, in percentage terms,
suggests that · they are the largest religiouscthnic group in the field of higher education.
There are also an estimated 50,000 men and ·
women who are college and university faculty
memb~rs of the Jewish faith, also a significantly
high percentage (see «Jewish Academics in the
United States:
Their Achievements, Culture,
and Politics », by Profs. S.M. Lipset and E.C.
Ladd, .1971 edition of the American -Jewish

Yearb"Ook ).

To round out the education picture, the
. · U.S .. Bureau of the Census. reported in 1970
·thU,t ~£.the :estimated 3JO,OOO Jewish. boys and
·.:-girlii
~ged ·14 ·to · 19 who~ were : enrolled in ele. Reftecting the great value placed by Jews. on
.
··me~t,
a
ry or .:seeondary . public . or . private schools, .
education, both on Torah as a way 0£ lifC and ·
: 86% planned·
attend college, compared with
on knowledge the . sec;ular equivalent qf
· 5)%. ·of the' general· student body. · (Interest-·
Torah - as a means of social mobility, the· Jews
. iflgly; the percentages ·differed strikingly between
of America have compiled an extraordinary retho.s e teenagers who were receiving their educacord of achievement in this area . . The first-genertipn in schools with heavy Jewish populations
ation American Jews recognized the spec:ial im.and ..those in schools with less than 50% Jewish
portance of education as a key to oc:tupational
students. Among the former, 94% planned to
mobility and higher income - material security
attend c~llege; among the latter, 80% did.)
was understandably a majo~-'- preocrnpation with
impoverished immigrants and made ronsid··. Ironically, this notable educational achieve·
erable effort to provide their children " ;ith :i
· ment is posing a serious dilemma for Judaism
good secular education.
f\•tost recent survc,·s
and the Jewish community. In order to obtain
dearly document the high educ1tiu11al :id1in;<.:;1
ccillt:gc education, ·particularly at the · post·
mcnt of the American Jewish p<1pHl:11in11 indictting
grad11nte level, a largi: pr1iportion of young Jews
the important effect of edur:it ion rm 1lic ~ncial
must ·leave home to atli:nd colleges in distant
position of the Jews in the largn nm1111unitv. •ls
places. As a result, their ties to both family
well as its influence on the Jcgr<:'.c :rnd n:·,;u;:c ·
anJ commui:ii~y are weakening. A high propor~
of Jewish identification.
tion of these collegc·cducated youths probab!y

to

In 1970, the high proport-ion flf j'>crsnr~s
aged 25 to 29 who had completed ·,·hl'i·t n·1llq~e
education and the fact that dn .e-..rflm11l·ed 80-'?ti
of those in the college•age greur were Cl'ltotktl
in college emphasize that a collf>J!e ~l"hm,.1·i<m i11
becoming virtually universal for ttq"" yc·t1>1r·1~r

· never return permanently to the communities in
whid1 their families .Jive and in which they were
r11iscd. Thus education serves as an important
c:atiilyst for ~graphic mobility and eventually
Jeiids many individuals to take up residence in
c:1""1munitics ·. ,-vith smnll . Jewish populations .

'
'.·

..
.

.

.whic,h have difficulty wstaining Jewish i:eli.iiAi>Y$
and communal . institutions, to live in highly W:l·
tegrated neighborhoods, and to work and s~ial- ·
ize ·in largely non-Jewish circles, raising t.b<:
threat of losses through assimilation 10 1he
majority group.
Thus, Jews with higher education may h:ive
significantly higher r:ues of lntermard11ge und
greater . alienation from the Jewish community.
This involves not only the possible imp:lcr c.if
physical separation from home and the we.ihm·
ing of parental control over daring and rn111:c.
ship patterns, bu1 alsn ihc. general « lihnaliza·
tion » ll colkgl: cd11rnti1111 may have 1111 dw r..ligious values :111ll .fcw isli idl·tllity of llw i11.lividual. It wou!J be ironic, as Prof. Gnlds11.:i11
has noted, if the very strong positive value that
Jews traditionally have placed on education that
now manifests itself in the very high proportion
of Jewish youths attending college may even·
tually be, an important factor in the general
weakening of the individual's ties to the Jewish
community.
These trends have led to a growing concern
among Jewish leadership over the need for explicit development or reinforcement of Jewish
« identity ». A series of « task force » studies
have been undertaken by such major Jewish
institutions as the Council of Jewish Federations
and Welfare Funds, the Union of Amerkan
Hebrew Congregations, and the American Jewish
Committee, with a view to~ard precise diagnosis
and prognosis for coming to grips with the issues
raised by Jewish youth in particular. The latest
task force research study is entitled « The Future
of the American Jewish Community», conducted
by a group of scholars, rabbis, .and communal
leaders convened by the American Jewish Com-

mittee.

In the latter report, the «Jewish identity ~
issue is analyzed from numerous perspectives,
foremost among them, the role of the family,
the Jewish educational system, the Synag0gui:,
Jewish cultural institutions, and Israel and rhe
American Jewish community. The. study notes

~ka.t S£,V¢r.al f.acrtors account for · this growing
(;~er.~ ev& Jewish identity. One is the tendc1foy ~ .a;be general American society to transfrr !.(,) :scc:~ary agencies responsibility for many
ec.fuG•ll·iHm:1.I er social functions which were once
c;o.1r.r.ic;~t Hblt by the family early childhood
1.r;iining is o1n example. A second factor · may be
i11s1.:L:ul'i1-y ubuut the ability of the Jewish commuJ~i:1.y tc.i :isscrt Jewish continuity in the .Jight
of the im;r.t:ascd freedom of expression and of
dmic:e ,;if 1.ftc.! young. Related to this is the
;1Hxic1y :md concern generated within the com11111ni1y lw tltc ,prominence of young Jewish per·
s1111s i11 tl1c n11111tcr·culturc 1111d Nc·w l.rf1.

Tl1nl: is si1:11ificant eviJcncc, tht! A.JC study
reports, 1'1.1t 10 to 15 percent of Jewish youth

is inv0lvcd in the counter-culture. This perccnt<tge is sufficien~ly large to account for the
marked visibility of Jewish youth within this
culture. The causes for the rise of youth culture
are controversial, but most opinions include
polit.irnl, sociological,' and · psychological reasons.
It would appear that on most of these counts
Jewish youth is particularly vulnerable to involvement. Thus, . to some extent radical youth
culture appears as a developmental reaction to
liberal att-itudes of parents. This has particular
significanre for Jewish youth since the Jewish
parent community is, on a comparative basis,
overwhelmingly liberal. The socio-psychological
factors usually correlated with New Left participation are relatively affluent economic status,
protcc:t~d family environment, and a tendency
for a protracted educational term. This pattern
fits Jewish groups in a statistically differential
manner.

As the study irid.icates, the disturbing consequence is that participation in the counterrulturc ddays the mature assumption of responsibilit-y ;.md often generates self-destructive ten·
dcnci~:s. Jewish radical culture has been marked
by a rc-pudiation of parents. At its extreme,
this r1.:s~iks in the willingness of young Jews to
be involved in fringe anti-Semitic and explicitly
:1n1 i-lsrad activity.
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Most of the Jewish youth p:m1c,1p:u ing in
New Left or counter-culture activities , however,
are ambivalent about Jewish loyalties. There is
therefore a challenge placed upon Jewish insti·
tutions to communicate with these grPups and
to ·channel their possibly positive r:csp0nsc;s to
Jewish life. (This has been done, usually. hy
involvement in support of Soviet Jewry's right
to emigration or by direct experience ef the
Israel reality.)
The repudiation of the Jewish community
by small but significant youth segments is presumably «age-specific ». Youth at-t·itudes on
this view change with the assumption of familial
responsibility and .with the resolution 0£ maturation problems. Further, the phenemenon of
deferred obedience subsequent to reve1t suggests
some of the latent strength of Jewish wntinuity.
O~e Jewish scholar estimates that only

be-

tween 3 and 4 percent of Jewish youth are

identifiable radicals on campus. What are the
other 97 percent? Despite an abundance
of printed material about «the Jewish youth
culture» (see What We Know Ahout Young
American Jews, an annotated bibliography by
Geraldine Rosenfidd, 1971, American Jewish
Committ~). it is clear that we have a far
from adequate knowledge about what is taking place on the campuses in all its diversity.
Certainly a balanced account would have te give
attention to what The National Observer (Aug.
5, 1971) has called «a genuine Jewish revival,
a youthful American Jewish ren:iiss:mc.:c that
emphasizes a joyous, affirmative dccbr:it ion n{
Jewish identity that appears to he under way
among Jewish youth in this coumry ».

The National Observer quotes Yelllld:1h Rtisenman, director of the AJC's Jewish Communnl
Affairs Department, who summarizes rnrrent
youth trends in these· words: «They are very
active, Jewishly committed young men :md
women, on campuses and _off, who :trc c:rc;ating
new forms of Jewish expression 11nd Jewish life
styl~. They are the rebels. They :are t·hc one~

who are reproaching their parents for having
given up on their Jewishness. »
He adds that they want participatory democracy in Jewish communal life. They think the
institutions are too ·large and impersonal. They
:;ce this in the general society, and they see it
in the Jewish community too. They are :looking for small entities to develop fellowship for
study and worship. And they are challenging
Jewish institutions to ch~nge their priorities.
A major creative response to this need for
community on a human scale has been the emergence of the havurah or fell.owship movement.
These are ·Jiving-study-action community groups
that combine aspects of a commune, a Jewishconsciousness-raising group, and a fraternity. On
most Sabbaths hundreds of youngsters crowd
into the havurah houses to sit in circles, sing,
pray, and talk about what the Torah, Judaism's
basic teachings and way of life, means to ~em ·
today. There is . now a « counter~culture ~> rah- .
binic seminary called Havurat Shalom (Fellowship for Peace) in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
There are Jewish youth social action bodies (Fellowship for Action, Naaseh - «We Will Act»);
a Jewishly-committed radical group (Jewish Liberation Project).
There has also. been a growth in Jewish art
festivals and free universities on some siX"ty
campuses that involve Jewish faculty members,
HilJel directors, and students in adult education
courses on Jewish religion, culture, and history.
A flourishing Jewish underground pre·ss which
numbers more ,than fifty-five newspapers nationally seeks to be responsive to the n~w quest
for Jewish identity.
The mood and rhetoric of the statements
nnd articles in this student press express alienation and resentm~nt toward the «Jewish establishment ». One Jewish student leader writes:
(( Institutions must be understood only as a
me:ms and not as ends, as vehicles for the realizat·ion of the ideas they serve. » .
Jn Response,
new Jewish youth quarterly, a youth spokesman asserts in an .article
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' .· . extolling the virtues of : the Havurat Shalom
Community Seminary: "'The occasions are r:are
when one feels that h~ has become part of an
institution to which ~e can faithful]y dedkate
himself, for what he wishes to accomplish is
what the institution stands for. ». .
Critic~ing Jewish educational institutians
and their programs, a Jewish college youth writes:
«Jewish youth is in a crisis that our leadership
is unaware of. Legions of our young people are
rejecting organized religion not because they have
abandoned their souls, but precisely bcc.1use they
seek their souls. »

Beneath the florid rhetoric, there persist issues
that are fundamental and pressing, namely, the
crisis of identity, of selfhood in a society domi- nated by massive institutions, a system in which
advancement is a sign of success and is frequently bought at the expense of personal fulfilment. It seems increasingly clear that there
is :a widespread ·belief among Jewish young
people today that the values of the academic
· commU;nity and a high level of Jewish commitment are antithetical.
·
Given the present state of Jewish education,
that co~ct is virtually inevitable. Today, there
. are an estimated 544,468 children attending
some 2,727 Jewish schools of various types in
which they receive some form of Jewish edu.cation. The distribution of the current Jewish
. school population is 15.3% in the primary
grades, 69.1 % in elementary schools, and 15.3 %
in high-school departments. (More boys than
girls are enrolled, 57% as compared with 43%
- boys rece_ive a more intensive education than
girls.) · Current attendance by type of school
shows 1.3.4% in Jewish day schools (the equivalent of Catholic parochial schools); 42 .2% are
in one-day-a-week schools, and 44.4% arc in
midweek afternoon schools that are in session
from two to five times a week. Over 90% of
the children attend religiously oriented S<:hools ·
sponsored by congregations of either the Or.tho- .
dox, Conservative, or Reform branches of
Judaism.

Dcs.jU.tc \.be recent ·cLu:Dor concerning the
0i Jewish education, writes Dr.
·W..Jier· i. Ac:ker:man («Jewish Education», 1969
edit.inn of t·be American Jewish Yearbook), tw~
tl1irds of t.be Jewish school-age children in the
Uni.ie<l Stau~s in 1966 were not in any kind of
Jc"'~ ish s<.·hwl. Jewish schools by and large are
dc;iling w.i_t-b childr·e n of pre-school or element:iry sdJool ::igc and, despite some encouraging
aJvanres, ·foil to_ attract or hold high-school
st udeuts ia significant numbers. The effect has
hl'r11me 1'.~psi1-kd and deeply disturbing: while
Jl!wish youth is receiving advanced higher education in sccul:ir studies, by and large they are
limping along on a religious training that has
been called « juvenile Judaism ».
~·>-r.t-:mt:c

Ii: re<:ent years two most significant developments in Jewish education have taken place that
appear to hold some important corrective effects.
One is the explosive growth of the Jewish day
sc:hool movement which now sponsors more than
300 parochial schools that pr.o vide intensive
Jewish education. The other is the rather dramatic grnwth of Jewish study programs on
sec:ular c:ollege and university campuses which
now number some 200 chairs of Jewish Studies
or lec:ture rnurses in Judaica. While it is still
too early to tell, preliminary signs do indicate
both the day school movement and the presti- ·
gious anJ substantively rich university Jewish
programs are having decidedly positive impact
in beginning to overcome Jewish ignorance and
confused self-concepts.
More fundamental in identity formation than
formal cduc:ation, the . AJC Task Force study
noted, is that of . family education. « Historkally, the strong sense of Jewish identity», the
report stated, « derived from involvement in
fomily pr:ic:t-ices and a strong sense of family
loyal t-ies. Concern with strengthening of family
struc:-turc and with healthy family ties is often
c:onncct1;e:I w.iih the development of a valid self.
image as " Jewish person. »
The Task Force recommended that « a significant scg111C'11t of Jewish work in family services
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be directed toward programs in· Jewish f:tm ily
education». The recognition of the dL"iicicncics
of the formal education system in lu::al1hy identity formation, as well as research 011 the fa irly
superficial impact of synagogue scrv i<.'cs 0 11 the
family, suggests that programs in f,rn1ily edur::1-

tion represent a promising appro:1rh for those
concerned with the continuity of Jewish ic:lentity.
Informal education is also recommended,
with proposals for educational and c:ultural activities rruiging from nursery 'play groups, camping, Hillel college groups, choirs, to guided tr·ips
to Israel which · comprise learning experiences
outside the formal schooJ system. Sueccssful
informal education usually involves creating a
shared experience which is memorah>le.
The major institution of Amer-ican Jewish
affiliation is the synagogue. This rcflcc=ts both
the Jewish historical heritage · and the social
trends of the post-war years involving greater
affiliation by all Americans with churches and
synagogues in suburbia. There is no single
archetype for the American synagogue. For many
members, it serves as a kind of surrngatc fami ly.
To a growing degree, the strongest ex·pression
of the content of such « religious » c::emmitmeot
and affiliation was support for the State ef Israel,
which became for many Jews the embodiment
of the spiritual unity of the people· 0f Israel
( « God, Torah, and Israel are One » ). For the
community at large, i_t acts as a « servke center »
for the J.ewish rites of passage.
The AJC Task Force on the Syn:igo;.:m: m:1dc
several recommendations of special iml'lic11h111
to the views of Jewish ·youth :
1) The Synagogue has a com111111d rcsp<.lllS·
ibility for the integration of m:gln=11;:d n lllsl i1uencics, especially the poor, into 1hl". f ra1111;:w~1rk
of Jewish life. Membership in syn;igogui.,:s 11111st
not be restricted to a more a.fllucnt const iLucn1:y.

2) Synagogues and Jewish fflmmu 1 1~I
agencies should collaborate in a var.iet·y t>f effor1s
to connect the synagogue with the l:u.~c :tntl
important Jewish academic commttl'lj;t·y.

3) A variety of experimental or innovative

approaches to religious services and programs
need to be adapted to the vitalization of Jewish
•
religious worship.
4) One direction of synagogal innovation
has hcen toward smallness, to the revival of .the
« part1c1patory » community.
The celebration
ef the neglected and, to some extent, ·lost vitalities of the synagogue -· Simchat Torah dancing,
or tne Sabbath kiddush - is appropriate to
small group frameworks. The revitaliZation of
Jewish religious tradition is part of the search
for community. It would seem, for example,
that the HavdaltZ (bidding farewell to the Sabbath) ceremony at the Brandeis Camp in Califomia is meaningful in part to
number of
young Jews who have no memory of the tradition because its shared experience offers the
· same kind of psychic restoration which other
Californians seek in encounter or sensitivity
groups. In the congregational sphere, the Seder
or the Sukkah meal becomes a surrogate .for an
extended fam11y group.

a

While not included in the Task Force reports, this writer has urged Jewish leadership
to seek to incorporate in its concerns the following problems which trouble Jewish youth.

to

The Jewish community is over-organized
cop_e with old issues and under-organized to ~ace
new situations.

While some progress has been made in
recent years, the Jewish community is still terribly under-organized for accomodating youth
c.:ultme. It is also. terribly under-organized for
providing effective vehicles .for serious Jewish
parli\:ipation in American society's domestic problems, rind in the solution of world problems.
Preoccupation wi1h valid claims of Jewish
survi\'al and defense has until now precluded 'the
.fcwic;h organizations' taking students' problems
5:criously. Some programs have been carried out
by Jewish religious bodies, Hillel, and in~as
tngly, other agen~ies, but apparently . they ~re
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A. Prof. LeOnud Fein Gf

Brandeis Unlveralty ha• noted:
We seek to convert the student to forma

that have little to do with his position1 ~
understanding. We patroniu the you11g bec;iuse
we don't have anything really to say

them.
In :Patronizing the student we . are wasting the
richest potential resource, . whose value to us
might be precisely his ability to help d<'finc the
present message of JuJaism.
10

We need new movements, institutions and
structures where students can participate in
defining the message of Judaism, and where they
can articulate and act out their values, experiment With methods for generating social and
interpersonal concerns. Jewish education needs
to raise its shallow educational goals. Training
in chara~t~r and in values for ·life in the present
and the future must become the orientation of
Jewish education rather than the teaching of
words and texts alone which are primarily pastoriented. Jewish liturgy needs to be reconceptualized i,n order to enable it to yield its ric;h
potentialities of aiding the worshiper to recover
the sense of mystery and to transcend that which
is more· than the everyday, to experience prayer
as a means for moral reassessment and recommitment.
It is a great tragedy tha~ so many young
people feel compelled to choose · between Jew. ishness and concern f9r mankind. The basic moral
principles of Judaism are relevant, and the moral
'insights and historical experience of Jewry can
serve as a guide to some of the great issues of
. the day - Vietnam, Ireland, justice, anti-poverty
efforts, apartheid, nuclear disarmament, economic
·development. Mai:iy of our young people arc

..

A0t lca.v.iag ,Ju.daism; they are· leaving the Jewish
argsuW1&.4.iGmll! .5Cerie which is atlJl far too unrecep·
t•i.vC: tQ t:bc y~~ng. . ·
ln 1.hc. c0nviction that Judaism can make a
contribut·~ in the contemporary struggle to
hum~ua.iie lifo, a number of persons in the adult
Jewish u:>rnmunity, together with young Jewish
leadl!rs, h:.ive undertaken to explore the possib1 e
<ffl·:uion of 'several new structures which it is
lwpl'.d will 11ll!CI some of the needs we have
jusr disrnsscd, Among the models which are
bcin~ srudicd arc two of special interest. The
firs t is a proposal by two ·British Jewish leaders,
Prof. lbphael Loew of the University of London,
and Willi.im Frankel, editor of the London
Jewish Chronicle, which calls for the creation
of a «Jewish World Service» based on the
pattern of Church World Service and Caritas
Inter.national. Foll.owing the positive experience
of the American Jewish Emergency Effort for
Nigerian-Biafran Relief, these two gentlemen
have c::ommunicated .with a number of Jewish
leaders in t·he United States, Europe, Latin Amer- ·
ka, and the Middle East and have received
mucoh ·encoouragement.
The secoond involves a proposal to establish ·
a c:ent:ral Jewish urban instrument on a national
basis, whfoh, in addition to serving such other
purposes as aid to the Jewish poor, black Jews,
and the poor and deprived of other communities,
c::an ~coome a vehicle for leadership triin.ing and
rommunity organization work for competent
young Jewish activists. ·
We fervently h ope that, in time, such programs will become the tangible expressions of
the prnphetic universalism of Judaism which is
so alive, and often so anonymously alive, among
our young.
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SYNAGOGUE AND ECCLESIA I N ICONOGRAPHY
("

A TYPOLOGICAL ~'l".v.D.,1
My proposal is to add an iconographical component if one is not already
planned to the Compendium. My study is at the half-way point and I estimate
that I could submit a manuscript in six months. Gathering the photographs for the
task is a time consuming task but perhaps the problem is exaggerated . Collotype.
copies could be made r a ther quickly ( with permission, of course) of plates
in existing boo.ks while transparencies couid be solicited from museums and
institutions only in the case of £ull-color repr&:lttions.
The typological concept is drawn from E)nil Auerbach ' s classical definition:
l.The Old Testament prefigures the New
2.Both verbal and v~sual icomology are figures of the end of time and of
eternal life
3.Typology is a-historic~!; while historical events and persons may indeed
be referred to, essehtially 'the moral sense remains outside the realm of
concrete historiaal events. TI1e whole sweep of salvation history is
revealed in its typlogical patterns
4 . Typoi:gy is either state~ or implied, Thus, a fresco, sarcophagus relief,
or mosaic may show Moses strikin g a rock and water flowing. Standing alone,
the representation of Moses implies Christ pouring · forth His spirit.
Ty.p olggy is ~ted, for example, when a fresco is required to fill in the
space on both sides of a portal: one figure shows Moses, the otber,Christ.
There are count.less exam_;,les of both stated and implied typologies. The
concept even entered hagiography. In an illuminated manuscript, important
events in the life of St •Benedict are juxtaposed with their pre figurations
in the 016 Testament.Benedict leaving his family isshown beside Abraham
departing from Ur; Benedict overpo~ering the desires of the flesh
compared with Joseph's resistance to Potiphar's wife;
is compareq with Elijah's eagle flight, etc~
5.Both Jewish and Christian iconography show strong pagan
eagle flight loo~ fow~r::_d in one direction to st.John the Evangelist (Christ
_is also figured as · ari eagle) the eagle also looks backward to pa gan (Roman,
Grecfan) manife~tations. (For more on the eagle, see belowJ . Essentially,
therefore, not only are Jewish and Christain ideas swept into salvation
history but pagan . ideas as well. 'l'o omit the pagan clements wo uld.: fa,.~ify the
history of synago g ue and ecclesia.
·
6.There were important histo_e -! cal reasons to promote .typologies. St.Augustine" for
example, taunts the idolaters by pointing to' the Jews who, Augustine ppints
out, at least worshipped one God only. My own idea is that the main function
of typology was to give the viewer more access to the artifact, to make it
more nearly a thing of their own possessing in the very proc~ss of thinking
out the typology.In short, typology promoted Chris·,_,.tian humanism.
Several points must be emphasized:
l. I am not proposing a "picture book" or so-called "coffee table book" interesting
as such a book might well be to the average,non-sc holarly reader.I am proposing
sound scholarship acceptable to the educated man as well as to the average reader.
2.,My knowledge of the Compendium is limited to the television discussion of the
project by Rabbi Tanenbaum and Reverend Gaylord.Am I correct in deducing that
the scope of the Compendium does not extend beyong the~irst and second centuries?
Or can the scope be extended ? This i3 important because of the belated appearance of Christian iconography. For example, should discussio~ of the Antioch
c~alice be exclude d because of its late date ? The original s e l l _
er of the chalice

-2-

made the sensational claims that the chalice is the actual cup used by Jesus at
the last Supper ; furthermore, the representatiO.n is an actual portrait of
Jesus from life. If you believe this, you .will believe anything. 'lbe cu~ dates
from the 5th-6th century. ·several centuries \Vere required to establish Christian
· inconogr~p~y. So my question is whether the editorial maq~gement will permit
my study if otherwise acceptable to_ extend beyoond the first two centuries.
3.The eagle and basket theme.
My studies in Jewish-Christi·a n art began in an effort to· understand why
an eagle and basket co-occur on the ' Antioch c~lice. No two objects could be
more dissimilar. I soon found out . that eagles" and baskets co-occur in ~-e~i.sh
art and both are symbolic of redemption' the eagle looking back to sun s ·y ;nbolism
in Egyptian art. I don't know how to establish as a fact thst quantitatively
eagles, . baskets, and sun predominate but an interesting book could be made
citing them as a leading example of typ9logy. Should this be my writing strategy
or sgould I aim at the entire typolgical tradition with only passing referen.ce
to eagles, the basket, the sun ? .

Samuel· Kliger, Ph.D.
215 Fast 68 Stre e t
New York,N.Y ~ 10021
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in 20th Century Interpretations, Spectm Book, 1969

10.

"The Sun Imagery in Richard II, "Studies· in Philology XLV (1948),
196-202
"Whig Aesthetics: a phase of eighteenth century taste" English
Literary History XVI (1949), 135-150 ·

12.
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~
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Towards _S uccessful
Jewish-Christian Dialogue

·_o

Interfaith dialogue on abortion and "Problems and Patterns for Interfaith
parochaid has been, in general, unsatisfactory, Dialogue." Because J believe that interfaith
Miles Jaffe said in an address to the April 19-21 dialogue on abortion and parochaid has been,
National Workshop on Christian-Jewish in general, unsatisfactory, I would like to
Relations held in Sowhfleld, Mich. Jaffe, a venture a few observations on the nature of
Detroit lawyer who is chairman of the dialogue.
Interreligious Affairs Commission of the
Dialogue is an intellectual activity. Its
American Jewish Commitee, delivered an successful practice requires observance of the
address on the meaning of dialogue. He focused intellectual virtues. One does not win or lose a
on the issues of abortion and parochaid, issues dialogue. Dialogue is not a branch of
that many observers rank among the "hardest propaganda. Dialogue is not a political act in the
problems" in Jewish-Christian dialogue. And he narrow sense of politics. Only figuratively do
outlined questions for examination by those groups engage in dialogue. It occurs between
· dialoguing on those issues. "J would further individuals. and may indeed be impossible
suggest the importance of dialogue on these among more than two individuals at any one
questions regardless of the views of the moment. Dialogue demands civility.
participants on the ultimate questions," Jaffe
Acceptance of the possibility of change
said. This dialogue con be carried on wilhour is a precondition of dialogue. Further, actual
necessarily expecting solutions or even change is likely to be a result of successful
agreements, he added. But, he noted, when dialogue. This point cannot be overemphasized.
actual change does take place it is ''likely to be a
I trust I will not offend the sensibilities
result of successful dialogue." Jaffe spoke from of either Protestants or Jews with the
notes during the workshop, but prepared the . observation that of the three religious groups,
following written outline of his remarks Catholics have in recent years been the ablest
afterwards.
practitioners of dialogue as here defined. Of
perhaps all social institutions, the Catholic
Church has exhibited the greatest willingness to
adopt changes during the same period. I mean
Thank you for the opportunity to to suggest that there may be a causal
participate in the deliberations of so connection between those two phenomena.
distinguished a group. My only qualification for
It should also be observed that of these
speaking to you is that I am chairman of the three religious groups. the organization . of
Interreligious Affairs Commission of the Catholics is the most structured, the most
American Jewish Committee. I must disclaim highly institutionalized. I suspect that all of us
even that authority. The views I will express have heard it said that meaningful dialogue
are my own. I am thus left without any qualifi-· cannot be held with Catholics because they are
too tightly organized, too rigid. Certainly no
cations. YOU are therefore free tO judge
words purely on their merits.
Jew can fairly hold that view today.
The fact of the existence of Supreme
I do not propose to argue on the merits
of either parochaid or abortion. I hope that my ·Coun decisions in the areas of abortion and
comments are valid without regard to my views parochaid should not inhibit dialogue or
on either issue. You are entitled to test that political ·action about them. The doctrine of
hope yourselves, so you must know my Plessy v. Ferguson did not inhibit either
positions. I believe abortion to be immoral. I dialogue or political action on the subject of
believe that private education, whether segregated public education, equal or
sponsored by secular or religious groups, otherwise. Brown v. Board of Education was the
should not . be constitutionally barred from result of those processes. Constitutional history
is full of proofs that the court often recognizes
public support.
I do not intend to discuss the Supreme and corrects its errors. Constitutional law is not
Court decisions in these areas as a static. The doctrine of judicial supremacy does
constitutional lawyer. First, I am not an not inhibit the Supreme Court itself; it should
authority on const.itutional law. Second, as will not inhibit other institutions from dialogue.
be apparent, I do not believe that dialogue is an
Having expressed these easy
adversary process, and litigation, even litigation · generalities, I cannot delay attempting some
on constitutional issues, is an adversary specifics. I would like to suggest some
questions about which dialogue should center. I
procedure.
The subtitle of this set of workshops is:. would further suggest the importance of

my

c

.r

Jews and Christians ha1Y! a crucial
responsibility in regard to social issues.
one speaker at the
workShop on Christian-Jewish Relations
said. Episcopal
Bishop John H. Bu.rt
of Ohio, chairman of
the Standing Commission on Ecumenical ·
Relations of the
Episcopal Church said:
"'The church and the
synagogue are the
prime social institutions concerned -..·i1h
the promotion of basic
human values-such
llQ/ues as the right
to eat. the right to
moral and physical
integrity, the right
to be creative. io
participate, to
fove...the living
religious community
is the only group
whose primary purpose Is the protection of basically
human values.
"But as religious institutions,
both Jewish and
Christian, lose
their influence
in our public life,
rhar influence will
be taken over by
other institutions
with features desirable for neither Chris·
tians nor Jews, as
rhe German people
in the 'JOs disco1y:red
to their sorrow, ..
Bishop Bun said.
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dialogue on these questions regardless of the
views of the participants on the ultimate
questions.
In respect of the abortion issue, first
take as a given an individual moral right to
secure an abortion. Is the existe!lce of such a
right likely to . affect attitudes toward the
sanctity of life and the institution of the family?
If so, are those effects undesirable? If so, how
can we mitigate those effects, or are they
impossible to mitigate?
Now take as a given no individual moral
right to secure an abortion. Should abortion be
criminalized? If so, what are the social costs of
criminalization likely to be? What have they
been in the past? If there are such costs, can
they be reduced or eliminated? How? As
possible social costs of criminalization, deal
with the following: clinically unsafe abortion;
unenforceability; selective enforcement, for
example, against the poor.
Assume irreconcilable differences
between those who favor and who oppose
abortion on strictly moral grounds. Consider
the effect on a functioning democratic system,
assuming large numbers on each side. How
should a democracy deal with the dispute? By
legislation? By court decision on constitutional
grounds? If by legislation, should it be pro or
anti? If by legislation, should it be local or
national? Do courts effectively deal with such
questions?
.
ls it better that, if such differences are
irreconcilable, they be withdrawn from the
political arena? Does court decision on
constitutional grounds do this to any extent?
In respect of aU of the above, our
answers should be compared with answers to
similar que5tions regarding the institutions of
drugs, gambling, prostitution and, perhaps,
slavery.
Finally, consider whether interreligious
dialogue on this issue, as herein defined, is
useful. Or is it an issue with which
interreligious dialogue cannot deal. If the latter,
how is it to be dealt with? Or is it an issue
which civility requires be simply left alone,
where and as it is?
The last series of questions on the
abortion issue leads directly to the question of
state support for parochial education. The
Supreme Court has told us that the parochaid
issue is one which civilitv and the survival of
democratic institutions demand must be left
alone. Political debate on this issue is too
divisive to be tolerated in our democratic
system.
Thai position seems to mean, if correct,
that interreligious dialogue, except on issues
narrowly religious, or even theological, is
impossible unless the participants are already in
substantiaJ agreement. That position, one
would hope, is not one which would be
accepted by anyone here.
That position is one which has important
implications for the future of religious groups in

QUOTE FROM A PAST
TEXT OF CURRENT
INTEREST:
"Recalling that
95 per cent of the
people believe in
God; that over 60
per cent acknowledge
some church affiliation; and that
the 1974 Gallup
Poll showed that 52
per cent of the respondents fa1•ored
some assistance ro
church-related
schools. there is a
growing resentmem
of the coalition
which is helping
deprive American
citizens of their
religious and cul/Ural heritage. The
recent flow of letters on the school
aid contro1'ersy
brought out in bold
relief that biller
resentment is dividing
our community.
"It 11·as concern
01vtr this discord
and division that
constrained me to
propose a forthright
and respectful dia·
/ogue along the fines
proposed by Pope
John XX/II.
"/ proposed the
dialogue, and I propose such dialogue
with the hope that
we can rise aboi>e the
barriers of narrow
sectarianism and
view the sensitive
problem of education
in terms of what is
best for e~ery child
and what is best for
our country.
(From, ""Cardinal
Proposes School Aid
Dialogue. " by
Cardinal John
Krol; in Vol. 5.
quote on p. 628.)
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our society. If political debate on issues in
which religions qua religions have an interest is
impossible, religions have no place in any issue
which can also be termed secular.
That position is one which has important
implications for the concept of pluralism as a
social, political and economic organizing
principle. To the extent individuals give their
ethnic connection religious content, their
ethnic group may be deprived of participation in
political debate, and any issue in which that
group is interested, in opposition to others,
may be withdrawn from debate.
That position essentially defines the task
that must be ac.complished by interreligious
dialogue. That task is to make that view
uritenable. Dialogue, as here described, is the
only process by which that task can be
accomplished.
The force of my objection to that
position does not mean that I have not noted
the history on which it is based. The parochaid
issue · has been bitterly fought between
contending groups on religious lines. It has
been the source of bitter struggle within
religious groups. There are, however. signs of
change. Only five yf'-ars ago, for example, it is
unlikely that the Americari Jewish Committee
would have endorsed as it recently did a
modest, indeed, I will venture, innocuous,
Pennsylvania statute on auxiliary services.
Discussion on the issue has not
sufficiently focused on a number of issues.
Some of those issues follow.
What has been the function of public
education in a democratic system - what has it
really done? Has it really Americanized the
immigrants, or is that view only a part of the
old melting-p0t theory not consistent with our
new emphasis on and understanding of
pluralism? Were other institutions more
important? Did the system work notwithstanding the public schools?
How have the results of public
education compared with the results of private,
including parochial education? Have opponents
of parochaid believed that parochial education is
inferior education? Are they right? Here I
must suggest that participants consider Andrew
Greeley's recent book on American Catholics ·
and review the history of Catholic education in
the last I 0-15 years.
Does a single educational experience for
all foster respect for differences or does it foster
intolerance of them? Does respect for and
toleration of differences require instead a
thorough understanding of one's own
distinctive characteristics?
Have any participants in the dialogue on
this issue done a comparative review of
textbooks, on say American history or civics, in
use in typical public and parochial systems?
Can-- asingle system provide the
alternative types of education demanded or
required?
·
Is competition between educational
-~

I'\

\.)

0

' systems desirable for the same reasons as
competition in the world of business? Is ii
undesirable for the same reasons?
Is opposition to parochaid in pan a
monopolistic device? Unfortunately, recent
comments by the superintendent of Detroit's
public school system, as well as other obvious
facts, require that this question be considered.
One indeed may wonder how much of the
opposition to public support for private
education is not religious strife, but the
common reaction of threatened monopolists.
When millage proposals are voted down,
can or should we assume that people are saying
that public education is overpriced? Is it only
that people are saying taxes generally are too
high?
Is it possible that politi~l decisions on
the level of spending for public education resuEt
in less being spent in total than if a free market
were operating? If "yes" voters on defeated
educational millage could do so, would they
withhold all of their taxes which support
education and use those funds, plus the
amount of the defeated millage (or more) to
provide nonpublic education for their children?
Is it correct to say that state payment for
private, including parochial, education
subsidizes religfon if the payment is for secular
content? Does the buyer of hides subsidize the
buyer of meat? Vice versa? Does each
subsidize the other? What can the economists
teach of joint supply - the same animal
supplying two products? Here, I refer you to
West, "An Economic Analysis of the Law and
Politics of Non-Public School ·Aid'," XIX
Journal of Law and Economics, p. 103, April

1976.

.

What lessons can be learned from the
busing debate? The divisiveness of some issues
is not of constitutional significance. Public
education is really a number of private systems.
Entry to some is restricted, not by tuition, but
by a tie-in - to get better education, you must
also be able to afford and secure better
housing.
What lessons can be learned from the
welfare debate? Is public education a device for
keeping the poor in their place? Mr. Moynihan
may be instructive here.
Should proponents of private, including
parochial, education thank its opponents for
protecting against public - bureaucratic control? Are the problems of public education
the necessary results of government financing
and control?
What about voucher systems?
I must end where I began - with
thanks for the opportunity of speaking to you. I
said at the beginning that 1 was qualified to ·
speak only by my association with the Interreligious Affairs Commission of American
Jewish Committee. I said that I must disclaim
that qualification and speak only for myself. aut
that disclaimer, I now realize, should not have
been complete.

My work with Marc Tanenbaum and
his professional associates has brought me into
contact with other dedicated practitioners of
interreligious dialogue. Catholic, Protestant and
Jewish. That contact convinces me that there is
no group that engages in dialogue as I have
defined it more effectively than they. It is
humbling for me to note that irony and that
hope.
Religions, so long a source of hate,
intolerance, political absolutism and violence,
have become, for me at least, among the best
servants of reason and process and toleration
and civility and accommodation: of dialogue.
We must continually test ourselves on the
hardest problems. We need not, perhaps
should not, expect' solutions or even
agreements. Regardless of today's answers on
abortion and education, without those virtµes,
which survive only if used, there wiJI be no life '
and there will be no learning. Let us then, with
the good help of dialogue, get us hearts of
wisdom. And may I say, Amen.Bl

For another
1ext in Origins
discussing the
meaning of dialogue among Christians and Jews, see.
"How Jews and Cath·
olics Would like to
live in New York, "
in Vol. 4, p. 561.
Members of a
Catholic community
and Jewish temple
in New York said
in rhar texr: "We
want 10 be able not
only to agree on some
subjecrs but ro disagree on orhers. We
canno1 be true to
ourselves or of
help 10 each other
{f we wlk only
abou1 safe general·
ilies and noncontroversial subjects.
"We want 10 be
able to ralk honestly
about the rhlrigs
that concern us.
A most immoral act
would be refusal ro
engage in honest
dialogue, 10 fisten
a nd 10 unders1and one
another. Refusing
to listen and to
understand hardens
our hearrs to the
great problems with
which we are faced.
"Wherher it is
abortion. Israel.
suppression of religious freedom. family
life, parochial
schools or any other
subjecr, we will
speak openly and
freely, even when
consensus cannot be
achieved. Wha1erer
our senrimena regarding the M iddle
Easr. rhe right
of the citizens
of Israel to /i~·e
"in peace.is a
vira I concern to us
all. "
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Rabbi Mare H. Tanenbaum, AJCts National Interrel1gious Director,
who made the presentation. descr!bed Dr. Graham as "one of the
greatest f'l'iends of the .J ewish people and of Isr&•l in the entire
Christian wrld in the 20th century.

While it is sel·. f-evident that

we perceive theological
truths . through different prisms, Dr. Graham~s
.
devotion to the Bible and his profound appreciation of Christianity's
'

~nde~tedness

to Judaism and to the Jewish people have %mlxk:tm.- inspired
.

.

him to be. present . and to ·reaoh out in helpf'lllness to the Jewish
people in the

Se>Viet~

Union, in Israel, and in the United States

semi

during vi.Dtuall,- every. major crisis we have faced in the past decades.•
"These acts of. Dr. Graham's friendship, moral and practical
support of the Jewish people have been little known both among

Jews as well as among Ch1'1st1ans. ~;e· tbcrero~e . beatow• this pr17.ed
AJC

~ational

Interreliglous Award on Dr. Grahan as an expression

of our deepest appreciation and to let him - and the entire evangelical
Christian communl ty w1 th whom we have .ciRJdKf'f'R developed growl ng

bonds of understanding - that we do not take this friendship -for
·granted," Rabbi Tanenbaum sa~d.

Miles Jaf'fe of Detroit, national chairman of the Interreligious
Affairs Commission, presented to Dr. Graham · the

first~

copy of a just-published book, entitled "Evangelicals · and Jews in
Conversation," Published by Bakeri Book Company,. the volume ie a
colledtion of essays by Evangelical and Jewish scholars presented
et a recent Nati9nal Conference of Evangelicals and Jews co-sponsored
by the American Jewish Comm1·ttee and Evangel·ical colleges and seminal"ies.
·The book is being hailed as "the

Jewish

rela.tionsh~ps.

landli1ark~

study"in Evangelidal and

Dr •. Graham condemned

anti~Semit_ism,

saying, "The. institutional

church has sinned through _much of its history and has much to answer
for

·a t the Judgment, · ·especially fort he antiQSemitism practiced ae·~ ns.t

the .Jewish people.·" He said that those Christians who practiced antisemitism are "false

C~ristian.s,

who dragged the name of their Master

into the !'.lire of bigotrtY., anti-Semitism, and prejudice."
He also declared that. "Evangelical Christians espeoially have
an affinity for the. Jews because
'

th~

Bible. _they __love i ·s essentially
'

a J~w1sh book· written under the influence of God's ·s pirit."
a.l,~o

·Dr.

Graham

aeknowledged "the close· relationship between the Hebrew Scriptures·

and the foundations of American democracy," and he urged Christians
and Jews, despite theological differences, tow ork together

~

"to

make a betttm America."
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•:ttow TO COMBAT THE MISSIONARY. THRUST IN· SUFFOLK':

..

sponsored . by The S~ffolk Board of Rabbis
S~nday,

February 13th,

.l-~:30

PM

·'

at the
Cen~e~,

Huntington Jewish

..
510 Park Avenue; Huntirtgton

Chairman - Dr. Tobias Rothenberg
Coffee and cake irt the : Social Hall - 12!30-1:00 PM
...:
I

Welcome

Mr. crerry

Introductory Remarks

Rabbi Mo~ris Shapiro,
Pres. Suffolk Bd Rabbis

Updating on the Missionary
. Activities

Mr . . Hesh Morgan,
Anti-Missionary Institute

A

Person~l Experien~e

-

~~ye,

Larry Cohen and

Pres. HJC

Rifk~,

Hineni

How We Emerged
Introduction of Guest Speaker

R~bbi Stanle~ ~~~~t~k, ·

Past Pres. Suffolk .Bd Rabbis

.Address - "Evangelism & the JewConstructi ve .Al terhatives 11

- Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum
American Jewish Committee

In~~odJction to Te~dhing

Rabbi . Bart Shallat,
Secy Suffolk Bd Rabbis

How We Can Combat in the . Class~ooin
the Missionary Effort?

Rabbi ;Lawrence Colton, Upion
Reform Temple, Freeport

What We.. Are Doing Already in
Suffolk

Rabbis & Laymen

Introduction of a Guest Speaker

Dr.

.Our Best R~sponse -Better Education
More Extensive Outreach

Dr. Al~i~ Schiff, Exec V.P~
Board of Jewish Education
of NY, a Federation Agency

l;2mon!;itratiorl' ··

;

Tobias Rothehberg

Call To Action
4:30 PM - Shalom?

**************************************************

Thanks to the Huntington Jewish Center for the use
of its facilities and to the Sisterhood for the
gracious serving .

**************************************************

-,
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CA L L

A CT I 0 N

RECOMMENDATIONS
l.

That a Task Force on "The Jewish Community and Evangelism"
comprising members of the Board of Rabbis and interested
persons be formed to deal on an ongoing basis wit h t he
Missionary programs.

2.

that a Series of four County- wide Youth Conc l aves be organized
to acquaint our teen- agers with each other, and to teach t hem
what to answer when accosted, and to stimulate the i r Jewish
Identity, pride, and self-knowledge.

3.

That instruction on Comparative Religion be initiated in the
Religious Schooi ~n the Hiph School .level.

4.

That suitable curricula· be worked 0ut for the Bar/Bat Mit zvah
age level to teach _our youngsters how to answer the Missionary.

5.

That coffee houses for our older teen- agers and college-a~e
young people be set up in vario~s areas by individual
synagogues or by several acting in boncord.

6.

That a Panel of Rabbis who are professionally trained in
counseling be formed to work with younf! p,e ople who are
involved with t he missionary groups.

CAL L

We

s ~all

T 0

S E R \1 I C E

need many willing hearts and helping hands!

If you are will ing to give of your time and ideas, pl ease

fill out the

followin~

coupon, tear , and leave it at the

Desk or mail in.
SUFFOLK BOARD OF RABBIS
2600 New York Avenue
Huntington Stat i on, NY 11746

NAME

PHONE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~

ADDRESS
What service can you of fer?
Teaching

- - -- - --

Chaperoning- -- --

Addressing mail

---

Telephoning

- - -- - - --

Other
~~~-~~~~~~

REUGION

ble to watch the whole slate of 84 network programs in prime time and see
Negroes in only nine roles of any significance, and one of those was in an African
movie. Sometimes the exclusion of Negroes is simply careless. During the filming of a "Naked City" episode on 125th
Street, Harlem's Main Street, someone
discovered all the extras ordered for the
day were white.
love Scene: But sometimes their ex. clusion is a deliberate denial of their existence or an unwillingness to handle
touchy relationships. When the movie
"A Taste of Honey" was shown over
television recently in New York City,
now about 30 per cent non-white, the
love scene between the white girl and
Negro sailor was cut. What's more, rare
programs like "The Defenders" and
"East Side, West Side," which at the insistence of their producers featured Negroes regularly as detectives, lawyers,
judges and civil-rights leaders, are no
longer being produced.
Network executives, who yearly issue
directives to producers urging employment of Negroes, argue that although
Southern taboos no longer inBuence program content, most series are made on
the West Coast where Negro actors are
hard to .find. Then, too, says one network
vice president, the very nature of television's fantasy land makes it difficult to
introduce Negroes unless they, along
with the whites, are fairy-tale figures.
"An audience, using drama as escape,
can fantasize best with a universal character in a white, Anglo-Saxon middleclass town in the Midwest," said the executive. "You've got to ask yourself if
this is discrimination."
Immaturity: Negroes are dissatisfied
with this argument. Says psychologist
Clark: "I think that TV to the extent it
continues the pattern of trying to present
America as all white, the dream world of
America, reinforces and perpetuates the
cleavage of racism. TV can help America grow up on this issue, but it won't if
it reBects the prevailing immaturity."
Next season's schedule offers at least
some improvement. Although NBC has
axed a pilot called "Me and Benjy,"
about a Negro boy and a white boy, the
network will run "Ironside," featuring a
believable Negro in a running role. Don
Mitchell, a 24-year-old actor, will play an
angry young kid from the slums who is
paroled in the custody of a crippled detective, Raymond Burr. Mitchell says he
will be able to write in his own attitudes
and hopes for something diHerent. "This
show is going to reach the Negro, such as
the guy who gets busted once and is
through or gets kicked out of school," he
says. "Plans call for me to end up being a
policeman ... but it's not the Uncle Tom
thing of me joining the system; rather it's
the Negro bringing something to the system while remaining a Negro."

60

Sheen and Tanenbaum in Rochester: We are all God's people

Dissent and Discovery
Today, as never before, many Christians and Jews are engaged in a sympa·
thetic dialogue. Turning their backs on a
long history of mutual distrust and antagonism, they are approaching nothing less
than a genuine sense of brotherhood between the faiths. And yet, as Christians
draw closer to Jews, the American Jewish community faces an ever-widening
split in its own ranks between those who
welcome the opportunity of dialogue and
those who reject it out of hand.
This rift was crystallized by the recently published "Guidelines for Catholic-Jewish Relations," in which the U.S.
Roman Catholic hierarchy forbade its
Hock to look upon current conversations
with Jews as a means of making converts.
What's more, the bishops directed Catholic scholars to acknowledge "the living
and complex reality of Judaism after
Christ and the permanent election of Israel as Cod's covenanted people."
To ecumenically minded Jewish leaders, the bishops' declaration was the most
forward-looking step yet taken by a
Christian church. Rabbi Arthur Hertzberg, a distinguished historian, called
the 2,000-word statement "revolutionary
in its approach to history and theology."
And Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum, director
of Interreligious AHairs for the American
Jewish Committee, predicted that the
Catholic Church was well on the way toward "abandoning the conversion of the
Jews as a live option for Christianity."
But the voice of Jewish dissent, though
cordial, was clear enough. "It's all very
well for the Catholic bishops to say they
have no desire to convert me," countered Rabbi Emanuel Rademan of New
York's Yeshiva University. "But they

have a need to do so. Their faith requires that I should ultimately become a
Christian." Similarly, five ultra-Orthodox
rabbinical organizations staged a public
protest last week in snowbound New
York City against fellow rabbis who have
agreed to join with Christian scholars
for a diaJogue next month in Boston.
Yet liberal Jews have solid reasons for
believing that U.S. Christians-particularly Catholics-are ready to make a major
shift in their attitude toward Judaism.
Last month, for example, Msgr. John M.
Oesterreicher, a U.S. member of the Vatican Secretariat for Promoting Christian
Unity, declared that the Catholic Church
today has "no drive, no organized effort
to proselytize Jews, and none is contemp~ated for tomorrow." And in a recent
address to 1,700 Catholics and Jews in a
Rochester, N.Y., synagogue, Archbishop
Fulton J. Sheen-U.S. Catholicism's most
famous convert-maker-proclaimed that
"Jews and Christians both have vocations
from God. We are Cod's people and not
two different people."
Two Covenants: Behind this rhetoric
of goodwill is a growing belief among
some Catholic ecumenists that Jews must
no longer be considered candidates for
conversion-inside or outside the dialogue. Rather, they argue, the Jews must
be regarded as parties to a Divine covenant originally made with Abraham and
Moses and never \vithdrawn by God.
''Though Christians believe that Cod
made a second covenant with man
through Christ," asserts Father Edward
Flannery, chief architect for the bishops'
guidelines, "a minority of important
Catholic scholars now feel that the original covenant with the Jews did not tenninate with Christ. Like some Protestant
theologians, such as Reinhold Niebuhr
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From Sigtuna to" Jerusalems

Two ICCJ ·conferences

.I

The I"nternational Council of Christians and Jews (ICCJ)
two excellent colloquiums this past year • . The First,
co-sponsored by the Samarbetstradet for Judar Och Kristna, was
held in Sigtuna, Sweden and also included the annual meeting
of the ICCJ.
sponso~ed

\

.

'

.

The dates of the . conference were June 15-17; of the annual
meeting, June 18-20. Entitled ~Faith After Auschwitz ~ the
Impact of the Holocaust on Faith and Theology in Judaism and
Christianity", the colloquium was a very stimulating one with
~resentations by:
1)

Prof. Eberhard Bethge, DD
.ther:.Universi ty·:. of . :Bor;irl°1":.wG
"Die.t rich Bonhoeffer .and the Jews"- Difficulties
and .Possibilities of Protestant Theology after .
the Holocaust.
·..

Honor~ry :·Pfof.essor ~. at:··

2)

Prof. John T. Pawlikowski, OSM
University of Chicago, Catholic Theological Union
"Auschwitz - Foundational Challenge to Catholic .
Theology".

J)

Rabbi Dr. Albert H. Friedlander
Dir-e ctor of the Leo Baeck College, London, England
"Jewish Faith After Auschwitz - From . Leo Baeck to
to Jewish Thinkers of the 80•s.

4) · Prof. Willem Zuidema
Director of Instruction in Judaica for Pastors and
Officials o.f the Reformed Churches of Holland
Hil versum 1 Holland
·.
"T~e Akeda" - (Sacrifice or binding of Isaac, Gen.22)
Jewish and Christian Reflection on the Holocau·s t •

. 5)

Prof. ;Luc. Deque](er
University of Louvain, Belgium
"The New Covenant" (Jeremiah Jl) - the theC"lloglcal
framework of Jewish-Christian dialogue~

6)

Prof. Heinz Kremers
University of Duisburg, Moers, West Germany
"Revision of Textboo~s" - used in schools,
universities and ' in preparation for
Confirmation with regard to the presentation
.C?f Judaism.

·7)

Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum .
Ameripan Jewish Committee
Institute of
Human Relations, New York City, USA
Sllinrning Up of the Colloq~iuin

...

j
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Another present~tional highlight was the showing of
the Bill Moyer~ : TV film on Nes Ammim, ~he Christian moshav
in the Upper Galilee. ~he purpose of the settlement - to
exist in _s olidarity with the .Jewish people - stands as one,
go.od example of how Christians can contribute in a positive. way
·to. the continuing witness to life - and faith - after Auschwitz.
Throughout the two days of the colloquium there was ample
opportunity for discussion in both large and small groups.·
The thought-provoking presentations provided a. great deal of
food for thought and gave many new insights and tools with ·
which to continue wrestling with the dilemas of t~e JewishChristian relationship.
·
~he practical fruit of such theological labors were
remarkably demonstrated at the ICCJ annual meeting. Representatives of the elev.e n member nations present gave reports
on the .creative programming in interreligious relations being done
in their respective countries. This session.··was definately one
of the most excfting and stimulating of the entire week and was
a reaffirmation for all of us with respect to what ~ be done.

. .~t this ·meeting the ICCJ also adopted a resolution expressing
deep concern over the statement of t~e leaders of the European
Economic Community which sought to legitimize the PLO in any
peace negotiations with Israel.
And yet, for all that was good and ' constructive about
the colloquium with respect to the Jewish-Christian relationship,
I was l~ft. ·feeling anxious.. I mean that in the sense that once
again I was attending ·a conference in which we were being as·k ed
to remember . the· horrors of ~he Holocaust, . which I believe we must.
But - where is the application of these les~ons we are being asked
to learn? How often are we . given presentations in which an
attempt is made to study a contemporary problem .in the light of .
and within the context of a particular incident of the Holocaust
period? · 1 would like to see a conference in which such issues
could be studied side .by side.
· . .A major reason that this is so essential goes even deeper
than the .need to be able to transform our resolve not to forget
into action. Frankly speaking, my perception is that many peoplewell-meaning, good-intentioned people ~ are simply Holocaustweary. Weary of ~:hearing about what happened forty years· ago with
little reference to atrocities happening today. And I am afraid
of. ·some kind Qf bQJ::klash which could result in the undoing of
so much good, conciousness-raising work which ha~ been donei .·

.: .

_J
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The second colloquium of the ·surnmer was the I CCJ
International Youth Conference held at moshav Neve Ilan
outside Jerusalem, !srael, from August 17-27~ Co-sponsored .
by the Israel Inter faith Committee, the theme of the conference
was "Israel - A Dilema for Christian-Jewish Relations?"
The youth c.onference proved able by its very ·location
to illustrate.., \r,i:vidly · - ·~· and . at ·~ times ·poignantly - the reali t 'y
articulated in the conference's title. A 10-day e·xperience
for delegations of young people from ten .nations, the program
included .scheduled trips to Yad Vashem and the sacred sites·
of Judaism, Christianity and Islam in Jerusalem; as well as
to Caesaria, Safed, Mt. of Beatitudes, Capernaum, . Tiber~as,
Jericho, apd the Christian moshav,.i of Nes Ammim.
The. bulk of time·.however,. w~.w~j).:S,.t...~J?LJ'!g·, to
provocative presentations and 1n~iii..ifjtiifteiiaillUl:"""""I'he
opening addresses: were .:·given by prominent Jews and Christians
living w.ithin Israel. They includeds
1)

"Israel and Jewish Self-Understanding"
Rabbi Tzvi Marx, Educational Director of the
.
Shalom Hartman Institute for Advanced Judaic .
,
· ·
·
. Studies and
Mr. Bernie ·Steinberg, Co-Director of the · Institute '.s
Israel-Diaspora Relations Dept.

2)

"Israel and Chr~stian Self-Understanding"
Br. Dr. Marcel Dubois, St. Isaiah House
Chairman of the Philosophy Dept. at Hebrew

u.

J)

alsrael, Zionism, and Christian Theology"
The Rev. Dr. Coos Schoneveld, General Secretary
·· for.· the International Council of Christians
and Jews.

4)

"The Arab-Jewish Conflict· and its Impact on
Interfaith. Relations"
The Rev. Ibrahim Sim'ag, E~ecutive Director of
"f:artnership" and Chairman of the Society for
a Middle East Confederation and
.
Prof • .Binyamin Yanuv, co.:.Ch~irman .o:f "Parnership" and
Rabbi Hank Skirball, Director of Youth Programs
for tne Reform movement in Israel. ·

5)

"The Influence of the Holocaust. on Israeii Li:fe
and Christian-Jewish . Relations"
Rabbi. Dr. Pe·s ach Schlindler, Director of the· Center
for Conservative Judaism in Jerusalem and
Pastor Roland Neidhardt, Israel Supervisor of
"Action :for Reconciliation".
·

·-
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As can be seen by these presentations, the three emphases
of the conference dealt with 1) Jewish and Christian identity
in relation to both each other and the land of Israel; 2) the
impact of the Holocaust; 3) and the Arab-Jewish dilema. ·
1) We .realized at once the necessity for clarity .of
understanding in our identities - as Christians and as Jews before dialogue could even begin. How qo~s the term 'Christian'
differ in its connotations from the term 'Jew'? Beginning
with generalities, it was agreed th~t while the Christian has
a primarily religious identity, his beliefs will probably
·
have an impact on his or her political/social awareness. By
contrast, . the Jew has a national as well as a religious identity;
·both of these tie him or her to Eretz-Israel. There is no
direct counterpart in the Christian world with the possible
exception of the Armenian Ch'r istians. In fact, Br. Dubois :
helped us 1;o understand that. C]1ristians may ~ven have difficulties
in underst~ding the centrality of the 1and because of
theological . reasons - i.e. the traditional Christian •schema•
in which the land is seen as part of the •Old Covenan·t • - and
therefore ~~mething belonging to the past and no longer relevan~.
·

.

.

Ori·l Y

"

·But soon . it . beep.me apparent that makingl\these basic distinct- .
ions between-=Christian and Jewish identities would .-be:!< :.)(;
insufficient tp provide us with useful enough tools for working
towards a better Christian-Jewish understanding in I~rael.
A central issue :for interfaith relations in Israel is that
concerning the intra-Christian tensions (in evidence from the out~
set 9f the·: conference.) The fact that there is very little
Christian unity in Israel brings to the interfaith challenge
a dimensi.011 which cannot easily be::·dismissed. To cite only
one example, ·it became painfully clear that Ar:;ib Christians representing 90% of the Christian community in · Israel ·~
deeply resent the tendency of Western Eurqpean (or· American)".
Christians to do the · speaking for the::Arabs when they only
can legitimately be 'the voice of their 10% of . the Christian
population~·
So it became apparent that while the identity of
Christians is primarily religious, we do not do justice to
the issues at hand by glossing over the very real cultural and
ethnic differences . among the Christians of Israel. . (These· same
problems ' exist ' also~ in t~e Jewish community of cours~,but
they ·liid ~:n:ot ·:.: present themselv~s at this conference.)
..

What . ~merge·d in the conference - with particular
stren~h from the · residents of Israel ~ was that to -.understaui
Israel; one ·must seek .t o understand the impact ·of the· Holocaust
on ·the . conciousness of most o~ Jewr:y. This point was emphasized
not only by Jews and the Christians present from Nes Ammim, but
by the Arab .. Christian speakers as well. Pastor Neidhardt pointed
.out that the -Holocaust is· present in everyday life. in Isra·e 1.
He also stressed that since the Shoah all missionary activity to
the Jews must be considered a blasphemy. (An argument some "others
· :2) ··

- 5 considered silly: either it always has been a blasphemy
or it isn't ·now. Inotherwords, there are other reasons as well _
as the Holo.c aust for determining that proselytizing activity
is unacceptable.) .One of the most difficult aspects of this
discussion for many Christians was seeing the tortured con'-!!.
sciences of several Germans attending the sessions. This dynamic
provoked the question "to what ext~nt can the Christian world
be held responsible for the atrocities of the Third Reich?"
. And, "what should our constructive response be?" Rabbi
Schindler underscored the feelings of many present when he
s~id that HaShem is waiting for us to take charge of our
· own redemption.
,3) - The intricacies of the Arab-Jewish conf.lict were in
particularly heart-rending promlinence throughout-=.:the days of
the colloquium. To begin with, this was not the familiar sit• =· >: :
uation of Amertcan Jews and Christians sitting down to discuss
the Arab/Israeli conflict without Arabs present. Here there
were Arabs present - sensitive, intelligent and articu:iate.
For those of us who had been expos~d to basically only one
perspective on the . complicated issues, their .flesh and blood
presence · provoked a certain ·tearing of loyalties. Particularly
as the Christians. listened to. them speak. , As Israeli Arab or··
Palestinian Christians they constitute a minority within a
minority; as a result they are presented with unique ·problems
and a particularly poignant situation within the broader context
of the conflict •

. Ibrahim ·sim'an and. Benyamin Y.anuv spoke about what . they
see as a -viable option .for the Mi.ddl~ East situation - the creat;:.
ion of a confederation·, consisting of Israel, tpe West Bank and ·
Gaza, and Jordan • . Rev. Sim'an stressed that fear is at the ·
center · of .the confi'ict; he feels that such :a confederation
would eliminate· much fear. "Who is the brave man? - He who
0

i-

rules his inclinati-o ns. · Who is the bravest man? - He who .

converts h!s ·enemy into a partner." Both o.f these speakers
emphasized · that before there can be peace, all parti.e s to
the conflict . must .. rea1ize: .
·
· ,.. 1) .. that . I ani part of the conflict and
· · 2) .· that I cari ' t . solve it by myself=

Regardless of how one felt personally about this particular
solution, it was extremely important for those of us from other
coun·t ries to meet Arabs so actively committed to a peaceful
solution to the problem.
In the discussion which .followed this presentation it
was interesti.ng· t ·o note how the problem was perceived by the
the different:- parties; ;from the J ewish perspective the .conflict
is Jewish-Arab; from the Arab point of view, - it is Israeli-Arab.
·During the last two days of the conference the issues we

6 \

had been discussing were tragically highlighted after the PLO
planted a bomb in the nearby gas station. Few· events could
have brqught closer to home the heart-breaks of this aspect of
life in Israel; this particular gas .station was the stop at
which we conference participants caugh~ the bus ·into Je~usalem.
The person who died (ironically," an Arab workman).cor orie of the
twelve wounded could .have been any of us - and we knew it.
Some· of our group wished to make a statement condemning the PLO's
use of violence;. others pointed out that no . such suggestion had
been voiced two days earlier when the Israelis had made an
incursion into Lebanon. It was felt that to issue a statement
condemning only the one instance Of violence - . namely the Arab - would not . be in keeping with the tone of the conference wh.ieh
had struggled so hard to maintain fair and open-mindedness on
all issues. :in the end·, .no statement was · madP.. (NOTEs It must
be mentioned that people did make a distinction between the · two
types of attacks; th~ point being made here was that no one
had ·articulated concezn that innocent civilians had been killed
in the Israeli incursion.)
·
. ·.
The last days ·or the conference were spent in small groups
· discussing very specific questions. My particular group dealt
· with how we as young people could be stimuli for the encouragement of Jewish-Christian dialogue in our own countries. Participants from European countries pointed out the difficulty pre•: ,..
sented by the lack of large Jewish comm:unities. Nevertheless,
·
it was . understood that much could ~e done in the way of educating
· christians about their Jewish al')tecedants in order to encourage
an appreciation .of Judaism as a living religion as well as
culture • . It was felt by al~ that somehow we must find a way
to creat~ an international network .of committed youth who will
maintairt relationships in between the biennial. youth conferences.
:

*

*

•

In my . estimation, it would have been impossible for ·
anyone present at . this youth conference to leave unaffected by
the events which had taken place over the lO~day periods ·
impossible .for anyone . to have gone away from the sessions without
an appreciation of the great cqmplexities of the issues. More
than ever ·before, simplistic answers to questions which . plead
~for laboriously-pondered -over .responses, remind me of the
words .of St~ · ~aul: "If I speak in the ton9ues of men and of angels,
but have not love·, I am a noisy go:pg ·o r a clanging symbol."
So much lov~ .- so much pat.ience - so much willingness .to be
tozn .apart - _
is needed for an honest approaqh to the Miadle East
situation as it ' exists today.
.

...
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\"Then Pope John, addressing .a group of Jewish visitors,

\"~lcomed

them

with the greeting~ . "I am Joseph, your brother," this was no adroit handling of
a common literary heritage ~ut the spontaneous affirmation of a theoiogic~l
:

·...

truth by a man committed to that truth in its entirety.

And his audience

understood it as such because they shared the same commitment.

Yet we need only

re-read. Rabbi Gilbert's weighted presentation of how "Christians Failed Jewish
Hopes" (America

3/24/62), to conclude that most of us in the Judaeo-Christian

world today fall far short of this ideal of .f raternal affection shown by our· late

..r

Holy Father.

(..~1
Although his

a~e

deals specifically with the Eichmann trial,

'I

Rabbi Gilbert never loses sight of the fact that the trial and its issues "have
a timeless significance."

If we try to shrug off "the problem of the Jewish

people • • • as just part of a much b.i gger, horr·ible, unanswerable problem in
the stream of history, 0 we shall miss the immediacy of the divine: economy behind
all human suffering.

But :ii we learn "to express the deepest. and. profoundest

sense of fellowship with the Jew in his human predicament" not simply at crises
of history but at eve'ry evolving moment of history, then we shall gradually be
·"filled ·unto all the f'ulness of God" so that to. every

man,

be he Jew or Gentile,

pagan or ·Christian, we can honestly say: 11 ! am yours. n (Gabriel Marcel: Du Refus
a 1 1 Invocation."

The Rabbi does not minimize the difficulties to be .over.come by those
of us who long to ~clarify. Christian. teaching ·o n. the Jews • • • and thereby bridge
the g~p • • • caused spiritually between Jew and Christian in Wes~ern civilizat~on."

2.

Here

w,e

can avail ourselves of valuable techniques from all the publications of

the American Jewish Committee, especially its Committee Reporter; from those of
the American Christian Society for Israel; from Worldview; ·and fran the increasing
number of contributions of Jewish authors to Catholic magazines.

What strikes us

as most indicative from the angle of commUriication in the content of

the~

organs is

that Jewish theologians, in their earnest endeavor to meet the Christian mind, put
many of us to the blush by their knowiedge of Christian doctrine.
that a Jew can be

11

Let us not forget

a really good .Jew" if: he never studies a word of our dogma whereas

no Christian can. be fully Christian without a loving appreciation of the Jewish
religion so dear to the Heart of Christ.
Sensitive, as the Rabbi would have us be, to our

0

Iarger responsibility

to meet with the Jew, in order to become infonned about what the Jew is thinking
·1

and fe.eling," we must make every effort to develop those "em.pathetic reactionS'
which the Jew believes we lack.

Even in movements spearheaded toward

0

the brother-

hood of man under the Fatherhood of God" like this year's Religion3 Race Conclave
(.a.I)~

in Chicago, the spectre of divisiveness cats
attempts at universal relatedness.

Why?

its unholy shadow over intelligent.

Certainly not from any want of good 1'1ill

on the part of the members who genuinely agreed on the proposed objective of "f'u.sing
right ideals with right action 11 in the matter of justice. 11 Wttatever the reasons for
Jewish mistakes on this

~;r.e

, . and Rabbi Gilbert does not canonize his co-religionis

in the matter, in retrospect it may

no~

be hitting too wide of the mark to suggest

that for the majority of Christians the troubl·e may lie in a wrong interpretation
of our mission to "put on the mipd of Christ. 11
Now the mind of Christ, in its historical setting, operated freely
in the context of biblical categories and biblical thought-patterns,

un.~ampered

..
;.
by the Greek epi~temological schemata with which we are familiar.

Speculatively

we appreciate this yet, in the practical Jrder, religious dialogue with our
Jewish confreres is often stillborn because we Christians unwittingly try to
confine the dialogue within an Aris totelian dialectic.

The outcome, of necessity,

will always call for a repetition of Rab bi Gilbert's criticism that, for too many
Christians, apparently peripheral religious issues take on major proportions.
Reflecting on the Rabbi 1.s plea to all of us

11

to re-think the history

of the Nazi period, a let us do that re-thinking together, in terms

commo~

and Christian, as Pope John did in his encyclical aPacem in Terris."

to Jew

This

"translation into reality of the prophetic vision of peace for all mankind"
which was always the dominant _pas_tore.1 concerh of. our beloved Pontiff, came as
the bountiful fruition of his continual prayer for "the spreading of the Kingdom
of justiae, love and peace."
To continue polarizing our idea of justice around the juridical and
·the moral, ignoring

th~ ~e

personal

relat~n~ps ~the

bl-.e:s:s!etl open-ness

of the biblical ethic, will be to gather little of the rich harvest of Pope John's

~ CJ~~~l~e~l~~~ to give more

"grist to .the Jewish mill 0 which accuses us

of "shallow emotional responses • • • to the Jewish community as it struggles
with the meaning of evil in hU!Ilan history . 0

The document is that of the wise man
~ c..J..J a,..; ~.
who knows how to bring forth from his tre'B.sure both the old and the new. And one
~~·~·
of the ~Ii, aaost aegleei:ed truths to be re-discovered in it is that Christ, being
)·~

u..

e...:.,.

l;f'\44l ~

,~ c..0 ~.

a Jew, conceived of jus.t ice as a theological virtue.

As Augustine in his ti.me

preserved this traditional concept for us in his classically concise~ "~u.stice is
love serving God only, and ruling well all. else as subordinate to man," so Pope John
insists ·that justice will be

a

barren fantasy if we direct it vaguely along

horizontal lines toward some platonically remote item labe led "fellowmen."

/

/

:I
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Talk as we do about "the philosophy of the other," such talk will echo
as idle chatter until we come to grips with what Sartre has aptly styled "the
f'acticity 11 of the other, that is, every single element which this very real "other"
has received as a component of his life-situation.

"The facticity" of the Jew in

our society cannot be divorced from the brutal memory of degradation, pain, horror,
concentration camp, consuming bitterness, · all of which Rabbi Gilbert challenges
him to forego.

For Jew as well as for the rest of marikind, facticity postulates

relationship not just with "the other" about whom we have individually bean given
the co!!l!D.andment:"You shall love your neighbor as yourself," (Lev. 19:18) but with
the Divinely Other

vJ

,- the Absolutely Other · in \tlpom we all have our origin •
..:-:

For us here and now, as for Augustine, as for Christ, justice remains
first and foremost our orientation toward God Who discloses to us a memorial we
sometimes

te~d convenien~ly

to sidestep:"You have been told, o man, what is good

and what the Lord requires of you: only to do right and to love goodness and to
walk humbly with your God." (Mich. 6:8)

Unless we integrate this vigorous program

of holine_s s into the various levels of our being we can never actually "fuse right
ideals with right action in the matter of justice, a and Rabbi Gilbert must continue
to remind us that "Jews feel the Christian conscience of ·Western civilization. • •
has not seriously enough accepted the meaning of Christianity's inescapable
contribution to an environment in which Jew-hatred could flourish."
One we glimpse the inf'inite dimension of "the self" and "the other,n
we Christians are forced to evaluate our position in human society by seriously
examining its ontological structure as brought into focus for us by Christ. Christ
outlines that structure as the Kingdom of God, the Messianic hope contained
"in the ini t .i al formula of Israel 11 which has become "the final formula of the
Christian faith."

He preached His doctrine of the Kingdom to an Oriental people

,
/

5.
who apprehended as valid the premise that a king, merely on account of his kingship, was "an aggust manifestation of the divine power in humanity, 11 and thus
had a certain right to rule his subjects.

Hence they could, more easily thaq. we,

make the transition from human kingship to the Divine.
Basic to biblical morality is the concept of the immutable, omnipotent
Lord Uho, no matter what His creatures on earth may do or say, abides in His
supreme majesty.

It may seem strange to us but the concept of God as King of

Kings emerges as corollary to that of ' Lordship in the image of God as having
cot:!!._E).ete power of life and death over all creation, and meting out justice not
according to written tenets ·but according to the Divine Law of ~is own being.
With no apologia, the prophets unhesitatingly posit the rationale for human
morality in the inmost essence of God .

In line \"(ith this, Martin Buber

identifies the religion of Israel as the religion of Kingship on the grounds
of his belief in One who declares: 11To Me every knww shall bend. By Me every
tongue shall ewe§esssaying: 110nly in the Lord are just deeds and power." (Is.45~2; )
God expresses~s unequivocal prerogative of Lordship,-f\is transcendent
Kingship, in the Torah.

This does ·not tell us, however, why the Torah has always

been centripetal in Judaism.

Accustomed as we are to attributing a juridical

significance to the Law, we habitually misinterpret it as a code of ethics.
Only after we envisage it as the divine instrument of God's tender care for the
freedO!ll of his Chosen Peeple

can l·re see it as the Jew does, that is, as an

inter-personal transformation of a value-situation from one of fulfillment of
duty to one of response of love.
Its mysterious power of attracting the human heart stems froI!l the

I

6.

revelation it gives of the Divine lover of mankind, the God Whose wo+d and truth
endure forever
(Ps. 149).

{Ps. 118:89-90), the God of lovingkindness {Ps. ll8t56),

~

God

In the ecstasy of such a revelation, the inspired singer cries out:

nThe Law of Your Mouth is more pre_c ious to me than thousands of silver and gold
pieces."(Ps. 118:71-72)

And with the same exultation of love's urgency, the

liturgy of the Feast of Azareth enables the Qahal to rejoice in the Law by using
the delicate symbolism of _;narrie.ge to recall to them the frutiful union between
Yahwe and Israel.
The Law, bringing man into familial intercourse with God, stands as a
sacrament, a sign, of the Alliance and thus is inseparable from it, so much so
i.":\~~ v....M1
that njudging 11 originally~~ ~-ceeping the Alliance. 0 When the psalmtst extols
God as jtdge, his

pr~ise r~volves e.ro~nd

the intrinsic notion. of

~!v:~fidelity

in keeping the promises og ·the Alliance. But while the Law testifies to God 1 s
reign over the Qahal, it does so for man 1 s sake, not for God's, since it is by
walking according to its precepts that

man will

arrive finally at unending life

(Dan. 12:2) where "he shall dwell in the beauty of peace, and in the tabernacles
of oonfidence, and in wealthy rest." (Is. 32tl8)
Man 1 9 justice, derivative from that of Yahwe"K(Is. 51:1), takes for
granted loyalty to the Covenant both on the part of God and on the part of

ma~.

To

detect evidence of God 1 s nsolidity" in this respect, man need only study the
pages of history. Shedding ever new light on the :fundamental nature of divine
~

d

justice, history demonstrates the correlative aotions of God punishing the wicked,
rewarding the good.

It cuts across the man-made myth of hum.an autonomy with the

Scriptural injunction: "Let him who glories, glory in this, that ·in his prudence he
knows Me, knows that I, the Lord, bring about justice and uprightness on the earth. 11
~
,:\unlike that of the Jew,
(Jar. 9:2)) The facticity of the American Christia.nfhas little direct contact

.. .... ~il..tu·__ .

~~~--~-·--·---·~
.....~'

•. .. .
with Rabbi Gilbert~s interrogatory:~are we d& business with the devil1n
the answer fnra Judaeo-Christian Weltanschaaung must be sought in fidelity to
the Law. How else explain ttirhe Christian witness of those who, as Christians,
rebelled against Hitler and joined the underground effort" in the terrible
anguish of decisions in World War II7 How else explain °the intensification
even in the 0 stench
of religious faitha among those heroic Jews who kept inviolate,the dignity
of
death"
that was theirs as God's own p~ople7
The Old Testament ideal of the good man, like that of the New, places
before us a picture very different from that of the moral perfectionist magn1fied
by Hellenistic culture. Wherever in Scripture we meet the saddig,he is always
someone whom God has pronGunced to be righteous, that is, innocent (Ps. 17:25);
he is· someone who. walks in G'od 1 s truth (Deut. 13:5); he is someone who is exa!:!.tly
what he should be in the presence of His Lord and Creator (Ps.

8:4-9). The will

of such a man, through meditation on the Law, has become one with that of God.
Herein lies the trust and security of the saddig, whether· he be in a modern
a nameless
Dachau
i/ifil/J-/tf,f--f,).¢n camp or in ancient dungeon ~//'f,fgpf,./J/1.1..fl.
L-o

Such

~

the patriarch Joseph, credible exempla.r of that true mysticism

which consists in having "an open heart for the inner life of God." Established
~€.,.._~~

in his direction toward God, no matter what vicissitudes he -~ not j~t someone
'
t
.
. !\
~
"who ~ the right thinga but someone "who \iabin the habit of doing the right
.

lA

thing. a Beloved by God and ..man, every trial he under b..uame for him an
opportunity "to rise to new levels of religious understanding and insight." Exact
conformity with human prescriptions, no matter how
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such an
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He wlll ·atJ.Yi tae'r6 l

.Ir.Ii• • ~e ionel.v atul eaanot hear the YOi~e ct Go4. U ho
'

.- ,
sublime thetJstandard of pex£ection, can never lead a man t ·o plead with his
would-be murderers, his own brothers, °Come near.e r to me.;. Do not be distressed
or angry with yourselves that you sold me here; for God sent me before you to
save life."(Gen. 45s4-5)

Leaping over the barriers . of human rigidity and hum~

calculation, his goodness exhibits the redemptive freedom born of faith which
we are told that God
0

··

credits as justice.(Gen. 15:8)

.

M°':':l

+c

Tsaphena.th pa 1 neach 0 (sS:vior of the worl~) ~ be his title &e£er'1

~ ~'but the

man who inquires: "Can I take the place of God1" (Gen.5(>:19) never

topples from a pedestal because he never mounts one. Nowhere does he parade
before us as the conquering

h~ro,

despite his worldly success. Nowhere does he

appear as the aesthete removed from
initiation.

the vulgar throng by some esoteric

mysti~·al

Where a Platonist might eas.ily consider the harmonious resolution

of his personal conflicts as coming from his own exercise of wisdom,Joseph
proclaimei"God has made me fruitful in the land of my affliction."(Gen. 41:52)

~

RS:DUS

His words,"Not you but God sent me here," hark back to the etymological
is
between the Toralj and justice. Torah/ often employed in scriptural and

rabbinical literature to indicate walking on a straight path; and in th& Bible
when the being of a thing, or the -b eing of a man, or the being of. God, remains
consistently what it should be, straight according to its proper norm, then it
merits to be lmown as

11

just" {Lev. 19:5)./ Oonseqqently the term zeda.kah,

designating this "intrinsic straightness so beautifully exemplifie·d in the life
of Joseph, is

0

the ·justice, or the justness, of our essential metaphysical

relationship wi. th G.o d. n
Beginning with this etymological datum, we go on to realize tha.t for too
long a period in our teaching we have been equating the cardinal virtue of justice
with the biblical zedakah when it is rather in the .vir.tues of religion and piety
that biblical justice has its counterpart. Whether Amos qualifies social righteousness as religious service (2:6;5:24); or Osee accentuates his warnings against
stereotypes of justice (8il;;l0tl2); or Habacuc exalts the victorious hope of
the pious soul (;:l8-l9); · they all set their texts against the same immutable
background of the Rackfastness of God's holiness.(Hab.1:1.2)
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In 194 5 the l'.i"TlE:!rica.n ..Tewish (:);,rrd t-C.ee

religious

dep~rtment ,

inaug~:-r:at~d

its intP.r-

designed to foster mutual understanding be·-

tween Jews and Christiar1s.
A stunned Ar.i.erican Jewry was just

to grz.sp the £1.:11.

b2ginn~ng

meaning of Hitler's "Final S.olution, 11 which was carried ou.-:. with
li ttle opposition or outcry froffi the Christian world.
United States during the preceding decade ,
both Catholic and

Semites.

The

P rotest~nt,

Co~~ittee,

a c ·c ion program, nm·1

hopG~

In the

had been clerics ,

~her e

among the rabble-rousers and anti-

on the threshold of an

expa~~ed

8ocial-

to establish wo:..:kii19 allic;_r,.-:e:::; w-ith

Christian groups to c:or!l.bat anti-Semitism ·and

ft~:cther

6\cmRon oh-

j e~t ives .

Interreligious cooperation did net mean a dilut&d interdenominationalisrn to which all religious groups could subscribe.
_.:.
t0rrn. "in'i.:erf ai th" was deliberately avoidec., net only
. . Th~.
.

be~ause

it was \.H•accep~abl e t o Catholics , i>ut al.so b ecause it conjured UF

i mage of bland do - good ism.

a.'1

t::n s _

-

~,n~--~ew_~~

the outset
by
....
......

.--

er1ces.

The Nationccl Ccnferenc;e of Chris -

th: C~1"'.'.'i ttee_ ~<;_l ~ e·,:ed-:-:'"iadb;,;,~-ha:;.;df_;.;.p.,ed f:r:orr/

~ts

--~·,..... .....

tend8ncy to . ·gloss

· over · ·basi~
'

.

religious differ- ..

Interreligious activity, the AJC cied.c2d ,

....... .V1.. b ~·ant:
. ( co:m?ni. t ment t o a spec:i... f.::i.C
.

invo: ved.

rnu~t

assum.0 a

" on th
· .~e par·t o.i.:r: a 1__1 groups

cre€-~;:i

Recogni tio1: of doctrinal d .i .f ferer1cEo.'> r.ot only did

. pre.e lude coo!_:-eJ:a ti on , i t CO\.i. ].d wel::. cnh anc.e r;mtu~1l respect.

no~

~;

~>

1

·•,
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At the AJC 's SOth annua l meeti.n,g in 1957 1 representa.t ives . of

....

each of the th:cee major 'faiths joined in a . symposium .on· the' dif.

.

ferences between religious . pluralism and

,.

society.

in a

plur~list

.,, : ...
While all the sp~akers agreed that adherence to a par-·
~

, I

' :.· .

rel~gion

.. ·

'

~

'

ticular creed implied a belief in its superiority, they also

j·

agreed that 'in a fr~e society each faith must recognize the rights

l

!-

of the others to disseminate their ·particular

I
I

mess~ge.

l •

I

"" The Committee directed its'_ interrei'.i gious program primarily

'

..

to "professional" Christians--leader~ of the ministerial assocja-

/A)
~~
I

I

i.

!

:_.~

ti~ns,

religi9us and. teaching orders, theological seminaries, reli...:.
- -.:._
· g:i.oqs-education institutions, the religious press'· a~~hurchaffiliated social-actio_n. groups.

In. more recent l:'ears the program

'tvas expimded to encourage infonnal lay . dialcgues within the local

i·

communities.

I

!

That it was the American J~wish Com..Ttiittee, a s~cular organiza-

.J

1
I'

tion, and not the rabbinical
tiating sµch
.'i,.

interre l~gious

Not only was there a · close

j

groups~

which

too}~

projects is not as stra?ge as it seems.
relatiori~hip

between the .AJC's

work and its inter.religious activity, there
I

I

!.

!i
.

i.

,.

W3.s

~def~nse"

also an es_tab.l ished

tradition in t{le United ·States . of keepi~g· the _s ynagogue- separate
from se.: :ular communal endeavors. . Since the Comi11i tte~ Is concern

I ..
··..
!
I

the lea_d in ini-

was not theology but ·group· "interaction, there :was no .reason why

the Jewish ·cpunterparts

to

the

p~~~.§.S.ion?-1 .

Christians in such

i

I

I
I
I
I

!

endeavors should ' rtot .be jewish layn;.en.
.-

.. .

- ·· · The AJC 's goal tias to blunt the divisiveness which kept
. _. groups ap·a·rt~ religious . ·teachings. which preached hatred an.d -re-

sui tee in c<.iscord "were a ·s erious · stuIDbling block t o social hci:rmony.
True, ·;.:he in.t er!e.l igious . d~partmerit · w~s aH1ays: .heaae'd. by .

a:: rabbi;

·,

• ...!

.. .
.•
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but it was of ten quipped that "You don'. t have to be a rabbi to re•ent bsing called

Christ-killer~u

The turn of events in ·.postwar America lent added justifica-

tion to the interreligious department .

The climate generated by

the Cold _War contributed to an upsurge in religious expression
and the increased influence of religious institutions.

Indeed,

the · popular postwar definition of Americanism in terms of the individual assumed some form of religious
~he

Statistics alone indicated

growing stre!lgth of organized re-

In 1900, 36 per cent of the .fl._rnerican population
reported · ·
....._

some kind of church affiliation; that

1
l

j.
1

if not affiliation.

__

. ·ligion.

l

belie~,

_f~gure _

grew to 4·9 per cent

in 1940, 57 per ~ent in 1950, and 63 per cerit in 1961.
of church construction 1

rel~.gious-scho<:>l

. bud<Jets . all disclosed the same trends.
by a

he~ghtened

.Indic.e s

enrollment, cmd. chur·c h

This growth was accompanied

involvement with social issues, both foreign and

domestic.

The .same increases in affiiiation and involvement were evident
- ---·- --- -.. . - within the··Jewi-5h-corr~un:i,.ty-,-though-:.-the:--g·:r-0wth---in-pr-e.stige. f~r · -- ..
outstripped ·the numerical _ gains,. . At the end of World ·War II ., Jews
. cons ti tui.:ed . ro-µghly . 3 per cent . of the· total Amer lean population . .

!

· - --------·--...:....Nev~rt.h~less, . Judaism .. was _. recognized ... a.s ..one ,of.__ the ._three major ...

· faiths in the nation, and--on a relig1ous. level:_-Jews enjoyed a
status eq.ual to that of the Protestants and Catholic'.".
.

-·-·-

.

It was ·

.

.

withir1 this framewo:i=k t.hat.. the Committee launched its e ·f .forts to
enl·ist

t,h~

churches. in a un_if ied program. -of social acticm.

Sa±iptis:obstacles ·still blocked the path of s~tc~ssful coope.rat.i on. ·_ The growth in- organized
..

-.

...
_.-.

~e1.~giou_s

strength was _·

.:

..
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particularly rna:cked among the fundamentalist Protestant sects, \·1hich
lent a more conservative colora tion to American Protestant

theolog~·.

p/

Whereas liberal Protestantism was .· generally receptive to inter,froup
ventures, conservatism often meant overt antipathy to both Catholies and Jews.

Within the Catholic Church, age-old patterns of

authoritarianism and hierarchical control lessened the possibility
for · effective contact with individual leaders.

Not until the ad-

vent of Pope John XXIII did the Catholics as a group respond
· enthusiastically to the idea of interreligious activity.

Deep-

seated conflicts over the Catholic positions on censorship, birth
control·, separation of church and state and othedissues also made
a working rapport among Catholics, Jews and Protestants difficult.
When the Committee first launched its int erreligious program,
1

few .Jewish religious leaders were convinced that cooperation with
other faiths was desirable.
tration on Jewish

.
:

ity

,,

status-~left
- ·- ..

interrel~gious

Cynicism, fear, pride, and a concen-

i~sues--all

nurtured by a long hist ory of minor-

most of them indifrerent to the advantages of

activities.

The Committee recognized that

..

~f

its program was to succeed,

-=--~ .-~-

it would be necessary not only to convince both Christians and Jews

of the value of cooperation, but also to promote a better understanding of one another's beliefs, practices, and history.

It was

equal~

ly clear that if the impact of such cooperation ·w as· to reach beyond

the leadership to the rank and file, it had to

~ncompass

liberal Protestants and Jews but all shades of Christian

theol~gi-

~~

.

cal;

not only

belief--i~cluding

the fundamentalists,. the Catholics 1, and the

Orthodox Jewish community.

Nor was ·it sufficient to limit dialogues

.I
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.·
or . ~t~ialogues" to peripheral issues on

w~i9b all . f~it~s

could

politely ag.?:"ee, such as the i nu11orali ty of cormm.mism, the injusti_c'e
of

anti-N~gro

discrimination, or the

tion policy.

Such discussions
.

.

m~ght

. ,SI

even influence political decision/.

me~its. 9f · ~ - ~iberal

well be

~seful a~d

, .

inm1igraperhaps

But th~y d~Q. _ i:iot. .. toucl) on the

essential di-f ferences 'Hhich caused inte!g:;-oup ~ tens~on.

.

-: _ ·. The Cammi ttee decided to pursu~ . i ~s inte+r~.l!gigus . ~cti vi ties

I

: ·.

on two levels:

~to
~gnorance

l

alliances between Jews and Christians on issues
religion; and education ..to

which divided the groups.

~~~~come. the· distrust

and

Thus, it. joined .with Catholic ·
''----.:......

.

and Protestant groups to condemn the Communist-sponsored_ s.t ockholm

i

peace petition_, ~-::C: to combat bigotry in election. campaigns,· and to
denounce the_ arbitrary procedure_ of th~ House Committee on UnAm~r ican 1~cti vi tics,

anq it cooperated with Christian groups in

.

. appeals for food relief for India.

;

_· along these lines, perhaps, . was ~ts convening of a N.a tional Cor~fer

!.
'

ence ¢n . Race and .Religion -in 1963.

i.
I

.

f·.·

i t _s kirid

!

sponso~_ed

Its most

~9table

achievement

the first of

~he Co~~e~eq9e,

..

by the three f ai t!'is ' · brought together ove:: 6 0 0

j

.

delegates. on the lOOth anniversary of the Emancipation P.roclamation

j

j ..

C!J?.d was aimed at mobilizi!l<) ·the resources _Q~ __i:.'~~ti tutionalized
... - .

·religion on behalf of: racial equality.

~

-

..

: :--·-:Through these '1Ctivities the Committee · advanced its social
objectives and at the same time strengthened
the _image.of _American
.
.

l
i
I

I
l

I

I
l

--

.. ._

Jewry as · an equal working pa.rtner -among the major

f.aiths~

· Such

cooperation ~lso
made it possible
·for the Corrunittee . to secure
the
.
.
.

.........,
.

.help of Prot~~tant
and Catholic . groups
~ungarian : .
.
.
.
.
. iri .pr9testing
.
.

',_

' .'..

' ant·i-S ,;:.mitisrn , .. refuting charges, t;hat Israel dese.cra~ed h~.,ly P_lac_e s ·. ;\ :
-

. . .N . .

-....·...

·--=-- ·

•,

···.

,

.

··-:. .

or dealing with community tensions over church..:..state issues or
other local problems .
. The Committee developed a variety of educational programs in
"B~otherhood

the interreligious area:

kits" and. materials on

interfaith unity and on the meaning _of Jewish traditions and

prac~

tices for the mass rnedi~ and for church or~anizations; conSultativ·e services for 'rabbis and local Je\·1ish groups on int.erreligious
cooper~tion;

subv~ntions

to Eebrew Union

Coll~ge

and Vanderbilt

Urtiyersity for the training .of Christian clergymen iri post-Biblical
Jewish history, · and re'iated projects.

With the Anti-Defcuuation

.

.

.

League, AJC also helped fund a Department ~f ' tnt.e:rgroup Educ.a tion

.

under the aegis . of . the Naticnal Council of Churches to promote. ·

._!:>~tter

understanding cf other faiths aJ!lOng

Protest~rnf school

children.
Admittedly, the most rewardi~g results were achieved. with
liberal. Protestant. groups~

In its. work with the Catholics, co~t?cts
-

Were personal
and info'rmal· tather than Organizati011al I and the
- ·-·.
Committee at first employed'

~

special . consultant whose resp<:msi-

.;_.~:J?..:i.lity i t was to interpret:: th~ Jewish position to individual Catho.....

· . lie · pries.ts,. editors
and wr.iter·s,·
and
t~ establi~h .closer · relations
'
.
.
. .
'

· wit;h Cathclic educatiqnal authorities. ·. Both
Pro~estant

Catl;iolic and at

colleges and training centers for teachers th·e Committee

promoted· courses,
---~-- -- -

~t -

workshops~

_a nd seminars on intercul tural educa-

tio_n and intergroup relations as a -means · of instilling appreciation

of

rel~gious

diversity.

Special educational efforts were also re-

. quired . withirt the Je'>-lish_ conununity·,

·ror

_there"was hostility · on the

part of Orthodox J ·e ws to interfaith a·ialogue, and :r.esentment by
. . .•

....
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some religious leaders who felt that interfelith work belonged in
t heir jurisdiction.
An interesting project sponsored by the Committee to further
education through di alogue was known as "the Four C's conferences."
For several years, beginni!lg in 1958, Columbia University's School
of Journalism hosted an annual meeti!l~ with the ·editors of Commonweal, Christian Century, and Commentary_.

Each editor

bro~ght

with

him to the informal and unpublicized sessions a panel of religious
journalists and scholars who joined in a free- form discussion of
the role of
matters.

rel~gion

---·

in politics, foreign policy, and church-stste ·

In a short time, candid talk replaced dispassionate

platitudes , and there was a frank exchange
leaders of the three faiths.

a.~ong

these intellectual

The conference s revealed

qui~e

clear-

ly the inaccurac:i.es in treating anyone of the three fa.i ths as a

monolith.
II

Educational projects; the Cornraittee knew, had little value if
they were superirnpo::;ed on bigoted attitudes.

University students

were far less likely to develop respect for and under's tandi!'lg of

.

different religions if they had to unlearn prejudices held since
early childhood.
,_

. .... ....

b~gotry

Since the AJC was convinced that a great deal of

derived from prejudicial religious textbooks and Sunday-

school curricula, the Committee devoted a . great deal of energy, ror
more than thirty years, to .bringing about revisions of offendi!lg
texts.

It is here, perhaps, that the AJC has made its most

icant c0 ntribution to interreligious harmony .
...__

-----

s~gnif-
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.·
In 1930, when the first echoes of Hitlerisrn began to be heard
· in · the United States, Morris Waldman suggested that the American
Jewish Cor.unittee underwrite a study to analyze . the pervasiveness
of anti-Jewish piejudice in Protestant pedag~gical liteiature.
Negotiations with the Federal Council of Churches fell through,
but the study (officially under the auspices of what was then
the National Council of Jews and Christians, but financed by the
Committee) was undertaken by Drew Theological Seminary.

In 1934-35

Dr. James V. Thompson, who headed the project, submitted his findings, which revealed numerous
~bjects

were

.instance~

in which Jews and Judaism

of disparagement or ·hostility in

and teachings.

textbooks

The Jews of Jesus' day fared worst; the Hebre\·IS of

the Biblical period ranked somewhat higher.
from the

---

rel~gious_

writi~gs

Often it was unclear

that the early Hebrews were, in fac.t, the ances-

tors of the later Jews; and almost all references to Jews were limitcd to the New Testament era.

.

It \·1as conceivable, particularly

.

in the rural areas of the country, that a Protestant child could
come away fr.om such teachings believi!lg- that the .. Jew.s __had ..f ad.ed
away with other ancient races.

And even if he was aware of their

.

ongoing existence, he- often .knew
. of them only . in the stereotype of

the Pha;isecs who rejected or crucified Jesus.
~

survey/the attitudes of 500
. ·-·-

rel~gious

Dr. Thompson also

teachers.

Twelve per cent
- -· ..

said that Jews were res.p onsible for the death ·O f Jesus; 68 per· cen.t
.-

believed that Jews were "undeveloped" but with possibilities equa.l

to

11

Whites."
Thompson's findings· were made known to religious leaders and

puhlisr1'2:rs, and some textbooks were revised.

---

During the late 1930's

.i
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and the war years, several other textbook analyses were undertaken
by the three major religious groups.

The AJC sponsored a study of

Jewish books undertaken by a coIT'.mittee of the Synagogue Council of
America; as a result, a number of passages which offended Christian
. .>
sensibilities were dropped. One of the b~sgest stumbli~g block/to
religious amity was the way in which Christians (particularly
Catholics) recounted the Jewish role in the crucifixion.

Informal

talks between Dr. Louis Finkelstein, presiden-t;: of The Jewish Theological Seminary, who acted for the

Corr~ittee,

and members of the

Catholic hierarchy were arranged in an effort to enlist their sup'

port in deali!lg with the problem; but the meetings accomplished little .
When the Committee set up its interreligious affairs department, re-

newed efforts were directed toward the Catholics.

The

g~neral

sec··

retary of the Catholic Biblical Association, in response to req\.1ests
by the Committee, asked half a dozen religious textbook publishers
to revise passages in books which attributed the death of Jesus to
' the Jews as

a whole.

{He himself doubted the salutary effect such

revisions could have on

erasi~g

anti-Semitism, which he attributed

to a lack of Christian charity plus. "odious" Jewish traits; but he

..

-··

.,,.,.. ....

..._.""'""... ............. _

llL~_,........

~

admitted that "no Jew livi!lg today can be in any way responsible

for what happened two thousand years ago. n)

In sections of the coun-

try . where bishops were sympathetic to the problem, such changes
. ..... - .

were implemented .
Far more significant was a comprehensive study of .Protestant
texts and lesson materials, begun at the Yale Divinity School in
•

1952.

Condu.cted by Bernhard Olson, the study analyzed the teachings

of four types of Protestant denominations:
.

. .
\

'

. '

conservative, liberal,
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fundamentalisn, and nee-orthodox .

Although it emphasized Je\·1 ish-

Christian relationships, i t examine d all manifestations of in:-group/
out-group attitudes and the correlations of eth.n ocentricism with
theological beliefs.

Olson revea l8d the extent of Protestant pre-

occupation with the Jewish image, the roots (theological and other)
of that image, and how the image varied according to subject material and specific denomination.

His

conclusions~-particularly

I
I

relevant to
theol~gy

interrel~gious prograTIU~ing--indicated

that conservative

• '

was not necessarily based on ethnoce~tricism, and that

---

there was nothing in such a theology which precluded respect for,
and an understanding of, other rel~gious beliefs.

II ·

l

--

Even before Olson's work was published (Paith and Prejudice,
Yale University Press, 1963), the American Jewish Committee was
expandi~g

the study

pr~gram

to other fields.

Since Olson's approach

. as well as his preliminary findings were ·f avorably received by
_religious educat01: s , the Comr.littee, with the fin ancial help of the
Ittleson Foundation, initiated similar self-analyses by Catholics
and Jews.

And at Southern Methodist University a study complemen.-

tary to Olson's critically examined · the techniques, . rather

th~n

the

content, of intergroup teaching among Protestant denominations.
The Catholic project was carried out at St. Louis University,
a Jesuit institution noted for earlier research and training in
human relations.

Like the Yale study, it found that Catholic

te~ts

projected a generally more positive 'a ttitude toward racial and
ethnic groups than toward other religions, and it offered suggestions as to how the distortions involving both Protestants and
Jews might be elimir.ated. · The study ernphc:.sized the importance of
-..._ .....

-

··-

- -------- - ·- · ------

------ - - - -------..---------- - - -- - ............
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making clear that Jesus and his
tion~d

conternpo~aries

were

Jews~nd

cau-

against sweeping generalizations or valu~ ju~gments about

the Jews of Biblical times and their modern descendants.

It also

stressed the need to make the crucifixion story understood in theological terms of universal sin and salvation rather than in terms
of a crime committed by particular individuals.
A study of Jewish textbooks was sponsored by the Ccmmittee at
the Dropsie College for Hebrew and Cognate Learning..

Unlike the

Catholic and Protestant materials which, the analyses disclosed,
evidenced a deep preoccupation with

out~groups,

the Jewish texts

devoted relatively little attention to non~Jews.

·--

tion index" was

51 per cent for

-G,

66~88

per cent for

Protesta~ts,

Catholics, and 14 per cent for Jews.)

(Tb-e- "preoccupa-

Reflecting a primary concern

for group survival, Jewish books usually discussed Christians in
ethnic terms rather than from a religious point of view ~nd o_f ten
included greater criticism 9f certain Jewish groups than of non-Jews.
Armed with the findi!lgs of the various
mi~tee

self-an~lyses,

the Com-

sponsored numerous dialogues and conferences with religious

educators and publishers to discuss the treatment of Jews in texts
and l esson materials.

By

emph~si.zing rel~gious

weaknesses in the

negative treatment of out-groups, the studies challenged the
creators of teaching materials to assume the responsibility for
J

•

•

changing ·objectionable ·texts and many Christian educators willingly
accepted the challenge.

Dr. Olson prepared several self-evaluation

manuals for Protestant educators and consulted with them on pedagogical materials.

When the Pope Pius XII. Raligious Education

Center in Michigan planned a new series of textbcoks for parochial

17--12

schools, Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum, head of the AJC's interreligious
department, was appointed a consult ant.

And .in the late 196~s,

· under the auspices of the Sperry ·center for Intergroup

Coo~e ration,

a Com.rnittee-sponsored institute at "Pro-Deo" University in

Rom~,

studies of religious textbooks in a number of European and Latin.American countries

'

wer~

initiated.

I

·- -=:. ~::!- -

- --

,.

... ..., .
I

i

-------·-------------...,,..--- ~
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The Catholic bishops assembled in the final session of

the Second Vatican Counc:i.1 in 1965 voted their approval of a

.

statement on the Jews.

rl

The declaration acknowledgeYthe· "spir"".

itual patrimony common to Christian::; and Jews [which/ is so
1f,,_i

·great" and recommended "a mutual knowledge and respect" t.:o be

"

fostered through theological studies and

d~alogue.

The state-

ment did not include the.word "deicide," but it denied that the
death of Jesus could be blamed on all Jews of New. Testament
~..! £-i~·P·~~/"-1 !-C.---!:__J
.
days or on the Jews of todayJ°)/'JeW"s were . n~ither "rejected by

God or accursed0 "

..a~~·o.-:.di.·i:.~/~;t~·.th:c:.'-~S~0'.-:kp·tur·e.3';..,..,,z:~d·,

slft..-"tr.+1:.c..1.,.r /.::;.6_.,.,_.-.t. ff,..14 C~~!-:..--9

g:ally,

the &~-.rd}\rffdepIOrefd/" on religious grounds any display of
. J ewis
. h l tatred or persecution.
.
5!Th
•
J ewis.
. h Commit.
anti.. e Amen.can

tee com.mented on the document within a matter of hours:

The Vatican Council Declaration on the Jews
has been awaited with hope by men of goodwill
everywhere. We regret keenly some of the as··
sertions in the Declaration, especially those
that might giye rise to misunderstandings.

.....__ .

Nevertheless, we view the adoption of the Daclaration, especially its repudiation of the
invidious charge of ·t he collective guilt of
Jews for the death of Jesus and its rejection
of anti-Semitism, as an act of justice long
. overdue, We trust the Declarati,on · will afford new opportunities for improved ·interreligious understanding ·a nd cooperation throughout
the world.
It was clear

·fr'6~~h-es-e..:;.";;ur&s-

that the AJC evaluated the Council.

declaration in terms of justice and not as a favor granted . the
\\

.J
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Jews by the Church; that it felt justice had been shortchanged by
wh~t

was clearly a compromis·e statement; and that the

re~l

the statement. s value lay in its future . impiementation.

test of

. Ii:\
.:~e c".~~

tee never revealed publicly its deep involvement with the Church's

..,

~tions - on th~J;~;:·F~~. . ~,;,;-~~;~·P-;:~;~~;;~·;-~ -·;h-;··~;-~Jh~~. ~·-···f/t
-

..

·~-.~·-..·~·~~~:.,..··'li· 4··.£ ·..... .......-l . !;", •.

_ ~ed quietly for -a radical excision of the theological roots of
anti-Semitism.
deic~9e
terest~e.

It believed that an official repudiation of the

charge was in order and that if the Church was truly in-

in promoting harmony and.· good will it would der.-ionstrate

its interest with a significant and dramatic move towards greatCi..interfaith understanding.

The issue was complicated by Arab propaganda, Jewish pride,
pressures from governments, the Vatican's economic and political
interests in Italy, and the liberal-conservative differences within
the Catholic hierarchy.

.·

That all of these problems were ultimately

overcome testified to the strength of a new
in the Catholic Church.

ideol~<:l:i.cal

current

In Rome, that current was epitomized in

the figure of John XXIII and the spirit of aggiorna..111ento; in the
United States 1 it accounted for the ferment among an aroused laitY,
often more forward-thinking .than the clergy.

..

To "update" the

Church, to make its teachings more relevant to modern society, to
strengthen its position in the ·Western world by provi~g that Church
doctrin.e was in harmony with democratic tenets--these wGre the aims of the progressives.

of

In the wake of the Nazi holocaust 1 any residue

Church~condoned anti-Semitism was unacceptable.

The Vatican

Council's st~tement on the Jews, like its declaration on reiigious
· liberty, became a

syrr.~ol

?f progressive Catholicism.

And to Jewish ·

groups the progressive trends at work in the Church offered the

\

.·
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hope that religious teachings which had nurtured anti-Semitis~
for 2,000 years would be a uthoritatively repudiated.
In i947, a Co:rn..~ittee representative participated in a confer-

ence of Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish

lead~rs

at Seelisbu!g,

Switzerland, which called upon Christians to revise their teachings
about Jews.

.The conferees underscored the connection between

Christian doctrine and anti-Semitism, but i t was clear that only

official action by the

h~ghest

church levels could effect truly

meaningful changes.

'.

...

<

-

\
·---.;...._.-

..~<-·-·- '-""""'--

·.. .

.. ,.___- ·--

- - - - --- -_-_-_-_----_-_-_:__--_--=-.:. . .·-===:::::_-__
------=--=--=-·-_ _._-_--_--_-·_-______
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.... bers ·of the Committee joine d in support of the International
.·.

University for Social s ·tudies. "Pro De o" in Rome.

Approved but
~.<..,;<.<-A-"-·Ci_~

.

not run by the Church, the University stressed ·the values ~:5.
A
. .
6.e.nocrec:j·~ inherent in . the religions of the three major faiths
l

'

(

· and the need for intergroup co~~1unic;ation to apply those values
.
.Ji. ... ·' \. .. '
4
.
.
~::~~.. -f:.....,7
. ..
w-_.e/"J...,.J'~F-r
to social problems. The Co1nmitt:eekhow~ver, -he-p-~oi.'""·-mor·e-"""than

(_f\\

v

me~el·t~ an~ther liberal-arts institt1tion ·wi.th a faculty and .stu.

.

·dent. body of .various religious and ethnic backgroun~s.
,.

I

II

i· .

A.~J'-t.

.

~,_,.. ,/_.

It wa.rr!:<~d

:

.

the Church ts· underwrite the pr.o gressive philosophy
of .the school
.
a,.

k-- '-C/ "}

.

..

v~

.

. . . .

.

.a s the--means-t·a achievc,-!the-neaess-a.:r-y-erids-e~ intergroup under. v

stapding.

.

- ...

Ralph Friedman, chairma n of the Comnittee's foreign

affaii·~ committee, aske4 Fa.ther Felix Morl:Lon,_ pr-esid'e nt of the
.

:

University; whether the Church was ready tp recognize "that the

I! .

beil tolls for all· peoples in our society when any import~nt

I

group teaches or cond.o nes intergroup ha.treds." Wi..t~he-onS-6:~
..
. A-·!-G
r..}t-(.:..~-,,.••. .,;_.·.tP~e. ... . %-<.~ !.:::..::::::..'::.-)
1
of-the·-pont:i:f±t:!a, te~'0'.f John xxr~-."l?i-c-:an-sb'G~·~~ si.gns of a

I

!

t;;wWe~!:f~~f;~'.~~ "'i~;;~·i_-~fr~hrases

·g7owiilg friendliiiess.

/,.!,(;'.-~~-.-..... I':)
~~0
- .
I µ..,:.-1°"'"•<-.4
.
. . .
der-og~r.y-~£ ~ewsi<ienunciations of ~..ae-ia-l intolerance and the
'·-. . . . .....
.

.
.
past horrors of fascism,
.

1 ••

6
/J
.._e_.e,,
overall p:r:ogress wa-s---s-t-i-Y un.even.
~ ··

,,,,..,_: e.~~l )~_,,, ~ 6':....1-....

f~d:,-=<·E·

~~

.

.

I

The Vati~an Council.. prese·n~ed the opportunity. for. ·a n of~i-

I.

!

.

-~

\.C

A
..t<-"-C..":J

"

·.

•

·

.

.

ciat,·staternent· on ·the ·J ews "t·1 hich would.

I.
!·1·

I
I

I

!'

.

~--ev~ry.
policy ~a

~.t;,.1._~_:A~
·fi~·~ .a uniform

·

liberal ·

.

diocese~

·rn Octob.e.r 1960 : .Zachariah Shuster,.

the AJC"s . European director,. :r.eceived .a sign:ificari·t message :
\\

.

'

..

.·

.·
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from Jules Isaac, a French scholar and historian. · Isaac, whose
entire fa1nily had perished in the Holocaust, and whose research on
the Christian . roots of anti-Semitism was well known anCi. ·respected
in church circles, had proposed, in an audience with Pope John,

that one of the coITU~issions preparing for the forthcorni~g Ecumeni..

teachi~gs . con-tli) .'J
charge of a
\..~.Y-~

cal Council _deal -sp.,,cif ically with the question . of .

'

cerning Jews •

The Pope directed · Cardinal Bea, in

~

special Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity, to consider
Isaac's proposals.

~tes assur~

"Vous

l'e~p~ir" {~

d'avoir plus que de

___

{"Rest assured that you can count on mor.e than mere hope") the
;.;
.....
Cardinal wrote Isaac.
.

•

I

!.'
i

·ti

Upon learning from. Isaac and other contacts that Bea. was in-

!I

I.

.

-

· t erested in heari!lg Jewish opin:!.ons, the Conu1littee deliberated a

I
!
I

course pf action.

The Cardir.al had already received ·. a memorandura

drawn up by a . group of
which argued

C~t~olic

for~iti~g

theologians at Appeldoorn, Holland,

the catechism and liturgy to furth2r better

relations with Jews·• . Bea told a newspaper

correspond~nt

in

Rom~

that he believed . Jules Isaac's: thesis was ex~srgerated, but that he.
"'-'i

,

'oul~

...

:
i

cid~

II

entertain

.

su~gestions

on how

~o

deai

~ith the cha~ge

of dei-

..

and with teachings and · liturgical
J ews.
.
. passages conc'ernirig
.
-. .
'

I

l

After consultation with

I

I
1·

would be best for Jews ·to _forward materials

i

II .
I

I
I

!

I·

II
\

and Jewish experts_.in Europe

and in the United States, · the American· J ewish c·o rr.mittee decided . i t .

!.

I
I

Cathol~c

·-----

ances to Bea on an informa:i basis.
gi0us and

~ ~rg a~iza;folis,

·and~ - of_gr_~ev

A ·r epresentative body of re1·i-

such · as . Nahum . Goldmann of the

.·World ·J ewish: Congress .proposed, .could not claim _to repr~s_ent all ·
51
p.ha·de~,·_ o f· ._,- ewis
· h opinion
· · ·
·
· t a l) 1..Y cause
. fr1' c·t1'o·-n
t..,.:?tnu~ wou ld 1nev:t:.
.
.

.... .:..... ·

....

_

. ·v -

-:_

. ,

.. .

.'? ...
.. . !

-

-- -. - .-.. . .,.

.-. .
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within the Jewish comm unity.

Furthexmore, the AJC believed, for

a representative body to attempt to negotiate on the treatment cf
Jews in Catholic doctrine would r.emove the issue from ·its theological plane and create the impression of a compromise between
the two faiths.

Any action the Vatican Council might take would

have a far greater impact if it stemmed from Church initiative.
The

Co~mittee

was convinced it could be of _greatest service by

providing the data filnassed through the textbook studies and by
serving as a liaison between Jewish theologians and Catholic authorities.

In a direct communication from AJC president Herbert

Ehrmann to the Pope in December 1960, and indirectly through its
"Pro Deo" contacts, the Committee apprised the Vatican of its
willi~gness

to cooperate.

The Pope r.expressed sympathy" with the Committee's ideas,
and shortly thereafter V~tican officials informed ShusteL that

I

_ they would welcome a detailed memorandum on the proble!ns of Catholie-Jewish relations.

The AJC submitted a careful analysis, draw-

-ing heavily upon the St. Louis studies, and adding recommendations
..:";-.:.:.--:-:.. for revisions, prepared with the advice of Jewish religious · authorities.

.

The response . of Bea.'s

~ecretar~at

1961 the Committee received direct

was gratifying.

encouragem~nt

In July

from the Cardinal

in a private meeting with Shuster anG Ralph Friedman.

Bea sug-

gested a "second memorandum dealing with Catholic liturgy, and the
.

Committee repl::..esentati ves agreed.

.

The AJC spokesmen expressed. the

hope that the Ecumenical Council would not only correct historical

-

?·

inaccuracies but also . offer some positive encouragement to interreligious cooperation.

The Cardinal promised there wouid be oppor-

.tunities for further exchange of views.

A few months later, the

.-

---------- --·- ---- -- --- - --···- .·

· - -~
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I
Conuni ttee introduced Professor .h braham Heschel, the noted

th~ologi/'""A'{ \.

cal scholar on the faculty of The Jewish Theological Seminary of
~erica,

~/I
· ·j

to Cardinal Bea, and the latter welcomed .Heschel's offer
.·

:

to prepare a statement outlining possible

st~ps

tcward constrtlctive

t?

\J
t

I"
~

~
I

Catholic-Jewish relations.

The Committee's second memorandum and

and Dr. Hesche l's document, On Impr o ving Catholic-Jewish Relations
(which called for

Catho~ic

repudia tion of the deicide charge and

Church recognition of the Jews as Jews and no.t as potential converts} both reached Cardinal Bea's secretariat
its draft statement on the Church and the Jews.

-- .

- -_
..

· - --~-

·- - -·

-- ·-·--·-·- -- - ---- ... -- -

---

~efore

it prepared

i

\

; J

~

.
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Meantime , the gener.:i.l public was growing incr.easingly aware
of the need to r edefine Chris tian- Jewish attitudes .

~ee' s

French periodical,

teachings about Jews.

The Cori..:.ni t-

~vi<lence~ , ~;:~~;n~;~f~·~~~~fi-i[~:C{~~L

More significant, the apprehensi.on and
d,t,\.~G.-lc!../

~.:e1 :~i:~,.J•-'>;.-.."' )

trial of Adol f Eichmann raised i:£-\d·de1:.-·ci-r·c·1e.~ the e-~~~~--ques:
l..!.J e!Uucfc.,.~~.., . Cn,,('-((1-C-<...~<-r::::;. ~."<,. ~-· //,:;-~e-~"-'(r,,/.
tionS)\v.!£~.c.h-....J.u.J.~es-I--sa.aJ>·ha..d--pos·ed .
In ·Dec ember 196 1 the Protes .t ant World Council of Churches forcefully condemned anti-SemiJ . r:-1¥•
.
-.~·
""
::,~;._r-.tl ~~.,(~ ~;. :"t.-·'~.c. ~ .~...... ,_,

tism and

F&·Gtr.mG-F.1<:!-tl- sp-ee--i·f:kc-e.}.!_~

· crucifixion

that

u~«4r'' 'J.'.Ac-T !....::.., 1...--~::c.. ../'Tl
e-h-Gu-ld-..11<?-t-~b.e--f:.tx-2d---upBn

.

responsib~lity

for the

the J ewieh p eople of today.

\0

Opposition f::::-om two sources -- the Arab states and the con-\'

s erva tive prelates ·of the Roman Curia

succeeded , hm·1ever, in

shelving the Jewish issue during the first session of the Ecu··
me:nical Council in the fa l l of 1962 .

These elements

b.~C:.

{ ../

capi-

talized u·;>on a move by Nahum Goldmann, who, despite knoun cp~~·. ._,
\...t- 'ff'-e~.1 )".~..,.........,:;

position ~·~Y the Va ti can ani!'(JeWGh1eader s,
~ointment

.

\

I
\

annou0~ t~.~:u"}.-._. .,./{-."

of an Israeli as unofficial Jewish

r epreserrt:atTv~··tto··-----.- ·· ··

( (i~ V.1Jcu~..v f~~:.:. ~f.-f:..:.c.._:~=.i::.~f-<~::~f:<· lie=!~~/:-_•:_:::._ 1'-!,<-:_::.:2:_c_:::~};

"

· t~ouncil:)\_,.ffie _Va t ican ' s friendliness t oward the J ews cooled
.

'

..._____._,~.-·--

noticeably; anti-Semitic propaganda increased behind the scenes .

<

............. ~ .

-·

wc:w:=t:~~~..,...,_,,-.,""""~~":'C.~~A..""V~.......::Tlt........".""""'¥-"''~."""'9

Bea and his secretariat still labor·e d for a meaningful statement
· on the · Jews, but the Cardinal warned that o·ther Church leader:::

··· would need more persuasion than ever.

ing Catholic prelates

l>e:~

He suggested t hat the

in the United States and Latin

America .

\
- - - · - - - - - - - - - - ---

'T"""

I

~.r' ... w~, ·-;,.. ,. •• ~

.Page Eight

Pope Paul's· ad.d ress ·
to Liai§oil .Conmurn.ittee
Gentlemen,
· You, the Catholic and. Jewish members of
the Liaison Conu:pittee between the Catholic
Church and World Judaism, decided a little
over a year ago in Anvers, to hold your
f~urth annual meeting in Rome.
We rejoice
in this decision of yours to . meet this time
in the city which is the centre of the Catholic Church: it has made possible today's
fraternal meeting.
Your session is taking place a short time
after we have set up, last October, a Com·
mission of the Catholic Church · for religious
relations with the Jews, the first important
act of which has been the publication a
few days ago of the "Guidelines and Suggestions" for the application of the Conciliar
Declaration Nostro Aetate in the sphere of
Jewish-Catholic relations. .
We will not return at this moment to the
details of that document, which was addressed
to the faithful of the Catholic Church by
the central authority or_the Church and· which
has doubtless been, together with the question of human rights and still other problems,
one· of the. objects qf study and shared reflection to which your session has been devoted.

"Ii

:j1
~~

i:..

j;
1J•

r

Difficuldes ·and confrontations

• j

"i

~1'.

I

This text evokes the difficulties and confrontations, with all the regrettable elements
involved, which have · marked ·relations between Christians ~nd Jews over the past two
thousand years. While this reminder has
been salutary and indispensable; one should
not forget that there have also ·been between
us down the centuries elements other than
confrontations. There are still many people
who can witne's s to what was done by ·the
Catholic Church during the last war, in Rome
itself under the energetic impulse of Pius
XII - as we personally testify - and by
numerous bishops, priests and · mell'.lbers of
the faithful, to save innocent Jews from persecution, often at the p~ril of their own lives.
Moreover, as we look at history as . a
whole, we cannot fail to note the connections, often too little remarked upon, between Jewish thought and Christian thought.
We may here merely recall . the influence

~.
~.

,,

• .1
l

~'

-~,

.

.

.r

eXercised at various periods .10 the most
exalted. spheres of Christian reflection by the
.thought of the great Philo of Alexandria, who
was · considered by Saint Jerome as "the
most_ expe.r t among the Jews", ·. a judgment
echoed by, among others, · the Franciscan
Doctor Bonaventure of Bagnoregio. But, precisely, since the Catholic Church has just
commemorated, at the same time as the
seventh centenary of the death of Saint Bonaventure of ~agnoregio, that of the philosopher
and .theologian Thomas Aquinas, who d ied,
-like Bonaventure, in the year 1274, there
very naturally come to our mind the numerous references of our Angelic Doctor to the
work of the rabbinic scholar from Cordoba,
who . died. in Egypt at the da'Wn of the
thirteenth century, Moshe ben Maiman, in
particular his explanation . of the Mosaic Law
and the precepts of Judaism.

1

Mutual esteem
.

.

For his part, the thought of Saint Thomas
Aquinas was to expand in its turn · i_n the
scholarly tradition of mediaeval Judaism: as
has been ·shown for example by the studies
of Professor Charles Touati of the School of
Higher Studies in Paris . and by Professor
·Joseph Sermoneta of the Hebrew :University
in Jerusalem, there existed in the U.tin West
at the end of the thirteenth and in the fourteenth century, a whole Jewish Thomistic
school.
·
These are merely some examples drawn
frpm many otl)ers. They bear witness to
the fact that at different periods and at a
· certain- level there has been a real and
profound mutual esteem and a conviction
that we - had something to learn from one
another. ·
we· fonnu.l ate, gentlemen, the" sincere wish
that, in a manner appropriate to our age
and thus in a field that to some extent
exceeds the !united domain of merely specul. ative and rational exchanges, a true dialogue
may be established between Judaism and
Christianity.
Your presence here ·as sopie of the most
~uthorit.ative representatives of world Juda-

.#

.

..

__

--

I
ism bears witness to the fact that this personal wish finds a: certain echo in yourselves.
.T he terms with which we express it, the
presence of the devoted Cardinal President
of the Commission for Religious Relations
with the Jews, that of our brothers in the
episcopate, the Archbishop of Marseilles and
the Bishop of Brooklyn: are clear indications
to you of the sincerity and collegial decision with which the Catholic Church desires
that there should develop at this time that
dialogue with Judaism to which the .Second
Vatican Council invited us by its Declaration Nostra Aetate (cf. No. 43).
We hope that this dialogue, ~onducted with
great mutual respect, will help us to know
one anotQer better and will lead us all to
· know better the Almighty, the Eternal One,
to follow more faithfully the ways that have
been· traced out for us by him who, in the
words of the prophet Hosea (11: 9), is in our
midst C;lS the Holy One, who takes no pleasur~

in destroying.
We dare to · think that the recent solemn
reaffirmation of rejection by the Catholic
Church of every form of antisemitism and
the invitation that we have extended to all
the faithful of the Catholic Church to pay
heed in order "to learn by what essential
traits the Jews define themselves in the light
of their own religious experience" may, on
the Catholic side, provide the conditions for
beneficial development. We do not doubt
that you on your part will correspond, according to your own perspectives, to our effort,
which can only have meaning and fruitfulness in reciprocity.
In the perspective of understanding and
friendship which we evoked before the s .a cred
College on 23 December last, we formulate
for you here present, gentlemen, and for your
families, but more widely still for the entire
Jewish people our best wishes of happiness
and peace.

Reply to the ]?ope
Dr. Gerhart M. Riegner, the Secretary-General of the World Jewish
Congress delivered the following add'ress to Pope Paul VI on behalf of
the International Jewish Committee for lnterreligious Consultations when
meri1bers of- the Catholic-Jewish Liaison Committee were received in
audience at the Vatican on_January 10 :
Your Holiness,
The International Jewish Committee for
)nterreligious Consultations warmly appreciates the privilege of this audience.
This is an important .occasion. Relatfons
between the Catholic Church and the Jewish
. people have had ~any unhappy chapters.
This meeting, we are hopeful, marks a new
·stage in our relations.
In our century the Jewish people suffered
the greatest tragedy in its history, the annihilation of the overwhelming majority of the
Jews of Europe. In this · century, too, the
Jewish people has experienced · the rebirth
of the State of Israel.
.
·
The creation by Your Holiness of the Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews,
<!-nd the Gu.idelines for implementing the
Conciliar Declaration "Nostra Aetate" will, we
believe, encourage better understanding .and .
improve relations between · Catholics ·and
Jews, in a ·spirit of mutual respect and the
recognition of basic differences.
We welcome the condemnation of anti·
semitism, at ·a time when this ancient hatred

is again being propagated by enemies of the
Jewish people.
We welcome the call on Christians to
"strive to learn . by . what essential traits the
Jews define themselves in the light of their
own religious experience". We are hopeful
that. this striving wiJl lead to a wider appreciation that peoplehood and the land of ·
Israel are essential to Jewish faith. We note
with appreciation the recognitio·n by Your
Holiness, in .the recent address to the College
of Cardinals, of the place of Jerusalem also
in the love and longing of the Jewish people.
We welcome the call for joint social action.
The struggle for universal justice and peace
is a fundamental imperative of Judaism. We
ar.e eager to work with Christians for social
justice and peace for all, everywhere. . Such
collaboratiori can also do much · to foster
mutual understanding and esteem.
W~ express our warm respect to Your
Holiness and to Catholics throughout the·
world. May He who establishes . peace in
'His hcnvcn bring pence t.o all mnrykind.

Prop:?Sed Statement on the ~ting Between Jarish Representatives
and Pope John Paul I I

Drafted by Henry Siegman

We deeply appreciate the invitation extended to us by Pq>e John Paul II.

It is the first ti.Ire since the inception of the dialogue between
representatives of the Jewish camm.inity and of the. Vatican nearly 20
years ago that the Pope personally participated in

so in so warm and open a

~r.

holds the pranise of raising the

We

that dialogue, and did

believe this unprecedented encounter

catholi~ewish

dialogue to new levels

of seriousness arrl accooplishnent.

We

wish to stress that the dialogue we have been engaged in with the

catoolic Church these past 20 years has rx>t been

without~ ~hle

achievements. Not surprisingly, considering the prior 2,000-year history
of persecution and alienation, there renai.n difficult and painful issues
...:::=--

--

between us. Unfortunately, it is precisely these issues that \111ere
urrlerscored by the wel.care that Pq>e John Paul II recently extended to
Kurt

Waldheim, and it is therefore these issues, anong others, that we

discussed with the Pq>e.

I. The Holocaust

catholic spokesmen who responded to Jewish criticism of the audience Pope
John Paul II granted

~~

pointed out at the time that the PqJe had

in fact frequently condemned anti-Semitism and denoonced Na.zi crirres

camumication to the President of the National Conference of catholic
Bishops in the U.S.
- 1 ...

l

We have no doubt that the ReTIOf'Y ef t:Ae lblocaust is a source of deep

anguish to the Pope, as it is 'to all people of good will. There
renains, however, an issue that has been unaddressed, and that is the
. '
.·
~~~1:~ .
role of the Church itself during Wedd Wl:f' II • .!:,,. Specifically, What did

-

the Vatican, the catholic Church in Germany, and thE! various Catholic
.

.

episcqal conferences do when the Nazis passed the Nuremberg Iaws in

~ that

disenfranchised and dehwranized the

Jews?

~at

did they do

after "Kristalnadit" if938, when hundrOOs of synago;jll<!S in

Ge~

were destroyed? What did they say and do when Jews were rounded up

-----

and deported to the extel'!flination canps? The painful anStNer to these
questions is that despite the extraordinary heroism of rcany Catholics,
the Vatican and the official Catholic churches in Gennany and in IIDSt

-

European oo.mtries - like their Protestant coonterparts - were largely

silent, and abandoned the Jews to their fate.

The weight of responsible scholarship on the subject supports the
conclusion that the Vatican did oot q>pa;e Hitler and National
Socialism, because it saw them as a bulwark against Russian O:mmmism.
It was only at the point where the Nazis challenged the traditional
rights of the catholic Church

am

violated its Concordat with the

--

Vatican that the Church objected.

In his study Vatican Diplana.cy and the Jews During the Holocaust,

Fr. John M:>rley concludes that Vatican diplomacy during this tragic
period not only

fail~

the Jews but betrayed the ideals that it had

-

set for itself. "The nuncios, the secretary of state, and, rmst of

all, the Pope, share the responsibility for this dual failure."

- 2 -

'Ibis

j~t

found its echo"am:mg Catholic clergy as well.

In

the "WOrds of '5ene Cardire.l Tisserant, a colleague of

Pius XII,

-

0

I fear that history nay have reason to reproach the

li::>ly See with having purst.Ed a policy of convenience to itself,

and little else. 0

II .

Anti-semitism
If the dialogue that Jews and Catholics are seeking to develop is
to be built on foundations of integrity and truth, then the
question of \ltlat brought atout so terrible a failure must be
confronted.

A large pa.rt of the answer is the virulent

anti-Semitism that prevailed not only in Germany but in cruch of

Eurq>e.

The critical point is that this anti-Semitism was not external to
the Church, but to a significant extent its own creation.

In the

words of Fr. Fiherd H. Flannery, "The Pope's silence is better

seen as the apex of a triangle that rested on the much wider
acxiuiescence of the Gennan episcopacy, his imnediate
'constituents,' which, in turn, rested on the still wider apathy
or collusion with Nazism of Gennan catholics - and Christians -

so ill-prepared for any better a response by accustoam
anti-Semitic attitudes so often aided and abetted in the past by
the churches tharselves."

- 3 -

We suggested to Pope John Paul

II

that despite these critical

insights by catholic scholars,· the Catholic Church seems to continue
to look upon the lblocaust as an unfortunate crime ccmni.tted by

wicked people - a dreadful_accident of history - with no relation to
the religious past of the Church itself. The inevitable consequence
of su:h a failure of insight is to redoce the Holocaust to a

(

ronstrous criminal act that is to be deplored and then forgotten.

For this reason, the debate a'oout the role that the catb::>lic Church
in general

am

the

Vati~n

in particular played during- the Holocaust

is, in a sense, not the real point.

For even if that role had been

exanplary, the real point is that the Nazis -were able to go as far
as they did because \IJeStern culture had been steeped so tOOroughl.y
in Chris:urn

~tic

arrl

theological hostility toward the Jews.

Without a question, Nazism was a reversion to paganism, and at heart
~

as anti-O'lristian as it was anti-Jewish.

But candor and truth

catpel us to state that the poison of Nazisn \«)\l].d not have found so

fertile a seedbed if Oiristianity had not been so knowing and
(willing a participant in the centuries-long disease that is

anti-Sanitism.

It soould be clear that the need of the catholic Church finally to
care to terms with the history of anti-Semitism, and how that, in
turn, nay have affected the role it played during the Holocaust, is
not the consequence of a Jewish desire to rena.in anchored in a
tragic past. Rather, it is a necessary precondition for a cxmron

- 4 -

witness by both Catholics and., Jews to the freedom arrl dignity of nan
'ftilo is fashioned in the image of his Creator, and to a carm::m
vigilance to. anything that might indicate that

sareon~, ~~e,

be roving in that dreadful direction once again.

may

Surely, our

religious camnunities have a sacred responsiblity in this regard.

State of Israel

III.

The IIV:!eting with Kurt Wtldheim inevitably called attention to the
Vatican's failure to norrtalize its diplcxnatic ties with the State of
Israel. 'Ibe Vatican's insistence that the recognition accx:m:ied
Wtldhei.m does

rot signify approval of anything he might stand for was

seen in contrast

to the

Vatican's claim that formal diploaatic

recognition of Israel might be construed as approval of Israel's
policy regarding the status of Jerusalem or her border disputes with
her neighoors.

We believe the various reasons that have been given for the inability

of the Vatican to nonna.lize its diplClllatic ties

~ith

Israel lack

persuasiveness; ano119 the nany camtries with which the Vatican enjoys
nornal diplcrnatic relations, one can find one or roore instances of
(
i

every one of the conditions that ostensibly irake it irrpossible for the

\ Vatican

to

have nornal ties with the State of Israel.

But m:::>re i.nportant than any of these technical matters is the

overwhelmi.ng reality·that the State of Israel rose out of the ashes
of the Holocaust. The inescapable fact is that the Vatican's lack
of nornal relations with Israel lerrls weight and dignity - h<:7.oilever

- 5-

unintentionally -

to

the State of Israel.

tlx>se who seek to delegitimize and destroy
It would seem that whatever the exigencies

of Vatican statecraft, these are by far outweighed by the iroral

irrperatives bequeathed to mankind by the Fblocaust, irrperatives
that we believe the Vatican, as a supreue religious institution,
cannot much longer avoid.

DI.

'lhe catholic View of Jews and Judaism

Sioce Vatican II, the Catholic Church has issu:rl a number of
important 00curcents that have ushered in a nai1 era in the catholic

Church's understanding of Jews and Judaism.

Again, it is the

meeting with Waldheim that dramatized how easily this progress can

be undone in the absence of an honest confrontation by the Church

with its own past.

In a number of significant documents,

including the "Guidelines for the Irrplementation of Nostra Aetate"
and the m:>re recent "Notes on the Correct Way (etc.)," the

Catholic Church exhorted its faithful oot to make false
carparisons between Judaism as a harsh religion that danarrls only

justice and Christianity as a conpassionate religion that
advocates love.

However, that is precisely the invidious

corrparison nnst Catholic spokesrcen resorted to in justifying the
Pope's meeting with "6ldheim.

overnight, they resurrected the old

anti-Semitic canard that Judaism is an unforgiving religion of law
that seeks retribution and VeD)'eance, while Christianity seeks to
foster love and forgiveness.

'lbe Catholic Church's own recent

adironitions that such caricatures of Judaism are false and

defamatory were ignored and forgotten.

- 6 -

The dialogue between Catholi_cs and Je-ws suffered a serious setback
because of the wourrls that were opened by the rreeting with

--

Wa.l~eim.

Ik>wever, it is not the

~ting

with

~ldheim,

which is

now past history and canoot be undone, but these fundamental

issues that go to the heart of the Catholic-Jewish dialogue that

we now need to be in conversation about.

OUr

unprecedented discussions with Pope John Paul II, the

opE'.X'rtunity to raise these irrportant concerns directly with him,

hold the pranise of a ,......--____
watershed in catholic-Jewish relations. If
followed through, it can provide the irrpetus that will enable us

--

to recover losLgrowrl and to raise the dialogue to a new level of

seriousness and mutual understanding.

- 7 -
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6245GO PP SERB I
POPE SPEEGH UNTIL SPEECH DEL IVERED

...

C"• •• .:

. DEAR CHIEF RABBI .OF THE JE\-llSH CO~lt·~UNIT'Y -IN !10ME,_
' DEAR PRESIDnff OF THE UNION OF ITALIAN JEWISlfCOt-l~iUNITES,
DE AR "PRES I DE-NT OF. THE C01'1MUN ITY IN ROME ,
- DEAR R'4BB IS,
DEAR JEW I SH AND CHR 1911 AN FR I ENDS AND BRETHREN TAK I NG PART IN
THIS HISTORIC CELEBRATION,

·',

L

FIRST OF ALL, I WOULD LIKE, TOGETHER WITH YOU, TO GIVE THANKS
AND PRAISE TO THE LORD WHO STRETCHED OUT THE HEAVENS AND LAID
THE FOUNDAT IONS-OF THE ·EARTH (CF. IS 51:16) AND WHO C.HOSE.....~
IN ~ORDER TO MAKE HIM FAlH.E..R ..O.E...lLJiUl.TITUDE Qf_ CHf.L.Di?(_N_, AS.
..
NlJEMROUS ... AS THE STA-R S-OF HEAVEN AND AS .THE -_SAND WHICH rs ON .
THE SEASHORE' ' (GEN 22 :178 CF. IS 15:5) -- TO GIVE THAKS AND
PRAISE TO HIM BECAUSE IT HAS BEEN HIS GOOD PLEASURE, IN THE
MYSTERY OF HIS PROVI DENCE , THAT THIS EVENING THERE SHOULD BE A
. MEETING IN THIS YOUR ''MAJOR TEMPLE'' BETWEEN THE JEWISH COMMUNITY
T.HAT HAS BEEN LIVING IN THIS CITY-- SINCE -.THE TIMES OF--THE MJcrENT .
ROi·iAf:lS AND IHE13TS"HOP-oF "RONCAUD UNIVERSAL 'PASTOR
OF .-THE CATHOLIC·
.
~

I LIKEWI SE FEEL IT IS MY DUTY TO THANK T~E CHIEF RABBI, PROFESSOR
ELIO TOAFF, WhO FROM THE FIRST ~OMENT ACCEPTED WITH JOY THE IDE A
THAT I SHOULD MAKE THIS VISIT, A~D WHO IS NOW RECEIVING KE WITH
- GREAT OPE~NESS OF HEART AND A PROFOUND SENSE OF .HOSPITALITYs
AND IN ADDITION TO HIM I ALSO THANK ALL THOSE MEMBERS OF THE
JEWISH COM~UNITY IN RO~E WHO HAVE MADE THIS MEETING POSSIBLE AND
WHO IN SO MANY WAYS HAVE WORKED TO ENSURE THAT · IT SHOULD BE . AT
ONE AND THE SA~E TIME A REALITY AND A SYMBOL.r-iA fiY TH ANV.S

THEREFO~E

<i<!E~ R~B0MAfiY..!HAN.KS_)~~
;

. .

TO YOU ALL- . ·_
--; ... - ..

2.

. ·. ·
.

_

.

IN THE LIGHT OF THE wtiRD OF GOD THAT HAS JUST .BEEN PROCLAIMED
ANu TH1\'T LIVES FOR EVER (C.F. 15 3G: 5), I ~:OULD LIKE US TO REFLECT
TOGETHER, IN THE PRESENCE OF THE HOLY ONE ~ MAY HE BE BLESSED
(ESCLAMATION) (AS YOUR LITURGY ~AYS) - ON THE FACT AND THE
SIGNl~ICANCE OF T~IS MEETING BETWEEN THE BISHOP OF RONE, THE
POP~,·.-. At~D ' TH.E JE\·! ISH.. c·oM~l.(JN IJ.Y : J·H~~ .L:.IYES ANP \·~q~l{~ IH: THIS

..
~'f':=-:·'

CITY \1HICH IS. SO DEAR··TO YOU ANJ) -TO ME.,

. - --:,· -· . .'. .

..

-

.·:~~t::/ --~:-: :: -_. .~ -iiAD--·BEEN·~~ tH r ~K .I ~G-·:o~ :.TH rs·: ~-·Is I J_FOR. ~ _:LO~G-~.l::IM~·~~~ I w-FAC.l ;~:·.f.(~~:~
: _:.

~·- ··'"',::~ < 1'~~:

C._HI E.F :R~B~.f\~?; .K.1N.D.-:E:~_QUGH ~;TO...(:Qr-!E.. .AND .:S~~
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PAUL -vi; JOHN .XXVll AND PIUS .Xll •. -1 AM UKEWISE· WE"LL AWA'RE . THAT'_., ..,-.--__::·, _-,
THE .C_IH.E.F J~Af!~l.:AlLtH;_ .NIGHT B_EFORE_ _THE·; DEUH 'OF·· P_O.PE -JOHN,_ . .-__ .... • 'J:'
DID NOT HESITATE 10 GO TO SAINT PETER'S SQUARE~ AND ACCOMPAN IED
DY Mfr.jdERS - OF TH E .JEWISH FA!TiifllL , HE MINGLED WITH THE CRO\~D
OF CATHOLICS AND -OTHER CHRISTIANS . ltl ORDER TO PRAY AND KEEP
VJ.fill.., AS IT WERE BEABING .wms__~~J~ SILEN"t BUTVE.'l~Y-'E'FITCTIVE
i;;~y.J.. T_Q JtiLGR_E~T!llSS OF SO~L OF THAI_.P-r.!NUtF , WHO 'W11-S-:-C5PEN . -- --.TO ALL PEOPLE WITHOUT DI ST I NCT I ON , AND IN P-AlITlCULAR TO 'THE
·
JEWISH BRETHREN.

THE HERITAGE THAT I WOULD NOW LIKE TO TAKE UP IS PRECI SE LY
THAT OF POPE JOHN, WHO ON ONE ·ocCASlON, AS HE PASSED B~ HERE AS THE CHIEF RABB I HAS JUST MENTIONED~ STOPPED THE CAR SO THAT
1 · HE COULD BLESS THE CROWD OF J~WS w~o WERE COMING OUT OF THIS
( VERY . TEMPLE. AND I WOULD LIKE TO TAKE UP HIS · HERlTAGE AT THIS
VERY ~IOMENT, WHEN I F IND MYSELF NOT JU ST OUTS IDE, Btff, T11ANKS
TO YOUR GENEROUS HOS~l~ALITY, INSIDE .THE SYNAGOGUE OF ROME.

3.

.

....

THIS GATHERING. IN A WAY BRINGS TO A CLOSE, AFTER THE
PONTIFICATE OF JOHN XXlll AND THE SECOND VATICAN COUNCIL, A LONG ..._
PERIOD WHICH WE M0ST NOT TIRE OF REFLECTING UPON IN ORDER TO
DRAW FROM IT THE APPRIPRIATE LESSON. CERTAlflLY, WE CANNOT kND
SHOULD NOT FORGET. THAT THE HISTORICAL CIRCUMSTANCES OF. THE
PAST . WERE ~ERY DI FFERENT FROM THOSE THAT HAVE LlBORLOUSLY
~AJ:.URED_QVER THE CENTURIES . THE GENERAL. ACCEFTANCE OF · A LEGITIMATE
_F_LURAL I T'C>ON THE SOC I AL. CIVIL A[jp RELIGIOUS LEVELS. HAS BHN
-.
Afl.IUV.£ D H ~LI TH_.GRU LD I Ff lC~ . NfYERTHELE SS, A· COi~S I Dt'ITTtiiQN
OF CE N T U RIES-LO~G CULTURAL CONDITIONING COULD NOT PREVENT US
FROM RECOGN I ZING ·THAT THE . TS OF DISCRIMINATION , UHJUST FIED
'
TION OF RELIGIOUS FREEDOM, OP R ION ALSO
~ THE LEVEL .
U.t.....J....L.!L.ll--"-~~~~ .REGARD_
Hc
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,
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' DECLARATION +NOSTRA AETATE+
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I \-JQ!!! ~ LI KE ONCE ~·iORE TO EXPRESS A \'JORD OF ABHORRENCE FOR
THE (GE NOC rnb DECREED AGA I NSI .I~ JEVI I SH PEOPLE DUR I NG THE LAST .
WAR: WJCli LED TO THE1:BOLOCA.IJS!_j 'OF t'ilLLIONS OF ' INNOCEtff ·
·
.
·
.
..
.
·
.
VICT l 1"1S.

..
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1N HEBRE\·J ·AND THUS MAN IF°ESTtD ·rr1( SENT i'l'iENTS OF KY HEART:

'
''THIS l~SCRIPTION STiRS THE K~MORY OF THE PEOPLE WHOSE SONS
AND DkUGliTERS WERE DESTINED TO TOTAL EXTERMINAT ION. THIS .PEOPLE
HAS ITS ORIG IN IN AB!iAHAM, WHO 1s· ouR FATHER IN FAITH (CF. RON
4:12), AS PAUL OF TARSUS EXPRESSED IT. PRECISELY THIS PEOPL£ .
• WH ICli RECEIVED FROM . GOD . THE COMMAND~ENT: ··rHou SHALT NOT
.
f.ILL'',. . HAS -EXPER·IENCtD .,JN.JTSELF TO A. PARTICULAR , DEGREE .-WHAT ·
. :·
. KILLING MEkNS ~ ".B£FORE -:Jif1s · JNSCRIFTlOti IT l·S. NOT ~ PER.t-i°ISSIBLE" FO~. · ..
Al~YONE TO PASS ~y w·ITH · 1NDlfFERErlCE' 1 (+INSECtUfllENTI+ 19.79 ,~-~
p. 1484).
.
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TODAY'S VISIT IS MEANT TO l"iAKE A DECISIVE CONTR.lBUTION
TO THE. _COrJSOLIDATION FO THE GOOD RELATIONS BETWEEN OUR TWO .·
C01V.t-iUNITIES , 'IN lfHHTroN" OF THcEXAt-iPLE . OF so MANU MEN AND WOMEN
WHO HAVE WORKED AND WHO ARE STILL VORK~NG TODAY, ON BOTH SIDES,
TO OVERCOME OLD PREJUDJ.C.ES~ND TO SECURE,.4:-'t'etl---41!..J.JJ.JUi,.~-1'4.M-'-'_ __
RECOGNIT I ON OF THAT ·~AND THAT "COt'1MON SPIRITUAL PATRlt'rONY'
THAT EXISTS BETWEEN . JEWS AND CHi?ISTIAtlS':---__....
THIS IS THE . HOPE EXPRESSED IN THE FOURTH PARRAGRAPH OF THE
COUNCIL'S DECLARATIONS +NOSTRA AETATE+~ WHICH I HAVE JUST MENTIONED,
ON THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE CHU~CH TO NON- CHRISTIAN RELIGONS.
·THE DECIS I VE TURNING-POINT IU RELAT I ONS BETWEEN THE CATHOLIC
CHURCH AND JODAISM; AND WITH I NDIVrDuAL JEWS, WAS OCCASIONED
BY THIS 13RIEF BUT INC·ISI VE PARAGRAPH.

.. /

WE ARE ALL AWARE THAT, AMONG THE RICHES OF THIS FARAGRAPH.
NO . 4 OF +NOSTRA AETATE+, +THREE FOINTS+ ARE ESPECIALLY RELEVANT .
I WOULD LIKE TO UNDERLINE THEM HERE, BEFOR~ 10U, IN THIS TRULY
UN I QUE GIRCUUMSTANCE.. " .
·
.
.
.
. . : ·-.
. .
.· .
THE +FIRST+ IS THAT THE C~URCH OF CHRIST DISCOVE~S HER
" .].Q..ND" WITH JUDAISM BY "SEARCHING I NTO HER. OWN r<:1YSTERY 11 ,
(CF. +NOSTRA AETATE'+ +IBID+.). THE JEWISH REL I GION IS NOT
11 EXIRINSIC " TO US BUT IN A CERTAIN \tJAY IS ' "INTRINSrc-r• TO
. OUR OWN RELIGION . 1~iTH._J.UDAISM. THEREFORE ' WE HAVE A RALAT IONSHIP
\l/HICH . \'iE DO tiOT HAVE w1rn ANY _
OffiER REL I GION
~
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BELOVED BROTHERS . AND, JN A CERlAIN WAY
HAT YOU ARE OUR..-!LDE R. BROTHERS
·
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;L~MEN~A;:oTEED ~y T~E
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COUNCIL. IS THAT tiQ ANCESTRAL,
JI.MPUT.c. D TO JHE _J n/S AS A PEOPLE FoR
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.v.. . ·Qij ·, , : s .QF P~RSEC.~T 1 0~ IS UNfOU~rnrn~ ·JHE.· LORD \'JIL.L' JUDGE EACH
: . . .(C~ . ,,R~~g-~.~·~~~~; l .O.; HIS ?~·I. ~ .WORY:~ ·'· '.,.' ;·JEV/S . MJD ·CHP..I ST,.IA.NS ALI.KE ._
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LAWFUL
b~A ~O~HED ~EWS ARE ' 'REPU~ I.ATE·D ·QR CURSrb!•-: - A'S -fF- JH IS \:/ERE
. ·
L
E DEDUeE-B fl<01~ I HE SAC~ED SCRIPTURES OF THC OLD
. OR . ~HE .NE·\o/ TESTA.fv!ENT (CF. · +~OSTRA A.ETATE, IBID) . INDEED T
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''TH.EM~.~~ 1"0' ~.~9CL~'_l~ . TH.EM . H~ :l)tE.1·~ .~EiN~f~~·=V..A~~E} . '.·:·"
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/ . FOR. TH 1'$ IS TH( ME AN I G WH lCH Is.
~VISIT TO YOU, TO THE JEWS OF ROME .

·ra

>>:;:

BE: . AHR l·BlfTED T-0 .MY

..

IT IS NOT OF COURSE BECAUSE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN US HAVE
NOW BEEN Q)lERCOME .I..tiAT I HAVE COME .AMONG TOo.-· \'It KtlOW \~ELL THAT
THIS IS NOT ..

so.

F I RST OF ALL, EACH OF OUR RELG 1.0NS,

IN THE FUL\ A\·IARENE SS

OF THE MANY BONDS WHICH UN I TE THEM .TO EACH OTHER • . AND IN THE
F I RST PLACE THAT ''BOND''WHlCH THE COUNCIL SPOKE OF, WI SHES
TO BE RECOGNIZED AND RESPECTED IN ITS OWN IDENTITY B YONO
AN.Y SY_NCRET I SM .A.
·y MB I GUCU
P
I A ION .~
.

l

.

.

\

.

FURTHERMORE, I T I S NECESSRY TO SAY THAT THE PATH UNDERTTAKEN
.IS STILL Ale.. THE BEGIN.lHtlG, AND THEREFORE A CONS,,IDERABLE AMOUNT
OF TIME \'JILL°:" STIL[ Bt1'JEH1El>, NOT\'JITHSTANDING THE GREAT ·
EFFORTS ALREADY MADE ON BOTH SIDES, TO REMOVE ALL FORMS OF
-PREJUDICE, EVEN SUBTLE ONE, TO REAQ~~~RY MANNER OF SELF.~ THEREFORE TO PRESENT
~W~
OURSELvES AND IQ OTl:l1_RS, THE TRUE FACE OF IRE JEl'ls-1t1'til OF
JUDA I SM , AS Ll«EW I SE~H~ISTIANS A~D OF CHRISTIANITY, AND.TH I S AT
...._. EVERY ·LEVEL· OF OUTLOOK, TEACHING AND COf\IMUNClATlON .
.
.
.

;..

I N THl~ 'REGARD, ~ WOUL6 .LlK~ TO ri~Ml~d MY.~ROTAERS AND
SISTERS OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH, ALSO THOSE LIVING ' IN ROME,
OF THE FACT THAT THE GUIDELINES 'FOR IMPLEMENTING THE COUNCIL
lfi THIS PRECISE FIELD ARE ALhEADY AVAILABLE TO EVERYONE IN THE
.. TWO . DOCUMENTS . PU~L I SHE°Q . RE.SPECT l VEL Y ·I fLJ..274 AND IN 1995, BY THE
HOLY SEE~ S COMn I S'S'IOI~ FOR ·REUG I OUS REL HI ONS ~ITH ·JADA I SM.
·
IT I S ONLY A -OUESTION OF STUDYING THEM CAREFULLY, OF IMMERSING
-Oi'iESELF IN THEIR TEACH I NGS AND Or PUTTING THEM ' IN'TO PRACTICE.
PERHAPS THERE ST I LL REMAiN BET~EEN US DIFF I CULTIES OF THE
PRACT I CAL ORDER WA I T I NG TO BF ' ovrncm.1.£ ON THE LEVEL OE FRATERNAL
.!?ELAT I ONS; . THESE ARE THE RESULT OF CENTURIES OFfvlUTUAL Ml~Drn.::
STAND I NG, AHD ALSO OF DIFFERENT POSITIONS AND ATTITUDES, NOT
EASILY SETTLED,· IN COMPLEX AND I MPORTANT MATTERS.
.
.
· tiO O~IE IS U'N/:.\~ARE THAT THE rUiiDAf'iENT'AL "DIFFERE~iCE FP.Ot·i THE
VERY BEGINNING ~AS BEEN THE ATTACHMENT OF US ~ATHOLICS TO THE
PERSON AMD TEACH ttiG .,OF JE.SUS QF l!AZAR~TH ,. ·. p, SON OF. '(OUR
._...,_p[OPLE. •• , FROM \·/HICH 'WE.RE · ALSO BORN TH~ - 1/IRGl.N l·iARY, THE '.·..
. ... .
" . AFOS.ll:.'ES " wHO -wrnE THE ' ·•'1 fUNDAT I OHS" A.ND ~.P{LLA.RS :oF THE CHURCH'..' _'. .:.· . .. '-·
.· AtW'.' THE ·~RE~T.E'.R....P.ART pF, T.HE . FIRST C.l:tf?ISfl"Atil COM.~~1,JN..rn • . ~UT ' THl..s,:.- ,:. ;"·:"
· 'ATTACHt'it.'tJT ' IS t::OCATED' : JN< rnE·: oRDtR OF .fAITtf ·, Tl;iAT 1.S"·TO:. SAY ·. · ·.
· ..
I N THE FREE ASSENT OF THE . MIND AND HEART GUIDED SY . THE. SPIRIT ,
- A.ND I T CAH NEVER BE "tHE OBJECT OF EXTERIOR PRESSURE, . IN ONE
. : ( " SENSE OR THE OTHE~. THIS I S ~HE · REASO~ WHY WE ~ISH TO' DEEPEN
. . Dt ALOGUE '..IN LOYALTY AND FR l ~NDSH I P, 'I N RESPECT FOR ONE ANOTHER'S .
INTIMATE CONV I CT I ONS . TAKING AS A FUNDAMENTAL BAS I S THE ELEMENTS .
.· . OF THE REVE L ~l·l9N. . WH ~ Gtt .WE.·:·HAVE:::I N. COKMON_; .A~ -A. · ~' GREAT SP_ I~ .1Tl!A~..:-<. ,.
. ·· "· PAlROtOY ·tt : '(DF • .~N()S TRA-1.ETAT:E+ ·, '.N0:',:4)-• .·;:'._ ..;_.;·.; "·
· · :_.. · ... ,..: ".::-:.,_.·- .
.
. . .. . . . . . . .. . . ..
. -. . -.
··....:.. -·--· .
·~

. . .-,: ·

:·.-.<Y?ffj_
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,-.=:...._. -.~ -«-:-,: "..:. :7'·~··
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... ~~: 1s· Must' .BE ..sA 1n ~ · TH£t4· ~ ...THE · wA·xs:" d'PENEll F·on ·ouR ..coLL;.ao.R.A'.T .i o.N ·~:>: ...~:,. : .:<·:· 1
..

IN THE' UGHT. 'OF ·ouR ·coMMmf-HERITAGE· DRAWN-EROH THE LAW· AND "·T:HE .· . '··;._. "_ .~ . ..
Plio.e.!:iE.Ts ARE VARlo'us AND ' IMPORTt.Ni WE \"/ISH TO RECALL f'IR'ST 'OF·..
.
ALL ~~LLABORATION IN FAVOUR OF t·~ HIS LIFE FROt-'i CONCEPTION
· ' UNTIL AfURAL DEATH, HIS DIGNITY. HIS FREEDOM, HIS RIGHTS4
HIS SELF -DEVELOPMENT IN A SOCIETY \:JH ICH IS NOT HOST ILE BUT· ..
-~,,.,..,.
FR IENDLYAtlO--r-AVOURABLE • WHERE JUS I I CE RE t Gf1S AND WH'ERE , !ti ... ..... ..
THI sr1nToN; ON THE VARIOUS GOUT I tiUlTS AND THROUGHOUT THE WORLD'
IT IS PEACE THAT RULES, THE +SHALOM+ HOPED FOR BY THE LAWMAKERS,
- PROPHETS AND WISE MEN OF ISRAEL .
v

- : · · , . . ...

MORE . IN .GENERAL , THERE IS THE PROELEM OF MORAL ITY THE
GREAT F IELD OF INDIVIDUAL ~ND SOCIAL · ETHICS . .
. ALL AWARE OF
How ACUTE THE cRT5Ts---i-s-oTTHi s f>ol'Nr ·1NTHE AGE 1N wH 1CH wE
ARE LIVING . IN SO~ I ETY WHICH IS OFTEN LOSJ IN .AGNOST IC.ISM-AND
. INDIVl!lJIAt ISM AND WHt'CH IS SUFFERING THE BITTER CONSEQUENCES
OF SELF I SH NESS AND VH>LEtlCE, JEWS. AND CHRIST I ANS ARE THE TRUSTEES.;;;,:.. ·
.- AND WITNE SSES OF ANE"°iHlre'l-IARKED BY. THE TEN COMMANDMENTS, · ·
.
l ~ ' TH E OBSER VANCE OF HIC~ 'MAN FINDS HIS TRUTH AND FREEDOM. TO
PROMOTE A COMMON REFLECT ION AND COLLABORATINO ON THIS POINT
IS ONE OF THE GREAT DUTIES OF THE HOUR•
. ANQ FINALLY I WISH TO ADDRESS A THOUGHT TO THIS CITY IN ..
WHICH .THERE LIVE SIDE BY SIDE THE CATHOLIC. COKKUNITY WITH
ITS'B ISHOP, AND THE JEW1$H COMMU9NITY WI.TH ITS AUTHORITIES
AND . ITS CH IEF RABBI~ .
.
..

.- ( .
LET TH IS NOT · BE A MERE: ' ·'CO-EXISTENCE' ', A KI ND OF
· JUXTAPOSITION~ INTERSPERSED WITH ~IMITED AND OCCASIONAL METINGS, ·
. . BUT .LET _·lT .BE '_ AHlf>IATED BY FRATERNAL LOVE. .
.

7.
THE PROBLEMS OF ROME ~RE MANY. YOU KNOW THIS WELL . EACH
Ot•E OF US, IN THE LIGHT OF THAT BLESSED HERITAGE TO ~JHICH I
ALLUDED EARL IER, IS CONSCIOUS OF AN OBL IGATION TO WORK TOGETHER,
AT LEAST TO SOME DEGREE, FOR THE IR SOLUTION . LET US SEEK ,
AS FAR AS POSS IBLE, TO DO SO TOGETHEfii:a Fi?OM Tiii S VISIT OF KI NE
AND FROM THE HARMONY AND SERE NITY WHICH WE HAVE ATTAINED MAY
THERE FLO\'i FORTH A FRESH AJJD Hc.ALTH-G IV I NG SPR IN"G LI KE THE
RIVER THAT EZEK IEL SA\·/.GUSHli'lG rnoP. .Hlc·tASTER-N GATE Or THE
TEt-iPLE OF J Ef?ifSALEM ..(CF. EZEK 47il) ' FF,), WH ICH WILL HELP TO HEAL ·
-- TO HE4L THE \'/OUtlDS FROM \·JH ICH ROi'iE IS S!JF FER I t~G ~

~i·G· :ii:; 1.s, ··i "vtNtul?E:·rn

.. . . -. .' ··1N . n6·1

: ' ..Tci

s:AY;' ·.\1£. · st-lALt · E·~cH· BE:. FA 1rHFuL
'i "o"HiAl":\~H l..CH. 'r·iOS;T:., ..

.. :

OU~ "·MOST.'. S4CREi:l ·: coi·'IN·i·TKE~·rs·/. A'N·D AL.SO

. PROFOUNDLY UNHH AND GATHERS US TOGETHE!f: FA11H·.11LTHE ·ONE
:=:o-GOD \·!Hb , ·,L·OVES STRAtlGERS" AND "RENDERS. JUSTICE TO THE'
ORPH~N AND JHE WIDOW'' (CFi DEUT 1C:18), COMMAND ING US TOO TO
LOVE ANO ~ELP THEM (CF. TIBID•., Al~D ~EV 19 :16". 34) . CHRIST.IA·NS
HAVE LEARNED THIS. DES IRE OF . THE LORD FRO~ THE TORAH , WHICH
_YbU HERE VENERATE, AND FROM JESUS, WHO ·TOOK TO ITS ~XTREME
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·::_;:, ·ADDRESS , )S'_·TO -'TURN- -M·Y.-£YES AND MY f•l°!ND TO' THE LORD, TO . THANK · ·: .:-::_.. ._
.. HIM · ANQ. PRA l_SE 'HIM FOR. TIHS JOYFUL MEETING AND F-OR THE GOOD T.HI NGS
WHICH 'ARE ALREADY· FLOW ING FR0M IT, FOR THE REDISCOVERED
BROTHERHOOD AND FOR THE NEW AND MORE PROFOUND UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN US HERE IN ROME , AND BET\'JEEfl THE CHURCH AND JUDAISM
EVERYWHERE, IN EVERY COUNTRY, FOR THE BENEF IT OF ALL;
THEREFORE IW OULD ( IKE TO SAY WIT~ THE PSALM IST IN tt·1s
ORIG INAL LANGUAGE WHICH IS ALSO YOUR OWN I NHERITANtE~
HODU LA ADONAI Kl TOB
KI LE OLAi"I HASDO
YOMAR-NA YISRAEL
K.1 LE OLAM HASDO
YOMERU-NA YI R E ,. ADONAY
.
Kl LE OLAM ' HASDO (PS 118:1~2.4).
0 GIVE THANKS TO.THE LORD FOR HE IS GOOD ,
HIS STEADFAST LOVE ENDURES FOR EVER (E SCLAM )
LET IS RAE L SAY,
''HIS STEADF AST LOVE ENDURES FOR EVER ''.
LET THOSE WHO FEAR THE LORD SAY ,
''HIS STEADFAST LQVE ENDURES FOR EVER''.
AMF'N.
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